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O
ld Brentwoods have already contributed
substantially to the costs of the new tractor and
ancillary equipment purchased to maintain and

improve the seven pitches at Ashwells Road used by OB
teams and outside organisations. Pitches which function
throughout Autumn, Winter and Spring in all but
exceptionally bad weather are a vital ingredient in ensuring
the viability of the Clubhouse and grounds. 

Over 100 donations have brought in over £12,000 in
response to an appeal letter by 2010/2011 Society
President Richard Owers. He describes the contribution to
a target of £20,000 as “a tremendous effort in economically
challenging times. Significant sums have been contributed
by the rugby and football clubs but donations from
individual OBs have been and remain essential.

“A very big thank you to all who have kindly donated to the
Tractor Appeal. It has been truly heart warming to receive
the notes and letters that have often accompanied the
cheques – remembering days, deeds and friendships from
School and from the clubs and sports fields at Burland
Road and Ashwells Road.”

However, the purchase costs are having to be replaced as
the ongoing costs of running the buildings, facilities and
grounds remain formidable. There is nothing to spare from
Clubhouse funds.

Richard puts the purchase
into context. “Ashwells Road,
now constantly under the
gaze of the Society’s finance
sub-committee, requires a
steady stream of games with
both OB and outside teams
paying match fees and
spending in the bar
afterwards.  Outsiders provide
a significant proportion of the
Ashwells Road income
through hiring fees. However,
they will go elsewhere if faced
with several weeks of
unplayable pitches.”

The new vehicle operates at a
much higher technical and
economically attractive level
than its worn out predecessor.
It has 50/70 horsepower, four-
wheel drive, front loader and
low gearing for use with
various equipment.  These
include an ‘Earthquake’
machine to break up
compacted earth and a
‘Slitter,’ which makes incisions
in the turf of the right depth,
angle and configuration to
enable water to drain more
quickly while creating a better
growing environment for grass

seed and fertiliser. These processes should enable the
deployment of extra seed and fertiliser to improve the
ground cover and help with drainage through the soil once
the roots are established.

Grounds Committee Chairman Tony Witney explains: “The
clay subsoil at Ashwells Road means that drainage takes
place comparatively slowly. Constant rain and melting
snow often result in waterlogged pitches. Even where
surfaces are deemed playable, they get churned up. Over
time, that damage has been severe for most pitches.
Various measures have been taken in recent years to
secure improvement but there was a growing sense of
fighting a losing battle.”

An agronomist’s report was commissioned which
maintained there was an urgent need to increase spiking,
verti-draining, sub soiling, annual sand top dressing,
seasonal seeding and fertilising. However, the existing
complement of machinery and equipment was inadequate
for these tasks.

The Society’s General Committee felt they had no choice
but to purchase tractor and equipment as an investment
which would pay for itself over time while improving ground
quality and playing conditions over the years. Groundsman
Chris Innerd has already been putting the tractor through
its paces to the benefit of the cricket, football and sports
clubs. 

New tractor is already hard at work 
improving Ashwells pitches

Groundsman Chris Innerd (left) and 2010/11 Society President
Richard Owers with the main attraction

society business
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Staines on 01277 374070 or Email: melbryant1@hotmail.com



I
an Waite (1959-70) has become President of the Society
of Old Brentwoods at a time of substantial change. The
past two years have seen a major restructuring of the

Ashwells Road operation, site of the Old Brentwoods
Clubhouse and grounds and home base for its rugby,
football, cricket, tennis and squash activities. 

Formerly the primary recipient of Society funds, Ashwells
Road has moved substantially towards financial self
sufficiency and self-contained management. This will
enable the Society per se to focus on the significant
number of members who are not frequent visitors to the
Clubhouse and on those Old Brentwoods who are not or
are no longer Society members.

With his immediate predecessor as President, Richard
Owers, and former General Committee Chairman Simon
Boon, Ian has been considering how to increase the
attractions of membership to OBs new and old.

“We have quite a few ideas, some of which involve working

closely with the School to encourage participation in the

Society and its running among immediate leavers. We are
looking at events, career mentoring, networking activity,
database management, websites and print
communication.”

Overall, that’s quite an agenda for the 59-year-old Brentwood-
based printer, a major figure in the Old Brentwoods Rugby

Club as long serving player and administrator, Society
General Committee member, yachtsman and, of course,
printer and mailer of the Chronicle.

Born in 1952 in Isleworth, Ian, brother Graham (1962-73)
and their parents moved to Brentwood, enabling the
family’s elder son to join the Prep, Quennell, Form IV and

Miss Boardman in 1959. “We were always very, very
scared of her. One afternoon, however, there was a
thunderstorm. One lad was so frightened, she put him
under her desk and patted his head. She did not seem
quite so scary after that.”

Miss Bothwell in 3R used to “pretend she was a witch to
keep us on our toes.” She was followed by Frank Halford
in 2R: “a lovely man and an inspired teacher.” Next up was
Bill Davies in Form1, supported by David Curtis and David
Bull. “Jack Higgs headed a very good team. I was very
happy in the Prep School.”

At the 50th anniversary class reunion in 2009, which Ian
and David Wakeling largely organised, it emerged that
Frank Halford and another teacher, Anne Jarrett, also
started at Brentwood in 1959 - “fitting additions to a select
company.” 

From 1963-70, Ian was in North. “I did not really set the
world on fire academically.” After O levels, he took A level

Economics (Sid Bergin), Geography (Dennis Tarrant) and
French (Terry Best, Richard Smart and Bob Jackson). He
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Printer, mailer, CCF soldier and part-time
sailor can forget spare time for a while

Helping School leavers

Ian Waite believes strongly that Old Brentwoods should
do more to help youngsters with career advice both
before and after they leave the School.

“Our members have long supported the School’s
Careers Convention and will be doing so again in March
2012. However, we need to look at the occupations
represented. There has been a bias towards the service
professions and we were certainly short of engineering
disciplines at the last convention. The world is changing,
particularly in relation to evolving technologies and
approaches to business. More 2010 university entrants
opted for the business and economic studies spectrum
than for any other area.

“Some 40 per cent of Brentwood School leavers are girls

and we have to recognise that traditional boy/girl career
stereotyping is changing rapidly and we need to
accommodate that.”

Helping Members
The Society wants to endow membership of the Old
Brentwoods with more value, especially for the majority
who do not use the Clubhouse. Accordingly, Ian Waite
has approached several local businesses, including

solicitors, surveyors, insurance brokers and restaurants
which are prepared to provide discounts or special
offers to members. He is looking for more, especially

those who provide goods and services which are not
“exclusively masculine.” Once arrangements have been
made with sufficient people, it is planned to post them on
the Society’s website.

“Now that the membership card scheme is up and

running, it will be easier to confirm Old Brentwoods
status. It will obviously be good if some participating
businesses are part of the OB family

Old Brentwoods interested in supporting the School’s
Careers Convention and in offering services to Society
members should get in touch with Ian Waite at
enquiries@arbrosepress.co.uk . Tel. 01277 822261.



was a member of the rugby and athletics squads,

specialising in the 200 metres. The team of Waite, Nigel

Sizer, Peter Stothard and Kit Morris won the Essex

Schools’ Relay (4 X 100 metres) in 1969… - “a reward for

training hard not to drop the baton.” He was company

sergeant major in the CCF in his final year.

Ian’s Prep School happiness was extended to the Sixth

Form. However, tutor Chris Higgs provided a perspective,

telling Ian that he would go far if he devoted as much time

to his studies as he did to his social life. “I have tried to

encourage my children to work harder than I did,” mused a

reflective parent.

However, the geography studies engendered an interest in

the Jurassic coast, especially between Exmouth and

Chesil Beach, where the family regularly holidayed. From

1965-74, Easter holidays in the Loire Valley on a student

exchange were a regular occurrence.

After school, Ian attended the City of London Polytechnic on a

business studies sandwich course. He gained his arts degree

in 1974 and joined his father Alan in his printing business in

Walthamstow – magazines, newsletters, brochures and a

range of other work. Ian became a partner in 1984.

From 1983 to 2004, the business was based in

Barkingside, surviving a fire in 1999, before moving to

Waterhouse Lane, Chelmsford. In 2009, the staff moved to

the present premises in Mountnessing. Alan Waite retired

from the business, aged 82, in 2005.

Ian joined the Old Brentwoods Rugby Club on leaving

school in 1970, its first ‘Saturday’ season. Initially, club

teams played at the ‘cabbage patch’ in Navestock. “In

those early days, it was a miracle if we got enough players

out. We were more often valiant losers than methodical

winners. We were very much playing for fun.” Joe Hodgson

was then president. He once told Ian: ‘You might one day

make a boxer but never a rugby player.’

He spent the best part of three decades proving Joe

wrong, playing for the First XV in many positions,

reckoning his best position was on the wing. After a decade

with the Old Brentwoods, he moved to the Woodford Club.

Graham Waite, three years younger than his brother, who

played rugby for the OBs, Woodford, Lloyd’s and Essex,

“was the catalyst for me going to Woodford,” recalls Ian.

He returned eight years later to the OBs. A first teamer until

well into his 40s, he played his last game at 49. His OB

club career encompassed captain and vice-captain of the

First XV, social secretary and playing chairman, and he

was elected Club President in 2011, ”Now that the Rugby

Club is running three sides regularly via about 60

registered players, we are well set up for the future.”

Ian joined the OBs’ General Committee in 1976 and has

also served on the Management Committee. He was social

secretary of the Society when they moved to Ashwells

Road. “The Soccer Club already ran an amazing New

Year’s Eve party and the Cricket Club ran the Summer

Ball. To extend this spread of events, we started the

President’s Cocktail party and the Bonfire Night function

(now the Halloween Event). Over the years these events

have delivered extra revenue for the sports clubs and for

the Society as a whole.

Ian married Gilli, a former Brentwood County High School

pupil and sister of 2010-11 Society President Richard

Owers. The Waites have three children: Eleanor,

Alexandra and Tom. The latter was in the Prep before

getting a scholarship to KEGS in Chelmsford. Father Alan

Waite was President of the OBs Rugby Club.

Ian is a keen sailor and keeps a 20-foot squib at

Waldringfield on the River Deben. “I just enjoy being on the

water.” He represents the Waldringfield Club on the

Squibs’ national committee.

The West Country remains a favourite stamping ground for

the Waites. Ian and Gilli have a house in Exmouth,

purchased to provide accommodation for Alexandra when

she was studying at Plymouth University. Now it acts as a

base for sailing in the region.

He has been printing the ‘Chronicle’ for over 20 years,

guiding editors Mike King, Godfrey Thomas and Martin

Rowland; and enabling the magazine to evolve to its

present two and four-colour A4 format. He regularly prints

calendars, fixture lists and programmes and menu covers

for the Society and its clubs. He printed Godfrey Thomas’

two editions of ‘Everyone A Hero’, ‘En Rade’ for Bob

Jackson and even some past issues of The Brentwoodian.

With a living to make, rugby to help administer, Society

publications to produce, sailing to enjoy and now the

Society to preside over, the new President reflected: “the

idea of spare time is one I can forget for a while.

“We want more members, more events and more

engagement. The Society of Old Brentwoods could

become one of the most flourishing former pupil

organisations in the country. I hope to play some small part

in building that momentum.”
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T
he Society of Old Brentwoods increased its
turnover and operating profit for the year ended
30th April 2011, compared with the previous 12

months.

Administrative expenses were £110,980 (£110,144 in
2009/10) while turnover was £140,580 (£134,930 in
2009/10). This produced an operating profit of
£29,600 (£24,687). Boosted by investment income
and interest of £599, profit on ordinary activities
before taxation was £30,199.

The main 2010/11 expenditure items were staff costs
(£51,684), light and heat (£10,413), Clubhouse
maintenance (£18,046), ground maintenance (£9,160)

and the Chronicle (£16,652).

Income came mainly from bar profits (£49,207);
entrance fees, subscriptions and donations
(£43,472); affiliated clubs’ ground rentals and
donations (£31,992); and other ground rentals
(£10,460).

Clubhouse and buildings were valued at £197,819 at
30th April 2011. Net book values attached to the
sports field freehold, groundworks, tennis courts,
and furniture, fixtures and equipment brought total
assets to £322,834 (£314,182 in 2009/10).

(See Treasurer’s report, page 50).

Turnover and operating profit increase
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A
n Old Brentwoods Club membership card has been
introduced. Non-Old Brentwoods using the Ashwells
Road facilities and pitches and Old Brentwoods who

are not members of the Society have had to pay an annual

fee of £20 from 1st September. Recipients of the Chronicle
are paid up members of the Society and are entitled to Club

m e m b e r s h i p

automatically.

General Committee

member Tim Faiers
explained that formal
club membership was
consistent with the
move, now well under

way, to run Ashwells Road as a self contained operation.

“For many years, there has been a decline in the flow of ex-
pupils playing sport at the Old Brentwoods’ Clubhouse. We

have, therefore, had to recruit a considerable number of

users from outside. They have proved very valuable in
sustaining sporting activities for everyone – and we

welcome their continued participation as we strive to

improve the overall income stream.

“It follows that people who are not members of the Society
should increase their contributions to running costs.” 

To acquire your membership card, e-mail Tim Faiers
(timfaiers@hotmail.co.uk), giving your full name and dates

at the School. He will issue your card and leave it behind
the bar at the Clubhouse for collection on your next visit.

Membership cards issued

Old Brentwoods Club
Ashwells Road

MEMBERSHIP CARD

F
ollowing an extensive review of Society activities, the
General Committee has set up a new body
specifically to run the Ashwells Road operation,

covering its sports and social activities.

The decision to create an Old Brentwoods Club Committee
reflected detailed consideration of the Society’s finances in
the light of significant annual deficits stemming from
managing and maintaining Clubhouse and grounds. The
General Committee accepted that a move towards self
sufficiency was unavoidable if Ashwells Road – and the
wider Society – were to continue operating.

In recent months, therefore, Clubhouse revenues have
improved. More social functions have boosted bar and
restaurant takings. Individual sports clubs have raised their
contributions, variously taking a stronger line with their
members over subscriptions. At the same time,
expenditure has been kept under close control. However,
the standards of facilities and equipment have to be
maintained and a new tractor and ancillary equipment has
been purchased to carry out vital maintenance and
improvement work on the grounds (see inside front cover).

Use of Ashwells Road by non-Old Brentwoods continues to
be a major factor. Brentwood Borough Council has
acknowledged usage by community organisations and
local sports clubs by granting a 90 per cent rates relief
rebate for 2010/11, amounting to £13,500. Relief will have
to be applied for annually and is not guaranteed.

The new committee is made up from senior representatives
of the football, rugby, cricket, tennis and squash clubs,
namely Tim Harris, Ian Waite, David Wasley, Mark Goodinge
and Christian Croll respectively; Tim Faiers as House
Manager, Tony Witney as Ground Manager, Phil Loader as
External Ground Hire Manager, Mel Staines as Club
Manager and the Society President.

Immediate Past President Richard Owers has put the new
arrangements into context. “A separate clubhouse and
grounds of the size and quality of the Ashwells Road
facility, with the range and depth of regular sports
participation, is unusual for a former pupils’ organisation. It
is something of which the Society is rightly proud and it
also enhances the reputation of the School.”

With Ashwells Road management on a sound footing, the
Society is in a better position to concentrate on its wider
remit. According to its rules, the Society aims ‘to  afford
opportunities to members of meeting at regular intervals; to
keep in touch with one another and the School by the
circulation of notices and by such means as may from time
to time be expedient; and to promote the interests of the
School.’ The General Committee believes these aims
remain appropriate and that it is time for a fresh look at
how they might be achieved. Accordingly, alumni contact,
membership and communication are high on the agenda
for both Society and School.

Richard Owers explains: “The Society has put a great deal
of effort over the years into maintaining contact with
members. In particular, is has invested in a database which
is managed and utilised effectively by the Registrar. This
has allowed us to communicate occasionally but very
quickly with the growing number of members who have
email; and to streamline distribution of the Chronicle.

“However, the Society and the School are concerned at the
very small numbers of recent leavers who join the Society
of their own volition. Further, there are several thousand
Old Brentwoods, perhaps a third of whom, at an inevitably
rough guess, are members.

Consequently, the General Committee has formed a
Membership and School Liaison Committee with a view to
the Society improving its alumni relations by working more
closely with the School.  This committee aims to run events
with the School to reach more former pupils more
frequently; to maintain contact by various other means;
and to help the School with careers advice and support for
current pupils and recent leavers.

“We need to work together to consider the services offered
to former pupils, the management of databases, the
subjects and frequency of our communications, and the
communications media themselves, from websites to
publications,” adds Richard.

Those involved with this committee include Second Master
David M. Taylor, the President and President Elect, Ian
Pitwood as Registrar, Martin Rowland as Chronicle Editor,
Emma Jones and Sarb Singh.

New structures to manage the Clubhouse
and take the Society forward



S
imon Boon, 55, has retired as Chairman of the Old
Brentwoods’ General Committee after “at least” 15

years in the job and a similar period before that at
the heart of the Society’s management of Ashwells Road.

He joined the General Committee in his early twenties and
became Chairman of the Management Committee which
used to run Ashwells Road. From this he “graduated” to

running the General Committee.

Simon has been concerned with a wide range of repairs
and improvements at Ashwells Road. Externally, these

have included replacing the Clubhouse roof, ”a massive
undertaking,” relaying the tennis courts, and putting

£32,000 worth of drainage into the Ashwells Road car park.
“This was to combat frequent winter flooding which
sometimes rendered it unusable. We had a scheme

devised which conducts rainwater from the car park to the
bottom fields. It has worked extremely well.

“I even obtained plans for building a swimming pool, which
did not proceed because of the costs.”

Internally, his involvements have included installing a
ladies’ changing room and completely refurbishing the
changing and shower room. This followed removal of the
big bath once it had been deemed “illegal. We carpeted the
entire Clubhouse bar and restaurant area because the
exposed wooden flooring had proved noisy and not very
homely.”

He has played football regularly for the Old Brentwoods
since leaving school, hanging up the boots at 43. “Years
back, I helped to arrange a lot of functions at the Clubhouse,
such as themed social events, to boost funds. The New
Year’s Eve bash was always distinctly memorable.”

Most recently, Simon has played an important role in
changing the Society’s committee structure. “In recent

years, the Clubhouse and grounds had become quite a

drain on our resources. The legacy from former teacher
Joe Hodgson had effectively underpinned many of the

repairs and improvements. It was decided the Ashwells
Road operation needed to move towards self sufficiency
so a new management committee has been created.

Simon was at Brentwood School from 1964 to 1974,
making his mark in both the cricket and football first XIs.
He attended Anglia University in Chelmsford where he
gained his law degree. In 1981, he qualified as a solicitor.
Two years later, he was part of the team which set up

Wildes, becoming senior partner in 1998. He is now a
partner in DLA Piper, “the biggest law firm in the world.” As
a litigation specialist, he focuses on fraud cases for bank

clients.

The Boon family have been represented at Brentwood
School over three generations. Simon’s Uncle John began
the tradition, quickly followed by Simon’s father Keith in the

1940s. Son Chris, 22, has graduated in business
management at Nottingham University. He painted such an
attractive picture of venue and course that his brother

James, 20, is currently pursuing it. Both play soccer for the
Old Brentwoods, Chris as a First XI goalkeeper. Daughter
Katie, 16, is in the Lower Sixth.

“It’s been very demanding but when I look back on all I’ve

been involved in, it has been very worthwhile. With the
reversion to a committee structure absolutely focused on
managing Ashwells Road, we are on a much better footing

financially. In a sense, things have come full circle so it
seems a good time to bow out.”
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BRENTWOOD SCHOOL SHOP

Pupils, parents, Old Brentwoods and others should find plenty to
interest them in the School Shop, located in the Courage Hall
complex via the main vehicle entrance in Middleton Hall Lane.
Manager Debra Price explains.

“We sell a selection of ties, including all house, half, full and
distinction colours, and the very popular Old Brentwoods tie.  We
have the School plaque, which often makes a very nice gift for an
ex pupil; a selection of books, including The Best of Days, Portrait
of a Grammar School and a watercolour print of the School, a
bargain at £5.00.

“I have found the School Rugby shirts are popular, as they can be
purchased in house colours. As they are reversible, they can be
worn as a navy shirt with the School crest on show or on the
house colour side without the crest. They are very warm and great
to wear when supporting sports fixtures.”

During term time, the School Shop is open as follows:

Monday  . . . . . . . .9.30-5.30 Tuesday . . . . . . . . .9.30-4.30
Wednesday  . . . . .8.15-5.00 Thursday  . . . . . . . .9.30-4.30
Friday  . . . . . . . . .9.30-4.30 Saturday  . . . . .9.00-12 noon.

There is no lunchtime closure during term time. Please see the
School website for term and holiday dates and for holiday trading
hours.  www.brentwoodschool.co.uk 

Contact: Mrs Debra Price, Brentwood School Shop, 
Middleton Hall Lane, Brentwood, Essex CM15 8EE. 

Tel. 01277 243206 
email: priced@brentwood.essex.sch.uk

After “at least” 15 years, Boon calls it a day

Simon Boon receives his Old Brentwoods

blazer from 2011/12 Society President

Richard Owers
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F
ormer Mayor of Brentwood David Tee (1948-56)
spent the Summer very much in the news as he
concluded his year of office, advocated the

controversial retention of the Town Hall building and was
involved in an incident concerning travellers on
Childerditch Common.

He used his parting speech in May to urge his fellow
councillors not to pull down the Town Hall in Ingrave Road.
Customarily, the occasion is not one for airing views about
policies and decisions which may be disputed by other
members. In this instance, his expressed stance went
against most of his fellow Conservatives.

He presented Council Leader Louise McKinlay (1989-96)
and Chief Executive Joanna Killian with DVDs of 16 mm
footage of the opening of the Town Hall in 1957 by the
Queen – on the same day as her 400th anniversary visit to
Brentwood School.

“Exuding his usual charm and wit,” according to the
Brentwood Gazette reporter, “the kind hearted grandfather”
thanked both ladies for their work for the Council. He then
maintained that the question he had been most asked as

Mayor was: ‘You are not going to pull down the Town Hall,
are you?’ “The Chamber was stunned. Some were

shocked into silence. Others could not help giggling at the

shrewdness of his opportunism and timing.”

The Town Hall’s future was debated early in July, preceded
by an action group marching on the doors of the Town Hall,
demanding its retention. Louise McKinlay had called on

members to leave open the option of moving to a new
building next to the Ingrave Road site. By July, she was
maintaining that the existing building would be retained by
the Council but members wanted a stronger guarantee that

it would be put to good use.

An amended motion to retain part of the building for
Council use while renovating other parts for commercial
offices was passed narrowly, thanks to a measure of

Conservative support, including the vote of OB councillor
Cheralyn Lewis.

Louise explained to the Gazette: “The proposals I put

forward were based on public consultation and

professional opinion, exploring the best options to ensure
ratepayers were not left with a massive financial burden.
We now need to focus on what was voted for. As Leader of

the Council, it is for me to ensure that this is done in the
most effective and efficient way. As such, I am setting up a
Town Hall delivery group to ensure that any solution is not

costly to Brentwood residents.”

Accordingly, Louise appointed Coun. Quirk, who proposed

the successful motion to retain and renovate the Town Hall,
to the delivery group.

Brentwood Gazette sketch writer Piers Meyler had a field
day, enlisting a range of clichés to vivify the situation.
When she lost the vote, Mr. Meyler observed “a
beleaguered council leader with her head in her hands.”
However, the heading acknowledged: ‘She’ll be back.’

Mr, Meyler’s literary and historical imagination reached its
zenith when he concluded: “Like the last stand at
Themopylae, where the Greeks held out heroically against
a superior Persian force, the battle may be lost, but the war
is far from over.”

The paper missed a golden opportunity for a headline:
“Louise McKinlay, Hellenic Heroine.”

Anger over Travellers’ “illegal invasion”

July saw David Tee in the news again when he took issue
with what the Gazette described as “an illegal invasion by

gypsies” of a field on Childerditch Common. 

He went to the site as councillor for the area. According to
the Gazette, he was “angry with police for allowing more
travellers on to common ground than they had initially

permitted.” Some unpleasantness ensued with five
constables resulting in David being physically restrained,
“much to my amazement.” The situation was eased when

two inspectors arrived at the scene and he was quickly
released. The travellers were moved on within 48 hours.

The Conservative Councillor for Warley hastened to

confirm that he was not anti-traveller. However, he

believed passionately that it was his duty to protect the

field at Childerditch, located in an Area of Outstanding
natural Beauty.

The police have since formally appologised for David’s

treatment.

FROm The eDITOR’S DeSK

Busy Mayor gives way to busy councillor

Pamela and David Tee

I
n his year of office as Mayor of Brentwood, Councillor

David Tee attended around 450 offical occasions, including
civic dinners, charity fund raising activities and ribbon

cutting ceremonies. He admitted that while the “honour and

privilege of being Mayor had been beyond belief,” he had
become somewhat tired by the end of his term.

He felt the outstanding event of his year was the

Remembrance Sunday parade, led by Lieut.-Col. Nigel
Carr, a Deputy Head of Brentwood School and its CCF
Commander. A considerable number of uniformed pupils

took part. “There were about 2,000 people lining the streets
and I felt slightly like royalty.” He particularly enjoyed visiting

Tired but happy to have raised over £25,000
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Ingatestone Hall (“so much history and character”) and

Brentwood Theatre (“fantastically well run”).

He dropped in on over 250 shops, including a boutique

owned by Sam and Billy Faiers, actors from the

programme ‘The Only Way Is Essex.’

Councillor Tee raised more funds for his chosen three

charities than any of his predecessors. He collected an

impressive £25,200 through events, quizzes, dinners and

fairs. The money has been allocated to Special Needs and

Parents (SNAP), Brentwood and District Talking

Newspaper and Hopefield Animal Sanctuary.

David  “fell in love” with Brentwood as an 11-year-old

boarder in School House, one of four brothers to undergo

that benevolent regime. When he and Pam married in

1972, they returned to live in the Brentwood area. The

couple, now resident in Little Warley, have three children

and two grandchildren.

David was first elected to Brentwood Borough Council in 2004,

three years after retiring from the printing and publishing

industry. He told the Chronicle he hopes to stand again for

Brentwood Council’s Warley Ward in 2012, subject to any

boundary revision.

B
aptist minister John Stanton (1943-47), who provided
organiser Tim Faiers with some highly considered

reasons for not attending the annual dinner (see
page 20), has enjoyed a very varied life in the the RAF,
banking, the insurance industry and teaching, leavened

with playing the tenor sax, driving buses and coaches and
serving as a local government councillor.

He was was younger than average at Brentwood School,
passing School Cert in April 1947 when only 14. “I was
later very angry with the School because when I said I
would leave, no one even suggested that I might be a bit
brighter than most and even if I had had two goes at Higher
Schools, I would still only have been 17.” 

After Brentwood, John started as a junior with Barclays
Bank.  National Service as an RAF pay clerk intervened
(1950-52). Then he went back to the bank but “hated it.” He
switched to motor insurance, initially with a company and
later as a Lloyd's broker, ending up as senior motor broker
and manager.

He quit to go to Brentwood College of Education (1966-
69).  He taught Maths at The King School, Thundersley
(1969-74). This was followed by a one-year full-time
diploma course in counselling at the North East London

Polytechnic (1974-75). He was Head of Boys Careers at
Culverhouse School, South Ockendon (1975-80), followed
by a year as Head of Religious Education. Already a

member of Rayleigh Baptist Church, he felt motivated to
extend his commitment to the Church. Accordingly, he

spent 1981-83 at Moorlands Bible College on the
Hampshire/Dorset border, leaving with their diploma.

However, following ordination, he left the Baptists.

He returned to “a little independent side street chapel in
Rochford.”  The chapel fell down – well, we borrowed a
JCB and helped it – and with the money from the land
added an extension to the house.  It is now a house
fellowship and remains totally independent. I went back to

teaching as my church doesn't pay me anything.” He
taught Maths at FitzWimarc in Rayleigh, (1987-92), before
going part-time at this school, for the next five years.”  

He served as a Conservative councillor for Whitehouse

Ward, Rayleigh on Rochford District Council from 1973 to
1978.  After 16 years’ absence, he returned to Rochford
Council, serving four years as a LibDem councillor for
Eastwood Ward. In his final year, 1997-98, he was
Chairman of the Council.

He obtained a Class One PSV licence in 1976 and drove

coaches for commercial operators in Rayleigh, Grays and
Rochford and buses for the former Southend Transport. “It

never paid much and part-time drivers get the rotten jobs
with no tips. It was a sort of a hobby but fun nonetheless.

“I was driving the last bus out of Southend to Great

Wakering when five girls got on with only enough money
for half fare having spent all their money but keeping back
just enough for the half fare. They were completely

unhorsed when I pointed out they were not under 14. They
couldn't argue as they were in my fifth-year Maths class.

However, I couldn't leave any of them stuck in Southend at
11pm, so I charged them all the half fare.”

John’s hobbies include model making and music, playing
tenor sax in a folk orchestra. However, singing was
affected by throat cancer in 1996. “Radiotherapy killed the
cancer, as well as half my beard, three of my teeth and a
quarter of my voice. He damaged his voice further before
Christmas 2007“ through my own stupidity. I sang carols
outside Rochford Station for three hours on each of two
successive nights. It was cold and damp and afterwards I
found out just how silly I had been.  Too late, of course.”  

He has been married twice. He describes his contribution
to the next generation thus: two children and three
grandchildren from that first marriage; one daughter and
two grandchildren inherited from my second wife's first
marriage; twins and four grandchildren from the second
marriage.  As my first wife went on to marry my second
wife's first husband, we regard all four of us as having five
children and nine grandchildren.”

John, 79, and his wife live in Leicester Avenue, Rochford.

“I’m still in the ministry; I do occasional funerals for total
strangers when asked by local undertakers and hence
meet people that way. One doesn't ever retire from the

ministry until God insists on it, usually by death.”

Schools, buses, tenor sax and council work

How many nonagenarians?

John Hallam (1928-35) might be the oldest contributor

to the Tractor appeal (see inside front cover). John left
as Head of West Town in 1935, went to King’s College,
London, served in the RAF during World War II and

followed a career in teaching before retiring to Sutton
Coldfield. He wonders how many 90-year-old OBs
there are. John’s was among the letters sent to Richard
Owers who conducted the appeal. A number

mentioned that contact with School contemporaries
had been lost. Ian Pitwood, the Registrar, is always

pleased to put Old Brentwoods in touch with each other

and has dates at School for all members.
Socobs@pitwood.com
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Help for Heroes: Clapped on
their way by injured marines 

T
owards the very end of yomping the 103 miles of the

South Downs Way between Eastbourne and

Winchester at the end of May, Robin Hollington

(1971-79) and his brother Jos (1972-81) had little in mind

beyond reaching the finish line. According to Jos, “it

seemed like it would never come” but it did after 38 hours

and 36 non-stop minutes. Only then, could they

contemplate the £32,500 which they and 19 others who

had started the yomp had raised for Help for Heroes.

The brothers had completed the route in memory of

Robin’s eldest son Marine Richard Hollington who, at only

23, became the 300th British serviceman to die in the

Afghanistan campaign, the victim of an Improvised

Explosive Device. The running total from the yomp and

other events now exceeds £110,000.

Everyone got at least half way but only five finished. Simon

Doran (1968-79) was among those halted by injuries,

blisters or sprains.

Jos found that “the most humbling part was being met at

about 85 miles by about ten injured marines from Hasler

Company, the RM rehabilitation unit in Plymouth. Some

were without limbs and some had prosthetics but they

clapped us on our way for what we were doing. To me, the

thanks were the other way round.”

Robin is himself a former marine. Both were in South,

although Jos boarded in School House in the sixth form.

Help for Heroes: Gill’s 101
recipes appeal to 

discerning gastronomes

S
ales of 101 Easy Recipes, launched in March in

support of Help for Heroes, mean the book is well on

the way to reaching its targeted total of 4,000 copies

and total revenue of £30,000. By late August, 3,250 had

been snapped up by discerning gastronomes, who have

contributed well over £24,000 to the charity.

The book has been masterminded by Gill Mass, the 2011

Lady Captain of Thorndon Park Golf Club, who selected

Help for Heroes as her charity for her year in office. Her

nephew, Captain James Gloak, has been serving with the

Royal Marines in Afghanistan, a circumstance which

influenced her choice. The charity has been the main focus

for a series of events organised from Thorndon Park.

Recipes were variously elicited, cajoled and extracted from

celebrities, friends and commercial contacts. Gill, her

daughter Pippa and sister Lynda Gloak contributed their

own mouth watering creations. Print production for the

112-page book was co-ordinated by Richard Owers,

immediate Past President of the Old Brentwoods Society. 

Gill’s immediate family is decidedly Old Brentwood:

husband John (1966-72), son Richard (1994-2008), Pippa

(1998-2005) and brother-in-law Malcolm Gloak (1958-69). 

101 Easy Recipes can be purchased online from

www.shop.helpforheroes.org.uk and from the Brentwood

School shop.

MBE recognises all the work
Ron does for Woodbridge

R
on Hepworth (1936-43) has spent over 45 years

helping people in and around Woodbridge, Suffolk –

and has been awarded the MBE in the Queen’s

Birthday Honours for his efforts. At the time the Chronicle

went to press, he did not know when and where the

investiture would be made.

At Brentwood, a serious illness set him back a year. “Ho,

ho, young Hepworth,” said Jimmy Hough. “You’ll have to

start again.” He was a keen footballer and cricketer but

admits to not scaling the heights.

During World War II, he served as a police auxiliary

messenger in Brentwood. “As and when the bombs were

falling, I had to pedal up to the police post, ready to take

messages wherever they might be required in town if

telephone communications had been disrupted.

Fortunately, I was never called into action.”

As the School CCF had no air force section, Ron joined the

town squadron and gained his proficiency badge. He

gained his London matriculation at West Ham Municipal

College. He was keen on aircraft engineering and joined

the RAF on June 6th 1944, coincidentally D-Day. “I did my

square bashing at the RAF training establishment at

Skegness and “had the honour  of defending Skegness

pier by mounting guard duty thereon.” He was selected for

aircrew and had started training when the war in Europe

ended.

He was redirected into the pay unit and spent a year in

Iceland, being demobbed in 1947 as acting sergeant.

He joined the Old Brentwoods Football Club, based in

Burland Road. He was treasurer and captained the 3rd and

4th XIs. “I used to get the sausages delivered to my

mother’s house and some people came in and cooked

them.” He played cricket for the OBs’ Sunday XI. He

helped start the Old Brentwoods Sports Club led by Tubby

Clements and Kipper Dunlop.

After his uncle offered him articles in his chartered

accountancy firm in Manchester, he began to specialise in

tax and became a chartered tax adviser. He spent three

years working for the British Transport Commission when

“they were busy carving up the railways.”

Ron joined Fison’s in 1965 and moved to Woodbridge,

exercising his tax skills for the agricultural chemicals to

pharmaceuticals giant which was taken over by Rhone

Poulenc. He left in 1982 and joined accountants Ensor’s,

followed by a spell with consultants PKF. He carried on

“doing his own thing for private clients” and worked as an

assistant partner for a small firm in Eye, Suffolk.

In Woodbridge, Ron quickly became immersed in various

projects, including a stewardship campaign for Woodbridge

Methodist Church. He helped to start play groups for

children and a community day centre which steadily

expanded. He has served as a volunteer driver with the

Red Cross and as Chairman of the New Horizons Lunch

and Leisure Club. He ran it, carrying out the associated

liaison with social services and remained involved after it

was taken over by Age Concern, now Age UK.
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He is a member of the Woodbridge Rotary Club and has

twice been its president. He has helped organise
Woodbridge carnival and fete, is heavily involved with
Mencap, is a governor at Woodbridge primary school and

supports the armed forces charity SSAFA. He is a prime
mover in the area’s Local Income Tax reform Group,
providing free tax advice for old people. He was made a

Freeman of Woodbridge in 2003.

Ron, 85, who lives with his wife Jennifer in Hasketon Road,

Woodbridge expressed himself “dumbfounded” to receive
the award. “I was astonished. I don’t understand why I was
chosen. There are plenty of people who work just as hard

and do just as much.”

Ron was followed to Brentwood by his brother Derek

(1939-45) who died last year.

I
f the Afghan Government is to develop its mineral
resources to offset its current dependence on opium
revenue, it will look to David Brice (1940-48) for a helping

hand.

To improve its trade and transportation links, the
Government plans to add a 2,000-kilometre network of
railway lines over the next 20 years to connect with other,
recent developments in the region. As an internationally
experienced railway engineer, David will lead a team of
Bangladeshis, Indians and Chinese in producing pre-
feasibility studies to validate routes and provide outline
operational, engineering and financial plans. The studies
are being financed by the Asian Development Bank of

Manila. 

David explained: “The Afghan government’s initiative will
contribute to a wider political and economic vision to
establish key rail routes in central Asian countries to boost

trading prospects via the Indian Ocean. For historic
reasons, the transportation infrastructure has looked
inwards towards the old Soviet Union. They need to

change that as soon as they can.”

The first stretch of track was opened last year between
Termiz, Uzbekistan and Mazar-i-Sharif in the north of
Afghanistan. It is planned eventually to build a line

between Herat and Kandahar, passing through Helmand
“but that is not currently progressing for obvious reasons.” 

Winners of the various mining concessions will construct
sections of the new rail system. A Chinese firm has been
awarded the first concession, for copper mining, with the
accompanying obligation of building the most difficult route
north from Kabul through the west end of the Hindu Kush

mountains.

David has already decided that the lines will be built to
British track gauge of 4 feet 8 ½ inches (1435mm). A

standard track width is tremendously important because
Afghanistan will hold the key to an eventual same gauge
rail route between China and Western Europe.  All

alternative routes would be via ex-USSR countries which
have a 5 feet gauge (1520mm). Changing gauges during
transit would be hugely disadvantageous commercially.

David Brice has more than 50 years’ experience of railway

development projects, the last 18 of them gained largely
abroad. He has worked in Afghanistan previously, and in
Iran, South and West Africa, Ethiopia, Malaysia and
Eastern Europe. He is used to the technical, personal and

living problems arising from projects overseas.

In an earlier Chronicle, he recalled: “Afghanistan has been

predictably pretty rough, presenting extreme difficulty in
moving around; trying to find out what is going on;
interminable journeys along roads which might once have
been surfaced; clouds of dust; intermittent water and
power supplies; rugged mountains; violent and
unpredictable weather changes; and sanitary conditions
which were remarkably unsanitary.”

Nevertheless, the 77-year-old Shenfield resident still feels
“consultancy in foreign parts is great fun most of the time.”

David spent four years at Brentwood Prep and Junior
school before boarding at Aldenham from 1948 to 1952.
He read classics and economics at Durham University and
secured a teaching diploma but soon switched to a career
in railways. He is a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of
Transport and Logistics and an Associate of the Institute of
Personnel Management.

He is the son of the late Edgar Brice, Brentwood School’s
legendary Director of Music.  ‘Eggy’ founded Brentwood
Choral Society of which David is now Chairman.  David’s
brother Richard and son Adrian also attended Brentwood
School and  his wife  Christine taught violin there for ten

years. (See page 36)

Afghan rail track gauge decided by David Brice
Brice surrounded by fellow railwaymen

Shen Place centenary

T
he Shen Place Almshouses in Shenfield Road
celebrated their centenerary in June with a

reception in the gardens which back onto

Brentwood School’s playing fields. It was largely
organised by Mrs. Sara Davies, a trustee of the

almshouses and wife of the School’s headmaster.

The almshouses were funded by Evelyn Heseltine

when he was a governor of the School, which
provided the land. Presently, they provide a home for
eight elderly residents with Brentwood backgrounds.

The Grade 2 listed buildings require internal

modernisation for which funds are being raised.

Lawrence Miller (1934-43) has just retired after 13
years as a trustee, most recently as chairman.



44 years on, Russ is amazed by
Otway and Sixth Form complex 

T
wo Old Brentwoods brothers, whose boarding
careers took in both Otway and Hough have long
been committed to careers and family life in Western

Australia. Russ Glass and younger brother Peter both left
in 1967 and played for the OB rugby club in the early days.

Russ went to work alongside John Leathart (1960 - 67) in
Australia’s Northern Territory in 1973, subsequently
moving to Perth where he met and married Gloria in 1974.
They have lived in and around the city ever since, raising
Sebastian and Natasha. 

Russ has worked in a wide range of industries in WA.

Perhaps the most challenging was preparation of the

infrastructure for Fremantle to host the unsuccessful
defence of the Americas Cup Yacht Race in 1987. He is
currently Campus Manager of Curtin University – where

the late OB Don Thurtle gained a philosophy degree at the
age of 80 – at their Muresk campus near Northam,100
kilometres east of Perth.

Peter works for Chevron Oil, travelling extensively and

finalising contracts in Japan for the supply of natural gas.
He also lives in Perth with his wife Liz and children
Richard, a stockbroker, and Emily, a veterinarian.

Russ and Gloria did not visit Europe at all during the first

30 years of married life until their daughter was selected to
represent Australia in the sport of floorball at the World
Championships in Denmark and Sweden. Parental pride

demanded a travelling supporters’ role. Then their son,
who lives and works in London, made them grandparents
so they now visit the UK at least annually. 

This summer, they caught up with some of Russ’s rugby

team mates from 40 years ago, and with Godfrey Thomas,
house tutor during the brothers’ time in Otway and Hough.

Russ was amazed to see how the school has developed
since he left, particularly the new Sixth Form complex of
which the Otway building is an integral part.

Cooper offspring favour life and
careers in Australia

T
hree of the children
of Phyllis and Arthur
Cooper live in

Australia: daughter Alyson
is in Perth, and daughter
Lesley and son Simon in
Sydney. Each has three
children.

The familial shift Down
Under began in the late
1970s when Simon left
Brentwood, having won a
Fairbridge Scholarship to
read geography at Perth
University. After
graduation, he stayed in Australia, becoming a project
engineer in the mining industry. He now runs his own
exhibition management company.

In the early 1980s, he invited his twin sisters to visit him in
Perth. Having graduated respectively in catering from
Oxford Polytechnic and in botany from Reading, Alyson

and Lesley took up his offer. Both also stayed and married
Australians. Lesley’s husband is an Anglican minister and
she spent six years with him in missionary work in
Tanzania.

Cue: annual visits to the Antipodes for the senior,
Ingatestone-based Coopers for the past 30 years. Until his
death last year, they regularly visited OB Don Thurtle in

Perth.

When Arthur left Brentwood in 1949, he attended
Smithfield College and joined his father in the family
butcher’s business in Romford. Arthur ran it until 1966

when redevelopment closed the premises and effectively
the business. 

He retrained as a teacher at Brentwood Training College
and embarked on a 25-year career at the Engayne Junior
School in Upminster, specialising in maths and physical
education.

The couple’s other son Neil (1973-84) followed his elder
brother into West and was an early enthusiast for

Brentwood School’s computer centre. He supervised the

stage lighting for drama productions in the Memorial Hall

and is now a sound engineer with the BBC.
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Pictured from top left: Wyn Davies, Steve Gorrod, David
Oldham, Russ Glass. Front: Tim Faiers and Ian Waite

Perth in Western Australia seems to have a special attraction for Old Brent-
woods. On pages 46 and 47, we record the deaths of residents David Hick-
son (1940-45 ) and Don Thurtle, while Simon Cooper (1966-77) graduated
from Perth University. With Simon and his sisters spread between Perth and
Sydney, parents Arthur Cooper (1941-49) and his wife Phyllis visit both cities
annually. Brothers Russ and Peter Glass, who left Brentwood School in 1967,

Simon Cooper



S
eventy years after they met at Brentwood Prep

School, four Old Brentwoods still enjoy an annual

lunch together in London.

Rex Lofts (1941-49) and John Casstles (1940-50)

celebrated their 80th birthdays in August, while Chris

Sedgwick (1940-50) and Arthur Cooper (1941-49) are not

far behind.

Rex lives in Woolstone, Cheltenham, having retired as a

chartered surveyor; former accountant John resides in

Pinner, Middlesex; retired local government official Chris in

Worthing; and ex-butcher and teacher Arthur in

Ingatestone. Rex was Arthur’s best man when he married

Phyllis in 1955 and is godfather to their daughter Lesley.

Simon Lofts, son of Rex, recalls a piece of wartime

mischief when his father and Arthur, aged around 11 or 12,

found an unexploded incendiary bomb on the roof of the

Cooper butcher’s shop in Romford. “They carried it down

from the roof, through the town and then threw it into the

River Rom, opposite the brewery, whereupon it exploded –

without incident!”

Simon provided Rex with an exceptional birthday present:

a DVD packed with reminiscences and messages of

goodwill from family, friends and colleagues, spanning

nearly his entire lifetime. It involved visits to London,

Brighton and many other home counties venues, filming 65

people and “Skypeing” contacts in Ireland and Australia.

Simon traced family “who had not been seen for decades.

“I went to see Garth Flint, Brentwood School athletics team

captain from 1947 to 1949 at his home in Topsham, near

Exeter and recorded a lovely birthday message.” Messrs

Flint and Lofts Snr “had not met or communicated since their

schooldays so it was a pleasure to reunite them.”

The DVD was ‘premiered’ at Rex’s birthday celebrations at

Seaview on the Isle of Wight on August 5th.

No bangs from Bangert

Masters Cooper and Lofts weren’t the only scholars

interested in bombs. Unexploded wartime incendaries did

not worry OB Jen Bangert. One night, dozens of German

incendiary bombs landed on the School’s playing fields

without exploding. We picked up armfuls of them in the

morning “I took one home, removed and exploded its

detonator, scraped out the filling and sectioned it to show

how it worked.

“How many remember the German 50 kilogram bomb

which dropped into Roden pond without exploding? We

carried on in class while the Royal Engineers turned out ,

examined the bomb, and casually heaved it onto the back

of a lorry when they’d finished.”

“I wonder what Health & Safety would have made of that

today?”

Percy Paul: a very laid back
housemaster at Mill Hill

A
lan Keary was browsing through a 1913 edition of

Wisden when he came across an amateur playing

for Somerset “in that halcyon season before the

world changed forever.” His name was Edmund Percy

Paul. “I can remember Percy teaching, I think, physics at

Brentwood School in about 1944. He had a noticeable

West Country burr. I wonder if anyone else remembers

him. It would be a pity if he were to be completely

forgotten.”

The Editor writes: According to The History of Brentwood

School, Percy Paul was an assistant master from 1914 to

1947. He is mentioned as having broken a kneecap in a

football match against Old Foresters in 1914; and as

captaining Old Brentwoods cricket tourists, playing in the

Southsea area in 1929. It is not clear whether Percy Paul

was a former pupil or was eligible to play for the Old Boys

as a member of staff.

In the March 2006 Chronicle, Derek Manwaring (1938-42)

remembered Percy Paul “very well” as Mill Hill

housemaster. He implied that Percy was concerned with

the issue of gas masks “and a dreaded walk through the

shed used as a gas chamber. We were allowed to take a

quick whiff of the gas before going outside. It made us

realise how important the gas masks might be.”

Malcolm Dartnall, who came to the school in 1935,

recorded his memories of “a very laid back housemaster”

in the March 2008 Chronicle. “Percy breakfasted later than

the boys in the Mill Hill dining room. When he had no large

joint to carve with the boys in the dining room, he took

luncheon and dinner in his comfortable study – with well

stocked sideboard – waited on hand and foot by the live-in

maids and house matron who lit and attended his open

coal fire in the winter.

“His teaching of chemistry did not seem to absorb much of

his time. His main interest was playing golf at Thorndon

Park.”
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Good companions lunch together in 2011. Pictured left to
right: Arthur Cooper, John Casstles, Chris Sedgwick and
Rex Lofts

Good companions during a foray to London in 1948.
Pictured left to right: Chris Sedgwick, Arthur Cooper,
Rex Lofts and John Casstles

Pals from the wartime Prep... ...are still pals now



D
erek Turnidge (1947-54) found himself a pioneer of
glider flying at Brentwood School. He believes he

was the first cadet to fly the RAF section’s own
sailplane. This marked a high point in his Combined Cadet
Force career which he ended as the section’s senior cadet

with the rank of Cadet WO II.

From 1949, the CCF took up the last period on Thursdays
and continued beyond. After completing Cert ‘A’ Part I in
the Basic Section in July 1950 and attending Corps Camp
at Pirbright, Derek transferred to the RAF Section. He
studied meteorology, morse and aircraft recognition and
looked forward to getting airborne on a field day or at
camp.

At the RAF Cranwell camp in April 1951,
he was taken up three times in Ansons.
In October, he went up in a Tiger Moth

and, at North Weald, in a two-seater
Meteor. In the following year, he spent a

week glider training at RAF Detling where
he flew solo and gained his A and B
Gliding Certificates.

About this time, the School’s RAF

Section was equipped with an Eon
Sailplane which had to be assembled
each time it was taken onto the

Heseltine’s. The central section was
wheeled on a small trolley but the wings
and the tail plane had to be carried bodily.

Once the craft had been assembled and

checked by Flt Lieut Anderson (wide right
in the lower picture), who had been a
Glider Pilot in WW II, the cadets turned to launching it. A

stake was driven into the ground to which the glider was
secured by a short cable. The elastic catapult was brought
out. In no circumstances could the elastic be released by
the two teams pulling it when under tension, since it would
have demolished the glider and, of course, the hapless

would-be pilot strapped into the hot seat.

The controls were conventional but the control column
could be pegged to prevent an inexperienced cadet from
trying to get airborne by pulling back on it as soon as he
released the glider from the stake. Considerable skill was

involved in keeping the wings level during “a ground slide.
Probably because I had been on the gliding course, I
believe I was the first cadet to get airborne on Heseltine’s.”

Derek had arrived at Brentwood
School in September 1947 from Ongar
County Primary School, joining Middle

II and Weald. From there, he moved
up to Classical III and so on to Upper
VI Classics. He left in Summer 1954 to

do National Service. “Naturally I hoped
to learn to fly in the RAF. That was not
to be but I spent an interesting time in

Air Traffic Control at RAF Wattisham,
the first station in England to have

Hawker Hunters, then Britain’s
primary strike aircraft.”

That done, he took up his place at St
Catharine’s College, Cambridge to
read Classics and Law, met his wife-
to-be, graduated and joined Provincial
Insurance (now part of AXA), staying
with them until he retired at 60 in 1996.

“We had moved around a good deal in England during
those years but were very pleased to get back to near
Cambridge towards the end of my career, and here we
hope to stay.

“I did take a week’s gliding course after I retired and

enjoyed it but have not pursued it any further. We live near
the Imperial War Museum at Duxford and regular visits
there keep up my interest in all things aeronautical.  I have,

however, gone back to the Classics with University of the

Third Age in Cambridge.”
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Launching the School’s Eon sail plane
was always a tricky business
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I
n Summer 1953, Derek Turnidge was one of 25 UK
Combined Cadet Force and Air Training Corps cadets
selected to go to the United States on a reciprocal visit.

At that time, there was a great deal of austerity in Britain.
Any foreign travel, let alone crossing the Atlantic, was

almost inconceivable for the great majority of the
population. Derek’s only previous venture abroad was to

Italy by train with the School’s Classical Society. This

provided a sobering context for a trip which embraced,
Washington DC, Michigan and New York City, which
involved stopovers in the Azores and which ended with a

visit to Paris. 

Kitted out in lightweight uniforms on which their usual
school or ATC badges were sewn, the cadets embarked
from London on a trip during which they would be regally
looked after. They stayed with families of American air
cadets, at USAF bases and in hotels; enjoyed sightseeing;
and were received and addressed by senior politicians.

The outward flights were by USAF Douglas DC-6B. It took
seven hours to reach Lajes in the Azores  “where it was
incredibly hot.” A further 11 hours took them to Washington

National Airport. They stayed at Bolling Air Force Base for
three days during which Derek enjoyed his first ice-cold

Coke from a machine and made his first visit to a

supermarket. 

“We were even addressed by Secretary of State John
Foster Dulles. Had he not been preoccupied with the end
of the Korean War, we would have met President
Eisenhower.” Next, the British contingent flew in a DC-3 to
Selfridge Air Force Base, Michigan, to be hosted by the

Civil Air Patrol, a similar organisation to the CCF and ATC. 

There followed visits to various sights in Detroit, social
events, factories, a drive-in cinema and a ride in the new
Chevrolet Corvette. “The father of my opposite number, in

whose house we were staying, was high up in General
Motors.” They flew to Kalamazoo (wearing parachutes),
travelled round central Michigan and stayed with families

of CAP cadets at Muskegon on the eastern shore of Lake
Michigan.

“A four-hour flight from Muskegon in a DC-3 took us to
Mitchel Air Force Base, New York.  After one night on the

base, we moved to the Hotel Astor on Times Square in

New York City. We toured the UN Building, saw the Empire
State Building and met Vincent R. Impellitteri, the Mayor of
New York.” 

The flight home was again in a DC-6B from Mitchel. It took

nearly nine hours to reach Lajes. Electrical problems on
the aircraft resulted in an overnight stay. Then a 5 hour 45
minute flight took them to Paris Orly. “We were driven to
Lycée Janson where I had my first experience of French
wine. The next day we were received at the Palais de
l’Elysée and drank champagne to President Auriol in his
absence. Sightseeing in Paris was followed by a floodlit
pageant at the Chateau de Versailles. We flew back to
London in a DC-3 Dakota, with much made of the baling

out instructions!

Throughout the trip, Derek and his colleagues “were fêted

and hopefully gave a good account of our country, our units
and ourselves. It had been a truly amazing three weeks.”

An unbeatable feat from the
fastest of feet

O
ver 60 years ago,
Michael (Mick) Flucker
(1942-47), who died in

February, was carrying all
before him in his sporting
endeavours. In his last two
years at Brentwood School he
made his mark as a footballer
and gymnast but most
outstandingly as an athlete.

In 1946, he captained the
School mile medley relay team
which won the Essex Schools

Championships in a record
time of 3 minutes 50 seconds.
Flucker ran the 880 yards

section, P.A. Griffiths 440 yards, and I.M Griggs and G.D.
Van den Brul 220 yards each. Mick was in the West Town
teams which won the Gym cup in 1946 and 1947, the first

senior day boy house to achieve this, much to the
satisfaction of Housemaster H.J.W. Stone.

In 1947, he won the inter-house cross country

championship. On athletics day, the West Town flag

remained at the top of the mast all day, thanks largely to

Flucker who won the 100, 220, 440 and 880 yards and the
one mile, and was a member of the winning relay team.
Such a feat had never been achieved before at Brentwood

and never would again, as the rules were changed to limit
the events any individual could enter to three.

Mick played football for the Old Brentwoods and, in the last
decade, attended Society annual dinners.

The 1947 photo was taken by Courtenay Young, Mill Hill

1944-47). He recalled that he and his subject agreed a fee
of 1s 9d (around 8p) for the photograph. “I do not
remember his paying me. Now, sadly, I shall never collect.”

An ice cold Coke, a Chevrolet Corvette
and a talk by John Foster Dulles

1953 2011 1947



J
onathan Halper (1957-1967) married his Tibetan bride

Phurbu Lhamo at St. John’s Church Hyde Park,

London, on 22nd March 2011. The guests included

Old Brentwood Peter Croft (1961-68) and two monks in

bright red robes from the Kagyu Samye Dzong Tibetan

Buddhist Centre in London SE 16 where Jonathan is a

regular volunteer (as well as being a sacristan at St.

John’s). The bride, who wore a traditional turquoise

Tibetan dress, was born in India like many Tibetans since

the Chinese invasion of their country. She is studying

administrative management in the UK.

Jonathan and Lhamo were both moved by the religious and

emotional depth of the occasion and followed it with a

Buddhist wedding blessing on 8th April. This was

administered by Choje Akong Tulku Rinpoche, founder of

the Samye Ling Monastery on the banks of the River Esk in

the Scottish lowlands. Jonathan explains: “Although the

church service was quite powerful, the short wedding

blessing was ‘overcoming’ especially as I had known Akong

Rinpoche since the age of 18. From 1972 to 1991, I spent

a lot of time as a lodger in his guest house in Dumfries.”

Jonathan Halper is a lapsed composer who discovered

recently that two tracks made in 1968 with fellow Old

Brentwood Tony Brazier (1961-67) had been used in a film.

Peter Croft explains: “As a teenager, Jonathan wrote and

played many songs but in his early twenties gave up music

making. Not bothering with the records of his work, he

thought his many compositions had been entirely lost.

“Amazingly, he discovered recently that the two tracks had

been used by the avant-garde American film-maker

Kenneth Anger as the soundtrack for his short film ‘Puce

Moment.’ What a great achievement! He and Tony deserve

our applause even if it comes 40 years later.

The film can be seen in a DVD called “Magick Lantern

Cycle”, published by the British Film Institute. Google

‘Jonathan Halper’ or see http://filmstore.bfi.org.uk/

acatalog/info_12869.html. Jonathan has lost touch with

Tony and asks that anyone in contact with him should pass

on the news.
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Tibetan bride and sound track revelation

J
azz musician and former motor industry executive

and history teacher Alwyn ‘Olly’ Dow (1949-56) has
written a couple of murder mysteries. Like many

budding authors, he has come up against difficulties in
getting them published – and wonders if any Old
Brentwood can help or at least point him in some

promising directions.

Olly’s experience of and affection for jazz and swing
bands and their star performers permeate the books.

‘Bath Buns at Sally Lunn’s’ (well known tearooms in Bath)
was completed in June. It is split into three parts. The first
warns ‘If walls have ears, people should be careful what
they say in Sally Lunn’s.’ The second is set in a manor
house where corporate executives pursue quadbike

racing, paintball and croquet. ‘Loose talk at river walk’
titles the third part in which a retired lady dies
mysteriously of sarin poisoning.

‘Hydra,’ his second, just completed novel, interweaves
jazz figures such as Louis Armstrong, Jelly Roll Morton,

Django Reinhardt and Charlie Parker into a story of
intrigue and racism. The first part, ‘Didn’t He Ramble,’is
set in New Orleans. The second, “Sentimental Journey,’

recalls a wartime hit from Doris Day (still recording at 90).
The third part, ‘Hooray for Hollywood,’ features Brubeck,

Bebop and beyond. 

If anyone can help shed light on the mysteries of the

commercial publishing world, please contact Olly on
aadow@talktalk.net (tel. 01373 474869)

Olly was introduced to the clarinet by fellow pupils at
Brentwood School. He has played that instrument and alto

and tenor sax ever since. He has performed with Digby
Fairweather and the late Roy Kirby and can still be heard
soothing and smoothing with the Great Western band at

the Old Duke, Bristol. He lives in Frome, Somerset.

Be careful what you say in Sally Lunn’s

Lhamo and
Jonathan
pictured centre
(front) by OB
Peter Croft



C
hateau Arts V, bottled in the excellent year of 1957,

was uncorked at Brentwood School in May. A dozen

experts, who helped lay down this rare vintage,

were on hand to sniff, taste, savour and imbibe.

Present and appreciatively correct were Dave Barker,

Stephen Coe, Alastair Donald, Barclay Dutson, David

Eady, David Giddings, Stephen Halliday, Mike Lacey,

Graham Lodge, Roger Maconick, David Peirce and Ian

Small. They were supported in their considerations by two

who had helped nurture the crop in the Lower and Upper

VI Arts: Terence Best and Peter Watkins. 

That the vintage had matured extremely well over 54 years

was unanimously agreed. En route to this favourable

opinion, the group contemplated their Arts IV and Arts V

classrooms in the Old School Room, the Bean Library and

the Main School building, centres of conscientious

cultivation under their respective proprietors: Hector Higgs

and William Barron. Both took great care of aesthetically

promising specimens who further prospered in the wider

school where the climate had been conducive to an

excellent yield. 

Local organisers for the gathering were Alastair Donald

and David Giddings and the evening was capped by a

dinner at Mason’s in Ingrave Road. Mike Lacey produced

and distributed an online photographic record and

commentary on the day.  The party was guided by Jim

Brown, Head of the School’s First Year, who, according to

Lacey, “showed us around with a tolerance he might not

have had for the boys. We were an unruly bunch and hard

to shepherd around.” Whether he was referring to 1957 or

2011 in the latter instance is not clear.

The party traipsed around familiar haunts. As Headmaster

Ian Davies was away, Roden gardens got “more than their

fair share of attention.” On Mitre lawn, someone

remembered Charles Allison playing Falstaff on the grass

stage. In the Memorial Hall, Spud Barron’s productions

were enthusiastically recalled. In the Bean Library

classroom, Lacey summarised his colleagues’ conduct

thus: “We played enough tricks there but with O levels

coming up and more maturity, work rather than play

shaped that year.” In the Old Schoolroom, ex-Bootham

School headmaster Ian Small and successful author Ian

Halliday mulled over the portraits, panelling and illicitly

carved names. Graham Lodge and Stephen Coe

contemplated the honours board in the School dining

rooms and marvelled at the apparent transformation of that

facility to something decidedly better.

A display in the corridor leading to the Bean Library

featured a photograph of a youth, identified as “Whitfield,”

demonstrating something scientific to the Queen during

the Royal visit in 1957. Looking thoughtfully on was Sir

David Eady, in respect of whom Lacey mused: “while the

man who nearly shot the Queen still looks as innocent

today.” This was a decidedly unfair reference to a mishap

when Eady demonstrated his archery prowess to Her

Majesty, endangering the Riddiford family in their nearby

cottage rather than his intended target. Her Majesty

concluded that the young David would not have been

much good at Agincourt. More than half a century on, the

distinguished lawyer remains averse to contesting her

allegation. 

Among those who could not make the reunion was Sir

Roderick Floud, who supervised Stephen Halliday’s

doctoral thesis at Cambridge. Lacey concluded: “I would

like to express the hope and wish that we will meet again

for an Arts V reunion at some not too distant date with

additional class members.”

Twelve miles of golden pudding
Just as the passing of time removes non-disclosure

provisions under the Official Secrets Act, so light has

belatedly been shed on the origins of the Stodge inflicted

upon generations of youthful lunchers. Stephen Halliday

has expanded on a brief reference in Lacey’s commentary

to colleagues.

“Sometime during my Arts IV or V years, catering

supervisor Kitty Hayles retired or left the School. Roger

Lawson used to spend Latin lessons drawing pictures of

her under the nose of Tom Cluer who never noticed a thing.

To acknowledge Kitty’s parting, there was a speech at

lunchtime in the dining hall to wish her well after many

years’ service. The lady was closely identified with a rather

heavy steam ‘roly poly style’ pudding, over which golden

syrup was poured.

“During her years at the culinary coal face, she had

apparently turned out quite a few miles , perhaps a dozen

or more, of the optimistically entitled ‘Golden Pudding.’

This substance was accurately and universally termed

‘Stodge’ by those on the receiving end. There must have

been groans from the hall at that thought as it really was

heavy stuff for the afternoon stomach to absorb, although

the syrup was a redeeming feature.”

“Food at the present day cafeteria is said to be quite

different, thank God!”
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An excellent vintage but an unruly bunch

Arts Fivers all: From the left (back): David Peirce, Stephen Coe, Mike Lacey, Graham Lodge, David Barker, Barclay
Dutson, Peter Watkins, Ian Small, Alastair Donald. Front: Roger Maconick, David Eady, David Giddings, Terry Best

An excellent vintage but an unruly bunch
ReunIOnS anD DInneRS



T
hus Dennis Riddiford, a.k.a. Bubbles, who taught
Classics at Brentwood School from 1952 to 1988,
epitomised the School and his own contribution to 60

former pupils and colleagues, gathered to celebrate his
84th birthday at the Ashwells Road Clubhouse.

Turning to the “younger generation, if such are still to be
found among us,” Dennis wondered if he should call upon

them to join him in “unravelling a Latin Unseen from dear
old Cook and Marchant. You span some 40 odd years at
Brentwood so I feel a little like a drowning man, who, so

they say, sees all his past life go whizzing past before his
eyes. You are all very important to me.

“The more decrepit among you will remember when we

were based in Roden and we read Plato and Virgil outside
among the roses in the springtime. There is a fragrant
memory! We passed on through several nooks and

crannies in the School before we finally came to rest in the
clean, modern but slightly gelid room in the Ashton
Building.”

Whatever the memories of individual pupils, “I know that

you will all agree it was worth it. I made huge demands on
your time in the bright years of your adolescence. You were
preparing Greek and Latin texts when other chaps were at

parties. Some of you, more adapted to the leather ball than
the works of Titus Livy, came with me without protest in late
April to that hellish hillside in Colchester where we
regularly played the first match of the season on a
windswept glacier. Every ball was a crisis.”

Dennis likened himself to a “poor old relic” which, he
trusted, “does not remind you too much of Banquo’s ghost,

come to spoil your dinner. Now that grim spectre did not
need to speak but such an honour as this requires my
thanks: first to Robert Parker, a brilliant pupil and then a
most effective colleague before embarking on his
distinguished legal career. He has worked very hard to
bring about this occasion; and to Ian Pitwood, John Skeels,
Alan Dods, Derek Turnidge and others who have given
their efforts to the assembly of such a splendid gathering.

“Close to my heart are my old and very dear friends Betty
Hall with Lesley and Simon – how I wish Micky could be
with us – and then Terence Best, Bob Jackson, Jim Brown,

Frank Halford, Alan and Mrs Robinson, and Neil and Sue
Nuttall. You have all warmed my heart by coming here this
evening, just as you warmed and enriched my life in
Brentwood.”

In celebrating his 84th birthday, Dennis conceded that “I
may not whizz any more but I fizz: Bach and Verdi, Tacitus

and Vergil, Homer and Horace, and a few tracks of
Dixieland Jazz washed down with the wine and sunshine

of Italy keep me enjoying life. Long may it last!

“Frank Minns said some very complimentary things about

me. However, looking back to younger days adds warmer
colours to a greyer reality. Like the sultan’s turret, I have
been caught in a noose of rosy light. I was only one branch

of a great tree of which you are all the fruits; there were
many other sturdy branches. Some are here tonight, who
gave you their skill and their hard work. That old tree is

always there; it’s custodian, the Headmaster, has

honoured us with his presence. It is with a very real sense
of privilege that I ask you to raise your glasses and join me
in drinking to the SCHOOL!”
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This poor old relic is very proud of you all
“With books or bats you gave me your enthusiasm and youthful intensity. If I gave you something in return,

however small, I am very proud of that and of the enormous success that you have collectively made of your
lives. The Classics remain the finest field on which to exercise the minds of the young, the middle aged and the
elderly. Add to that the cricket fields of Brentwood and you have something very close to Plato’s ideal of
excellence and physical well being fostered in beauty. Whatever sacrifices you made, it was all worthwhile.”

Bubbles toasts the reader. Around him
(from the left): Robert Parker, Peter
Stothard, George Riddiford, Graham
Hart (obscured), Roger Bell, Luisa
Riddiford, David Eady, Ian Davies
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D
escribing Dennis Riddiford as “an inspirational

classics master,” Brentwood School Headmaster Ian

Davies maintained: “it is undoubtedly down to you

that Brentwood still enjoys the reputation for being one of

the leading classics schools in the country. The great work

is continuing. The Classics Department is in very confident

mood, with strong numbers of students taking the Classics

at every level.  In September, 86 students will be taking a

GCSE in a classical subject – very close to half of the year

group.”

However, the department didn’t just appeal to students

who wished to broaden their horizons and complement

their other academic studies. “It nurtures the enthusiasm

and interest of pupils who have a passion for the Classics

and want to study them at university. This September, six

students will pursue their interest in classics at university,

four to read Latin and/or Greek.” Pupils had taken part in

“an eye watering production of Lysistrata.”  They had

supported the Senior Classics Society which had received

an address on Homeric Women and staged a Greek

Symposium.

Junior pupils had enjoyed a Toast and Translation Club,

launched with great success earlier in the year, which

combined intellectual endeavour and tasty snacks.

Unfortunately, on a day widely known as dies horribilis, one

of our newer teachers of Latin failed to retrieve a muffin

that became wedged in the newly acquired, and perhaps

illegal, Classics Department toaster. The alarm bells wailed

and a stream of anxious pupils and staff fled the buildings

in a dutiful and orderly silence.  For weeks afterwards, the

smell of burnt bread pervaded the Cunliffe Building. The

department is considering a less inflammatory programme

next year.

Ian Davies reminded his audience that the Second Eleven

cricket team had been Dennis Riddiford’s primary non-

academic interest. He recalled that trips to Framlingham

were quite exciting  when Dennis was in charge. “Then, the

First XI would start their game early while the Second XI

sought shade and sustenance in various hostelries, making

sure that, as per instructions, they would not impinge on Mr.

Riddiford’s hostelry.” The same pattern applied when the

Second XI took the field and the First XI relaxed.

“Once, Dennis reportedly got off the coach at Framlingham

and informed their master that he had an important

telephone call to make. He was shown immediately into

the study of the headmaster, who must have been

astonished to hear him place his bet on the 2.15 at

Newmarket.”

The Second XI , with its mix of fifth and sixth formers, was

currently thriving under the leadership of Mr. Hardy and Dr.

Tiffin, Head of Biology. When dates agreed, they still

An inspirational Classics master with time
to bet on the 2.15 at Newmarket

The Augustan empire
held aloft and kissed

Robert Parker, who organised the dinner, presented a
card, signed by all present, to Dennis Riddiford with two
books of his choice.

First up was Volume Ⅹ of the Cambridge Ancient
History, second edition, The Augustan Empire. At this
point, Dennis rose, expressed his thanks, held the very

substantial volume aloft and kissed it. Robert then
turned to Volume 2 of The Oxford Classical Text of the
Speeches of Demosthenes.

Harder than Demosthenes
He recalled: “When I was in the Lower Sixth and
struggling in the early stages of Greek prose
composition, I received one of mine back from Dennis

with the comment ‘I find this harder than
Demosthenes.’ So I really thought I was getting
somewhere.”

Robert passed on a bagful of packages, letters and
envelopes from people who could not attend the dinner.
He concluded: “This evening has been its own reward.
It has been wonderful to put together something like
this, to see everyone here enjoying themselves
enormously, and showing their great friendship and
gratitude to Dennis for all that he has done for us over
the years.” 

Bubbles spans the generations, greeting Betty Hall (above)
and daughter Lesley (below). Neil Nuttall daren’t look.



D
ennis Riddiford was “an inspirational teacher who

changed the lives of his pupils.” This verdict on

“Bubbles,” who taught Classics at Brentwood

School from 1952 to 1988, was delivered by Frank Minns.

Frank told over 60 diners that the guest of honour looked

“astonishingly the same as he did in the mid-1970s. He

quoted author Anthony Powell: ‘It is extraordinary how

schoolmasters never get any older. They just settle on a

cruising speed in their early years and stick to it.’

Frank opened a rich vein of recollections.

*Replacing our usual Latin master, calling for more fresh

air and spending almost the entire lesson getting the top

windows open

*Devoting an entire lesson to how an Italian coffee bar

was run, complete with imitations of a Gaggia machine

*Leaning back in his chair in the Ashton Building so far he

fell backwards into the whiteboard

*Whilst umpiring at the wicket, lighting his pipe  just as the

opposition’s bowler made his run-up

*Chipping golf balls into a deckchair

*Merging an acute appreciation of the opposite sex with

an insistence on basic grammar – ‘a sentence without a

main verb, gentlemen, is like a beautiful woman with no

teeth.’

Frank believed Dennis to have been the only “red hot

socialist” in the senior common room. Nevertheless, he

was a passionate supporter of the Direct Grant Scheme.

Very many people had regarded Dennis as an

inspirational teacher. “My own recollection is of Horace

Odes III.21. ‘O nata mecum consule Manlio.’ Frank was

among those who did Odes III for A level. “It could have

been the driest of set texts. But the way Dennis spoke the

fourth line brought the whole thing alive. ‘…seu facilem,

pia testa, somnum.’ That “pia testa” has lived with me all

my life, and is why Horace is still a book I take up and

read.

“So I ask you to rise and drink to Dennis, the man who

changed our lives.”

The dinner was organised mainly by Robert Parker CB,

who enjoyed Dennis’ tutelage between 1964 and 1967

and taught classics at Brentwood in the early 1970s.

Guests included School Headmaster Ian Davies, former

colleagues Terence Best, Bob Jackson, Neil Nuttall,

Frank Halford and Jim Brown. Old Brentwoods guests

included son and daughter George and Luisa Riddiford;

High Court judges Sir Rodger Bell and Sir David Eady;

former Permanent Secretary Sir Graham Hart; Sir Peter

Stothard, former Editor of The Times; and QCs Rod

Johnson and Jonathan Karas.
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played against Framlingham, Bishops Stortford, Eltham

College, St. Edwards, Chigwell and Bancrofts. “We enjoy

many more successes than defeats and play in a very

good competitive spirit.” However, because the Second XI

always play overs matches nowadays, “the art of

declaration in order to bowl out the opposition has sadly

now gone.”

The Headmaster was sure Dennis would be delighted that

the School was admitting an increasing number of pupils

regardless of family income.  “Several Old Brentwoods,

who’ve enjoyed the benefit of a Brentwood education when

it was a direct grant school, have made generous

contributions to our Bursary Fund to enable us to open our

doors even more widely to more people. The more we’re

able to do this, the better the school will be.” 

A former headmaster, Edwin Bean, once said: “If you

desire to belong to a school of which you may be justly

proud, if you wish to hear of this school spoken of as one

that bears a high name, a place where all that is unworthy

is hated and despised, then remember that it rests with you

to give it that name.”  

Ian Davies indicated that Dennis Riddiford’s career, the

abiding fondness which many in and beyond the audience

felt for him, and the achievements of those who had come

to honour him were entirely consistent with Edwin Bean’s

sentiments. He concluded: “Former headmaster John

Evans told me this morning that Dennis was one of the

greatest teachers this school has ever seen. I can think of

no better way to end my remarks.”

Astonishingly the same as in the 1970s

A
fter being demobbed from the Army, Dennis

Riddiford got a job with the Ministry of Fuel and

Power, which he hated! There followed a chance

meeting in 1952 with Charles Allison who had been his

headmaster at Alleyn’s and by then was in charge at

Brentwood. He said “why don’t you come and try

schoolteaching?” Dennis did so and kept at it for another

36 years.

Despite his Oxford degree in Classics, he started out

teaching maths. He began teaching classics under Hector

Higgs, later helping out his great friend Terry Best in Italian.

To the Classical VIth, he became indispensable.

George Riddiford was one of his charges and has no doubt

that his father was an inspiring teacher. “Once in the

Classical VIth, you were made to feel a mature student,

elevated into a select group. He got into his teenage

students’ hearts and minds with just the right combination

of scholarship, passion and irreverence, always with a

twinkle in his eye.

“Dad is a great believer in the Classics.  The Classical

Scholarship, passion, irreverence and a
twinkle in the eye
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Sixth were very much his flock. He helped people to grow

up and feel self confident. His great skill was to give 16 and

17-year-olds a sense of being adults. He was at the top of

his game when teaching the Classical Sixth. It was a very

successful and very enjoyable time – and it was a long,

long way from cramming.” He told George’s Lower Sixth

class: ‘We will deal with exams next year. This year is

about enjoying yourselves getting into the subject.’ ”

Dennis had an “unbelievable” hit rate for Oxbridge – all six

in George’s year getting there.  The year before it was four

out of four. 

To this day, he has a profound mistrust of “the Church.”

When, during a violent thunderstorm, a gargoyle on the

School chapel next door was hit by lightning, Dennis

turned to the class and said: ‘Ah, Jupiter knows where to

fling his thunderbolts!’ 

“It is his rare ability to mix and communicate with people at

all levels that gives him such a zest for life. He feels equally

at home on top table at an Oxford dinner or urging on a

favoured canine at the first bend of Romford dog track –

applying his highly organised and analytical mind to the

challenges of both occasions.”

Dennis and his Italian wife Maria lived in Mitre Cottage in

the Chase. It was home to son George and daughter Luisa.

In the holidays, the School became their playground, as it

did for Charles and Bobby Sale, Lesley and Simon Hall.

Helen and Sarah Whitcombe and for the Rev. Tom

Gardiner’s children. A history teacher called David Firth

spent some time at the school with his family. His son Colin,

now the famous actor, became one of the 'Campus Kids'. 

George attended Brentwood School from 1963 to 1974

and the following year went up to Oxford  to read (what

else?) Classics. He enjoyed a career in marketing.

Working for Whitbread, he was brands director for lagers

before starting his own branding consultancy and design

business. At 54, he regards himself as retired or at least

enjoying a career break. His sister Luisa was one of the

early girl sixth formers and attended from 1980 to 1982.

She now lives on a hill overlooking Pisa with her partner

Colin and son Max. Here they have two holiday

farmhouses, called La Lucertola. 

Since he retired in 1989, Dennis has been living in a flat on

the Lido in Venice, sharing it with Maria until her death in

2009. It is within easy distance of the golf club where,

playing off a mean 18 handicap, he continues to win plenty

of cups and medals. 

“His study in Venice is populated with his books and

evidence of his wide ranging interests. You might find him

pouring over his syntax of the moods and tenses of a

Greek verb while downloading favourite Rolling Stones

tracks or Verdi operas to his Ipod.”

N
early half a century ago, the Pedagogues were

enjoying their heyday. In essence, they were an

informal theatre company whose players were

Brentwood School teachers and their relatives. In 1964,

they performed Twelfth Night, thereby commemorating

Shakespeare’s 400th anniversary.

The production was recalled at Dennis Riddiford’s 84th

birthday dinner in May when it transpired that at least

half a dozen of the diners had taken part in the Bill

Barron directed comedy 47 years before.

Dennis himself had played Sir Toby Belch, teaming up

with Frank Halford as Sir Andrew Aguecheek. Betty Hall

was the “Rich Countess Olivia” while Alan Robinson

played “A Priest.” The settings of ‘Oh, Mistress Mine’

and ‘Come Away, Death’ were composed by Terence

Best while pupil Michael Jordan helped provide a

smooth framework for the proceedings as assistant

stage manager.

The Brentwoodian’s unidentified critic enjoyed a

production which was “at all times brisk and polished.”

He (or she) felt that Mrs. Hall, wife of the late Second

Master Mickey Hall, “had the full measure of Olivia’s

dignity in the early scenes but, perhaps after falling in

love with Cesario-Viola, she just lacked the verve which

has so distinguished her previous impeccable

performances.” However, the critic had an explanation.

“She may have been unsure because the role is, after

all, comparatively unsympathetic.” That’s clear then-Ed.

His (or her)
admiration for
Messrs. Riddiford
and Halford was
u n e q u i v o c a l .
“Both turned in
m a s t e r l y
per formances.
A g u e c h e e k ’ s
clowning was
overdone to just
the right degree,
and was in
excellent contrast
to the stolid, wry
humour of Belch
in his more
cunning moments. Mr. Riddiford brought to his part,
besides a most convincing gait and suitable hearty
voice, his usual tremendous zest and indomitable stage
presence.

“We (were there at least two critics or did The
Brentwoodian exercise a plural prerogative?) shall not
easily forget seeing the enraged knight, scarcely
restrained by Fabian and Aguecheek, fulminating at
Malvolio from behind a hollow stage hedge with such
murderous imprecations as ‘Bolts and Shackles!’ and
‘Fire and Brimstone!’”

Malvolio was played by Headmaster Charles Allison.

When Bubbles brought fire and 
brimstone down on Chas
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P
roposing Floreat Domus Brentwoodiensis at the Old

Brentwoods Society annual dinner in March, 2010/11

President Richard Owers recalled mischievous

memories of his own school career which began in the Prep

in 1964. These included a boy letting off a bomb in the Chase;

and going through Customs on returning from a Denmark trip

loaded with cigarettes later to be given to a master.

He said that guest Frank Halford had been his first

teacher – a recollection which produced one of the louder

cheers of the evening.

The President reminded his audience that the Society

existed to create opportunities for OBs to meet and stay in

touch with each other and to promote the interests of the

School. However, the level of interest shown by school

leavers had been very low for some time. Accordingly,

School and Society were working closely together to

involve more alumni in taking a continuing interest in both

organisations.  

He was particularly concerned about Clubhouse usage.

During the year, over 5,000 OBs and non-OBs played sport

at “a fantastic facility.” However, there was an urgent need

for improved ground maintenance which would require the

purchase of a special tractor (see inside front cover).

Responding, Brentwood School Headmaster Ian Davies

gave a broad summary of the School’s performance and

developments, initially in the context of a wider educational

scene. “Last year I presented a grim view of the

educational scene with the Department of Children,

Schools and Families contending that standards had never

been higher when they simply were not. My view was

reinforced by the OECD which was critical of standards

despite extra expenditure. Now the climate has changed

and much more sensible decisions are being taken.

Examination performance had been highly creditable.

GCSE results had been better than ever. “Our top 120

pupils were even better than Chelmsford Grammar

School!” Over 70 per cent achieved A or B grades at A

level. All but one of 150 school leavers achieved their first

or second place choice for university.

A thriving sports scene had produced some of the best

cricketers, footballers and fencers in the country, with the

latter practitioners in contention for the British Olympic

squad. The School’s facilities would be used for Olympic

pentathlon training, a massive endorsement of their

excellence. The impact of the CCF membership on

discipline of the pupils had continued to be immense. The

School managed ten full fee paying bursaries for talented

children in its catchment area.

Colin Finch and Ian Bruton could take most credit  for the

major Sixth Form development, in use from the Autumn.

(see page 26)

Mr. Davies was deeply conscious that the School enjoyed

very healthy and productive arrangements  with sporting

and other groups in the Brentwood area. Niger Carr had

received a Civic Award for service to the community. “It is

diificult to think of anyone who has contributed more to the

local community and to the School over the years than

Nigel.” The cheer for Frank Halford was spontaneously

rivalled.

The Society of Old Brentwoods was proposed by School

Governor David Elms.

President’s fond memories of bombs, 
cigarettes and hopes for the Clubhouse

Three speakers contemplate their notes: Richard Owers, David elms and michele Feneley. listeners

contemplate their offerings. Top: marcel Cooper. Below: Deidre Findlay, Tim halfhide, mark Sirkett, Tim allden

annual DInneR



S
ome wry reflections on some of the School
guests she welcomed to the annual dinner were
provided by Michele Feneley (1976-78), the

Society’s Assistant Secretary. She explained
afterwards: “I was not 100 per cent sure of the
accuracy of my sources but I am sure my subjects
viewed my remarks in the light hearted spirit in which
they were delivered. I have to admit that some of the
comments of my young relatives about their teachers
lacked objectivity!” Here goes.

Headmaster Ian Davies. Recently, I trawled through my
extensive collection of back numbers of the Old
Brentwoods Chronicle to reacquaint myself with his

speeches. Certain words and phrases occur over and over
again: teamwork, leadership, courage, courtesy, kindness,
service to others. His wish is that these values permeate

the very existence of his pupils: yet it is clear to the
observer that they permeate his. Not a concert goes by
without him attending. Recent candidates for the Duke of
Edinburgh Award,  trudging wearily along south coast cliffs,
were joined by the Headmaster who walked alongside
them. Ian Davies can be seen everywhere. 

Bursar Ian Bruton. He has bells ringing in his ears
whenever parents open fee envelopes. The popularity of
a school bursar ranks with that of traffic warden, cold
calling salesman or one of those ghastly little men on
gates at events. Ian Bruton cultivated the necessary
nerves of steel in the RAF where he rose to Group
Captain, based at NATO’s Operational Headquarters in
Belgium. The word ‘bursa’ is Latin for ‘purse,’ not to be
confused with the Latin for ‘bag,’ which is, of course,
‘scrotum.’ For his amusement, I have brought with me my
father’s Brentwood school bill dated April 1946 for the

princely sum of £15. 7s (approximately £450 in today’s
money).

Second Master David M. Taylor. He could be described
as a somewhat musical version of Robin to the

Headmaster’s Batman – or a Repton-educated Stig to the
Head’s Jeremy Clarkson. Some say he plays the viola to a
terrible standard; that his authentic Italian  accent met with

a sea of  blank faces at Siena’s Palazzo Publico; that he

brought a silly amount of doughnuts to a pre-concert
rehearsal, rendering all unable to sing; and that he was
thrown out of a Tuscan hotel swimming pool for wearing

Speedos. 

Prep School Headmaster Nigel Helliwell. (In the job
since 2005, he moved in September to St. Faith’s School,
Cambridge). He once said that children are like sponges.

“They are bright, love learning and are at a golden age
where they are not inhibited from tackling new things.
Teaching them can be like shovelling coal into the Flying

Scotsman going at full speed.” But what do children
(Michele’s nephews) think of Mr. Helliwell? Ethan, aged 8:
“he’s very popular but he gets his lessons off the internet.”
Austin, aged 6: “huh! They all do that!”

Retired Prep School Second Master Frank Halford. The
late Douglas Adams said of him: ‘I always looked forward
to his sessions which were purely focussed on composition

– not spelling, grammar or comprehension’. Mr Halford’s
riposte: ‘his grammar and spelling were excellent. I was
very hot on both’.

Pre-Prep Headmistress Sarah Wilson. Originally from
Glasgow, where she began her teaching career, she and
her husband migrated south to work for British Telecom.
But the call of the classroom proved too strong and she
swiftly returned to teaching. Her keynote is: ‘the children
make it all worthwhile. They need to be in a happy and
supportive environment to learn to the best of their

ability’.

But what do the children say about her? The nephews

again, preceded by a niece. Stephanie, aged 6: ‘she is a
very peaceful lady. She plays us lovely music and her
favourite word is ‘splendid’.’ Ethan: ‘she comes from

somewhere very cold, Wales I think.’ Austin: “no, much
colder than that – Norway.’

Treasurer to the School Governors David Elms. He
shares his name with the president of the Mackay Pioneer
BMX Club, the head yoga teacher at a club in Arizona and
the owner of the publication Erotic Review.  David is a
Trustee of Great Ormond Street Children’s Hospital. His
day job is Head of Media at KPMG, the largest integrated
accounting firm in Europe, whose slogan is “Cutting
Through Complexity.”  Let’s hope he does just that in his
dealings with the School’s finances.
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David M. Taylor: a Repton educated Stig
to the Head’s Jeremy Clarkson?

Sorry I canÕt come to the
dinner

The Rev. John Stanton (1943-47) has furnished annual
dinner organiser Tim Faiers with detailed reasons for not

accepting an invitation to the Society’s annual dinner.

“I am now a very Old Brentwood and £65 for two tickets
is about £50 more than I can afford for a meal. Whilst I
do have a dinner suit – bought for my year as the

Chairman of Rochford District Council 13 years ago and
not worn even once since – it is now looking a bit tired.

“Further, I have put on some weight—a privilege of age,
I would suggest. Thus, if I am to be seen in the company

of the august group to which you refer, I would need to
buy a better suit. Add in the fact that my wife dresses for
comfort, not appearance, and I would almost certainly be

obliged to splash out on an outfit for her. An outfit would
end up being worn as frequently as my old dinner suit.
Please, therefore, accept my apologies for absence.”

(see page 7)

Tim Faiers received another apology for non-attendance

from Colin Amery who felt that his residence in New
Zealand might prove something of a hurdle.“If anyone
remembers me back to 1957 when I completed my final

year in the Seventh Form, they can read my memoir
Always the Outsider, which is in the Bean and British
Libraries. I am aged 72 and still practise criminal law in

Auckland.”



“O
ne of the many joys of life” at Brentwood School
for Headmaster Ian Davies “is talking to
individual pupils.  In the last few weeks, I have

taught every first year class, run a session for the Sir

Antony Browne Society and seen praepostors training for
responsible roles next year. I have been bowled over by
the great affection our pupils have for this school and their
teachers and for each other.”

He told his Speech Day audience of parents and pupils in
the Courage Hall in June: “I have listened carefully to the

hopes and ambitions of Prep School pupils about the
challenges facing them in their last year and about the
transition to the Senior School.  My promise to those boys
and girls was that they would all find something here in this
school to stimulate their minds, nurture their spirit and

exercise their bodies.”

Mr. Davies maintained that over many years, the careful
stewardship of resources had led Brentwood School to a
position of eminence in the country, particularly in
academic performance. This was a reflection of the

School’s first class facilities, which were being reinforced
by the new Sixth Form Centre (which came into use in
September). “It has emerged like a glorious butterfly from

its chrysalis of scaffolding and will give enhanced
opportunities for our Sixth Formers to study, with 16 more
classrooms and a performance space with over 400 seats. 

The commitment of the Chairman, Colin Finch, and the

Governing Body to the Sixth Form and other developments
had been exceptional. “Our ability to provide a top quality
education depends on the resources they husband with

great dexterity and efficiency.” 

The refurbishment of the running track and athletics facilities
in the Summer would consolidate the School’s position as
one of the best for athletics in the country. Various sporting

facilities would enable Brentwood to act as an official 2012
Olympic training venue – one of only three independent
schools in the country to have been selected. Eton would be

hosting the rowing, Manchester Grammar the football
training and Brentwood the Modern Pentathlon.

For Mr. Davies “the real strength of any school lies in the

quality of its teachers, and we are blessed with excellent
practitioners at this school who are innovative, enterprising
and have the interests of the children at heart. It is their

energy, enthusiasm and professionalism which ensures that
this school is thriving. I hold all the teachers here in great
respect.  I admire their unfailing desire to go the extra mile

to ensure nothing but the best for individual boys and girls.”

This was exemplified at the School’s Hardy Amies Design

Centre exhibition in June, which showed the creative and
technical skills of pupils at their best. (see inside back
cover) “Moreover, this is the case in every subject being

studied in this school.”

Consequently, Brentwood School produced “well
educated, articulate, confident, enterprising pupils, mindful
of the needs of others while achieving excellent
examination results.”

This year, the large cohort of nearly 170 pupils had
achieved by far the School’s best ever GCSE results.
Nearly two-thirds of all grades were either A* or A. The first
group of pupils had sat International GCSEs in all three
science subjects.  “We introduced this because it provides
the best preparation for Science in the Sixth Form, as
about half our pupils take Science at International
Baccalaureate or A level. We are, therefore, taking the
educational long view. There are no short cuts or quick
returns in the education of young people.” Accordingly, the

Fifth form had undergone a Sixth Form induction day and
were provided with  study materials for the holiday.

The combined A level and International Baccalaureate
results produced over 70 per cent of  A*, A and B grades.

“These are excellent results for a large inclusive Sixth
Form,” asserted Mr. Davies. Five students had been

offered places at Oxford or Cambridge to read

Engineering, English, German, Medicine and Music. This
reflected the emphasis placed on preparation and
guidance for pupils about university options. “In a year

when across the country 150,000 students failed to win a
place at university, all but one of our 150 students achieved
a university offer.”

A Creative and Critical Thinking component, introduced

into the first year curriculum, had had a most positive
impact on pupils’ performance across the board. Every first
year pupil was progressing with great speed through the
European Computer Driving Licence. High level IT and
computing skills, learned early, would provide a

springboard for their use in every subject in the years
ahead. 

The revised school day of six 55-minute lessons had

brought tremendous advantages: more varied teaching,
pupils working harder and less movement around the site,
creating a calmer atmosphere. 
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Stimulating minds, nurturing spirit and
exercising bodies, helped by a butterfly

SPeeCh Day



Mr. Davies thanked all those responsible for the School’s

success, including the Governors; his senior management
team; the Bursar’s support staff; the Head of School and
the praepostors; the Friends of Brentwood School and the

Society of Old Brentwoods.

Nigel Helliwell, who became Headmaster of the

Preparatory School six years ago, was leaving to become
Headmaster of St Faith’s School, Cambridge. “He has
worked tirelessly to improve the educational opportunities
for every child in the Prep School.  He is hugely respected

and admired by pupils and staff.”  

Pam Scott was retiring as Headmaster’s Secretary after 18

years, serving three Headmasters, all of whom owed her “a
huge debt of gratitude.”  Mr. Davies referred to her
“excellent sense of humour, unstinting loyalty, sense of

fairness and justice, impeccable work ethic and appetite
for life.” Mrs. Scott would remain with the school in a
different role.

“We aspire to nothing but the best for our children,” added
Mr. Davies. “I share with you my pride in their many

achievements.”

The proceedings were presided over by Mr Colin Finch,
Chairman of the Governors, and the Latin Speech of
Welcome to Guest of Honour Mr. Eric Pickles was given by
Holly Moorhouse and Hannah Bennett-Ford.
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Vocation and continuity

I
an Davies asked the Speech Day audience to think
about teachers who had inspired them to learn
something particular, follow a particular course of

action or adopt a particular career. “Teaching is a
vocation, not just a job.  This approach was very clear
at a dinner I recently attended for a hugely respected
former teacher of Classics at Brentwood. It was
organised by 60 former pupils who had, to a man, felt
inspired in some way by Dennis Riddiford’s teaching,
and they wanted to help him and his family celebrate
his 84th birthday by letting him know how much they
valued his input into their lives.”

Among Dennis Riddiford’s former pupils were two High

Court Judges, one at the centre of the super injunctions
debate; a former Editor of The Times, now editing the
Times Literary Supplement; and a recently retired

leading civil servant.  All four men were Knights of the
Realm. “The fact that they gave their time so willingly to
honour their former teacher speaks volumes for them

and for him.”  Three High Court Judges would attend a
legal dinner for Old Brentwoods and current pupils in
the Autumn. “Such events showed a continuity of
community which remained so important for
Brentwood.” 

B
rentwood School pupils had engaged in an extensive
extra-curricular programme throughout the academic
year. Headmaster Ian Davies set out some of the

major activities and achievements.

There had been a vigorous programme of academic

societies and clubs. Guest speakers at the Sir Antony
Browne Society included Dr Charles Bean, Deputy
Governor of the Bank of England, Professor Patrick

Minford, a renowned economist, Matthew Parris, a leading
columnist on The Times, and David Pollack, President of
the European Humanist Federation. Over 70 pupils gained

the Headmaster’s Award which promotes private study,
research, presentation skills and reading. 

The School’s public speaking teams enjoyed great

success in the Rotary Club competition with Tom Carswell
judged best speaker in the regional finals.The fourth year
Mathematics team of  Izzie Fewster, Grace Kavanagh,

Robert Eady and Matthew Dawe lost narrowly in the
National Final. Lower sixth former Natalie Cheung gained
a coveted place on a Headstart Engineering course. Four
pupils attended the Model United Nations competition and
had their resolutions about the environment and nuclear

disarmament approved.

Lucy Hirst, in the fourth year, was a top scorer in the British
Biology Challenge. Josie Paton, also fourth year, would be

attending a course at the National Mathematics Summer
School as a top scorer in the Intermediate Maths
Challenge. “These are exceptional academic
achievements which augur very well for the future.”

Two of those offered Oxbridge places had helped the
School to new heights in music. “Our musical diet is a rich
and varied one with pupils playing in several orchestras,
bands and ensembles; and singing in choirs.” The Big
Band had recently played in a churchyard in the Essex
hamlet of Norton Mandeville and would play a prominent

part in that evening’s Promenade Concert.

Drama had maintained very high standards. Two major
theatrical events had been produced in a single week.
‘Humble Boy’, performed in the drama studio, had exuded

quality throughout. ‘Sam Haskell was brilliant as Felix and
Amelia Gann superb as Flora. Other excellent

performances from a very talented cast helped to make
this one of the best plays ever seen at the school. An
outstanding ‘Pirates of Penzance’ was performed in the

Memorial Hall.  Such strength and depth of acting and
singing is rare, if not unprecedented in any school.  Miles
Russell proved an excellent musician with a great voice
while Lewis Bruniges played the Pirate King with verve,
dash and swagger. Olivia Murphy and Veronica Spinks
effortlessly filled the hall with their brilliant singing.”

The Lower School’s “Charlie and the Chocolate Factory”
and the Middle School’s “Sleeping Beauty” showed the
very high standard of drama productions.

Dance was thriving, as exemplified by the Dance

Showcase on three nights last term and the  Dance
Academy’s expansion to every evening of the week in the
2011/12 school year.  Dancers taking public examinations

had achieved excellent results.

Clubs and cadets, charities and 
challenges: keeping pupils busy
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In difficult economic times, overseas tours and exchanges

had to strike a healthy balance between the near, the far

and the sometimes exotic but must always be educational.

This year, pupils had enjoyed language exchanges to

France, Germany and Spain; a music tour to Germany;

outdoor pursuits trips to Yorkshire, Derbyshire and

Snowdonia; a Geography field trip to Iceland; a Classics

tour to Greece; and sports tours to the West Indies and

Cyprus.  CCF Naval cadets learned scuba diving in Egypt.

The Duke of Edinburgh’s Award Scheme saw 98 signed up

for Bronze, 50 for Silver and 38 for Gold. “This excellent

scheme encourages service to the community and takes

children out of their comfort zones – a very good thing in

this risk averse society.”

In a splendid sporting year, the Junior Girls’ Athletics team

finished second in the National Track and Field Finals.

Both the Junior and Intermediate Girls’ teams had qualified

for the next National Finals. The Fencing team won the

overall trophy at the Public Schools’ Fencing

Championships, scoring the best results in all categories

for the fourth consecutive year. The 1st XI Football team

and the Under 12s won the Essex Cup. The Under 14 girls

won the Hockey and Netball County cups. The School had

hosted and provided pre-tournament training for several

international ladies’ cricket teams with Brentwood boys

playing against England, India and New Zealand.  

Individual sporting achievers this year included Austin

Lipman, who represented England Under 16s at football;

Rehan Hassan and Kishen Velani, both capped for the

England Under 16 Cricket team; and Nicole McKechnie

who came third in the English Schools Indoor Athletics

Championships and is ranked best in the country in her

age group over 300 metres. Nicole and Christy Dailly had

qualified for the National Athletics Finals.

“Boarding at Brentwood goes from strength to strength.

Last year it was rated ‘outstanding’ in every category in an

Ofsted Inspection.” This year, the boarders were visited by

the cast of the West End production ‘The Children’s Hour.’

Led by Ian Rickson, one of the nation’s foremost theatre

directors, the cast included several famous actors,

including Keira Knightly and Elizabeth Moss. Their

appearance generated huge excitement amongst staff and

pupils as they mingled with a view to understanding the

motivation of adolescent pupils, particularly in the girls’

boarding house.

The School had always taken its responsibilities to the

community seriously. The pupils had played key roles in

local community projects, raising well over £30,000 this

year for good causes including Little Haven Children’s

Hospice, SNAP, Help for Heroes and Georgia’s Teenage

Appeal.  “They have worked closely with disabled children,

visited elderly people and assisted with conservation

projects.” This helped “to ensure social cohesion in the

Brentwood community.”

The School was very proud of its Combined Cadet Force

and of its wider military associations. Lieutenant-Colonel

Nigel Carr, the CCF’s Commander, had led the

Remembrance Day parade in Brentwood for 21 years and

had recently received a Civic Award for Services to the

Community from Brentwood Borough.

Colonel Carr was in charge of the 150th anniversary

celebrations for the CCF, one of the oldest and largest in

the country.  The arrangements culminated with a dinner at

the school in October at which Lieutenant-General Brown,

the most senior serving military Old Brentwood, fresh from

overseeing operations in Afghanistan, was guest of

honour. Lieutenant-Colonel Simon Hall, a former

Brentwood pupil, had lectured to the School and parents

about his ascent of Everest in 2007. 

en route to collecting 

their prizes.....

......waiting their 

turn to be called



“W
hen you pupils leave, you will take a little bit of

this school with you. I do not just mean happy
memories. There is something about this

place. It gives you confidence to work through difficult
circumstances.” This was the view taken by the Rt. Hon.
Eric Pickles, Secretary of State for Communities and Local
Government, when he presented the prizes at Speech Day.

Each parent
would also
retain “a little
bit of
B r e n t w o o d
School. It is

not easy to
fund a child
through the

system. When
you made the
decision to

put your child through this school, it was one of the best
decisions of your life.”

Mr. Pickles, MP for Brentwood and Chairman of the
Conservative Party when it won the General election, was
welcomed by Mr. Davies who noted that he “had always
shown a great interest in the School and had visited us
frequently to meet pupils and teachers.”

Mr. Pickles admitted he had always been fascinated by

“good Antony Browne – a man for all Seasons in the
Richard Rich sense. To keep his head was quite an
achievement. He supported Anne Boleyn and many years

on presided over the judicial murder of William Hunter.
Then he started this School. He might have been trying to
keep in with the new regime – or it might have been
because of what he did to Hunter. Perhaps he was seeking

redemption and forgiveness by starting this school.”

He felt Sir Antony would have been very surprised at how

long the school had endured but would have been very
happy with the current crop of former pupils. They had
made their mark in a wide range of fields, including

comedy, sport, the law and politics, with three MPs and
three members of the Lords.

“It is even possible that we might have a prime minister

from Brentwood School in the future,” continued Mr.
Pickles. “He or she would face a world where no prime
minister can talk about a distant country of which we know
nothing. Greek riots, the collapse of the banking system
and the Arab spring have presented opportunities and
worries. I am pretty sure there are people in this hall who
will play an important part in helping us to economic
stability in the years to come.”

He said the new Sixth Form extension was something of
which the School could be very proud. “It looks wonderful
against the Cathedral. The town is terrifically proud of you
and your excellent pupils.” 
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Sir Antony Browne would have been 
surprised but happy with today’s pupils

N
ow a first-year Old Brentwood, the 2010/11 head of
School Amelia ‘Mimi’ Allen has no doubt about how
much she and her contemporaries owe to a

Brentwood education.

“Today celebrates the achievements of individual students
and Brentwood School as a whole. It’s certainly been the
day in my calendar I have not only been looking forward to

but also dreading – saying farewell to the pupils, teachers,

friends and the school as I move forward to university life.”

Brentwood was not just providing a top class education but
“an experience offering students the opportunity to exert
their independence, challenge themselves and excel in all

aspects of school life. Brentwood offers you the
opportunity to become the person you want to be and
reach the goals you set yourself.

“To say that I have enjoyed my time here would be an

understatement because school really is the best time of
your life. The memories I have made here will remain with
me for a lifetime: sporting fixtures, theatre productions, the

people I’ve met and the friends I’ve made.”

Thanking Eric Pickles for presenting the prizes, Mimi
congratulated the prizewinners and advised them to
“continue to maximise the substantial opportunities

Brentwood has to offer. Remember that time passes in the
blink of an eye and soon you will be saying the inevitable

farewell to school

life and friends.
Therefore, enjoy it
and let there be no
regrets.”

Currently studying
drama at the
University of Bristol,
Mimi concluded:
“Inspiring students
with knowledge and
lessons in life, the
staff at Brentwood,
led by Mr. Davies,

have taught me the
true meaning of
virtue, learning and

manners. Pupils are
encouraged to grow
with values such as

c o u r t e s y ,
consideration for
others, kindness,

honour, courage,
sportsmanship, duty

and selflessness – all characteristics that distinguish us as

proud students of Brentwood School.”

Challenge yourselves and excel, says Mimi



Best ever A level and 
Baccalaureate results celebrated

B
rentwood pupils have enjoyed the School’s best ever

A level performance. The 2011 results, released in

August, showed that over 42 per cent of passes were

A* or A grade, 77 per cent B or above and over 93 per cent

C or above with 100 per cent passing overall. These

results follow the School’s best ever International

Baccalaureate results, announced in July. The average

score of 36 points placed Brentwood School in the top ten

schools in the UK.

Since 2007/08, Brentwood has offered students a choice

between the Baccalaureate Diploma Programme and

Advanced Level subjects.

Some 75 A level students gained top A grades or more with

25 achieving at least three or more A grades. Many of

these brand new Old Brentwoods have been able to

accept their first choice offers from leading universities,

including the five holding Oxbridge offers.  

Jennifer Elias achieved 3 A*s, enabling her to study

medicine at Cambridge. Isabel Cooper received 1 A* and 2

As, confirming her place at Oxford to read German.  Head

of School Mimi Allen gained 2 A*s and one A grade to take

up her place at Bristol University to study drama. Jack

Hardaker, Holly Moorhouse and Jack Davis all surpassed

their offers from Warwick University to study respectively

economics, ancient history  and classical archaeology, and

Morse (maths, operational research, statistics and

economics). Between them, they achieved 4 A* and 7 A

grades. Arjuna Brody achieved 1 A* and 2 A grades

exceeding his offer from King’s College, London and is

hoping to study medicine.

Annina Lux, the most successful International

Baccalaureate pupil, gained 41 points, more than enough

to secure her place to study history at Durham University.

Tom Harris scored 40 points, again in excess of Bristol

University’s requirement to read French. Javier Igual

Campos and Marti Reek both registered 38 points.

Headmaster Ian Davies congratulated the pupils on

exceeding the very high standards achieved at both A level

and in the International Baccalaureate programme in 2010.

“The results this year are evidence of a culture of learning

in the school. In many and various ways, our pupils have

shown themselves resilient, resourceful and enterprising.

Throughout their time at the school, staff have encouraged

them to learn in different ways – collaboratively,

independently and in developing their thinking skills.  I am

sure that our success stems from our relentless focus on

every pupil’s ability to learn as an individual. We can be

confident they will thrive at their chosen universities.”

Nottingham tops the list for
leavers’ studies

B
rentwood School’s sixth form leavers spread

themselves around nearly 70 universities and further

educational establishments in Autumn 2010.

Nottingham University proved the most popular, attracting

ten Old Brentwoods. The various London universities

mustered nine between them. The Universities of Kent,

Plymouth, East Anglia, Sheffield, Southampton, Exeter,

Reading and Warwick each hosted half a dozen or more.

Durham, Wales, Leeds, Loughborough, Portsmouth,

Birmingham, Keele, Bath, Coventry, Brighton and the

Quest Business College each attracted two, three or four

Old Brentwoods.

Turning to subjects studied, many students favoured two

disciplines, often in highly individual combinations. Easily

the most popular area was the business studies, finance,

accounting and economics spectrum, which attracted over

40 people.

Sixteen opted to study either medicine, veterinary

medicine, dentistry, genetics, pharmacy, or biomedical and

biological sciences. Twelve plumped for reading

geography; and ten for mathematics, physics or chemistry.

Politics and international relations attracted nine; modern

languages and literature, sociology and psychology, and

various aspects of engineering eight each.

Between two and five students decided to tackle

philosophy, history, classics, the law, drama and acting,

architecture, art and design, sports science or event

management. Other subjects included audiology,

anthropology, journalism, education and computer studies.
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Stunning complex should take sixth form
teaching to a new level

B
rentwood School’s Sixth Form has just moved into its

brand new complex fronting Ingrave Road.

Innovative and comprehensive teaching, studying

and performance facilities for around 350 A level and

International Baccalaureate students and their tutors

represent a major step forward for the School.

There are three buildings, linked by covered walkways. The

former Otway House – 1876 vicarage, boarding house and

predecessor sixth form centre – has been adapted to provide

common rooms and private study areas on two floors. It

features computer work stations for up to 90 students.

A new three-storey block contains 14 general classrooms,

two ICT teaching rooms, staff and administrative offices,

and housing for power and maintenance equipment.

Classrooms are generally equipped with personal

computers and interactive whiteboards.

A multi-purpose auditorium will accommodate up to 418 for

Sixth Form assemblies, presentations, music and drama

performances.

The School’s Governors wanted a scheme sympathetic to

the building’s surroundings while expressing pre-eminence in

advanced educational facilities and practice. The first of three

SIxTh FORm
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planning applications was submitted to Brentwood Borough

in November 2006 with final approval secured in April 2008.

Cottrell & Vermeulen Architecture Ltd were duly briefed,

project specifications agreed, designs submitted, bills of

quantities drawn up, tenders received and the main

contract awarded to Hutton Construction of Colchester.

The three main sub-contractors were C H Lindsey

(mechanical), North East Electrical and Global Brickwork.

Following demolition of the Armoury, the Marshal’s Lodge,

the Old Gym and the World War II air raid shelter,

construction began in August 2009 and finished nearly two

years later. The site was formally handed over to the

School just before the first students moved in, allowing

final fitting of furniture and IT equipment.

The centre incorporates several innovations designed to

improve efficiency, particularly energy utilisation and costs,

with careful regard to environmental impact and

enhancement. The buildings are heavily insulated and

airtight. For heating and cooling, the complex uses a

reverse-cycle ground source heat pump, linked with 17

boreholes about 100 metres into the ground. 

Construction materials were selected to harmonise with

the neighbouring main school building and with Otway.

Although no longer functioning, its familiar chimneys have

been preserved but the west wing was knocked down to

make way for the auditorium.

A soft red brick was selected alongside a sand-faced dark

brick and used in polychrome patterns and complex relief

work. This approach was extended to the roofs with

handmade plain clay tiles in pattern configurations.

Green Sedum, which has worked well on the recently built

sports pavilion on the Heseltines, has been widely planted

on the roofs to attenuate surface water run off. 

A quadrangle has been formed between the new buildings

and the neighbouring Allison and Queen’s blocks, creating a

collegiate atmosphere of courtyards, grassy areas and

connecting paths in ochre coloured resin. The Ingrave Road

entrance court has been extended with the School’s

buildings now ‘bookended’ by the chapel and the new

auditorium. To enhance the sense of harmony, the stonework

of the main school entrance and its clock tower have been

cleaned and the clock refurbished and digitalised.

A tree planting programme has started to add to the lime

trees along the Ingrave Road frontage. There will be Pyrus

Callervana Chanticleer ornamental pear trees in the

quadrangle and at the front of the buildings. Shrubs and

climbing plants will complement the landscaping and

screen the buildings’ associated electricity sub-station.

The Otway layout was opened up while period features

such as the oak staircase (with its mysterious motif),

patterned floor tiling, fireplaces and sash windows were

refurbished; the pointed arch to Ingrave Road rebuilt; and

the fireplace (bricked up) and mantlepiece mirror retained.

It provides a traditional setting for the pupils’ social study

area, equipped with Wi-Fi and lap tops. The first floor

serves as the private study area, equipped with 54

computers. The roof beams have been exposed with RSJs

supporting what’s left of the old chimney structure. The

pink, blue and grey colours of the Victorian vicarage have

been repeated, reinforcing the light and airy atmosphere.

The Sixth Form common room features sofas, chairs,

tables and a kitchenette with tea and coffee making

facilities. Katie Beston, Head of the Sixth Form, has an

adjacent office while senior colleagues John Williams, Ian

Foulkes and Matthew Taylor are located nearby.

A passive ventilation strategy with ground source heating

minimising the building’s energy requirements has been

adopted for the classrooms building. The ventilation

system has attenuated intakes filtering out noise and stack

ventilation through high level chimneys. An Omnia slab, a

high quality pre-cast concrete formwork finish, keeps the

classrooms building cool when temperatures outside

increase. 

Solid concrete separates the storeys between classrooms.

Lighting adjusts automatically to daylight levels. Window

blinds are electronically controlled and ground floor

window glass has been treated with dark film to prevent

inquisitive outsiders distracting students.

The auditorium has utilised steel frame shed technology

and composite insulated cladding, wrapped in traditional

materials of brickwork and slate. It provides flexible seating

and staging for up to 418 in various configurations and is

equipped with a state of the art control room, stage lighting,

audio visual systems, recording facilities and wall panels

which will underpin exceptional acoustics. A system has

been installed for the hard of hearing.

The stage can be used for small scale drama (there are no

wings) but its area can be doubled to offer greater scope

for orchestral and other music performances. The Bleacher

seating is fully retractable into a storage area at the back

of the auditorium. There is a small gallery above behind

which the sound control units are sited.

An adjacent Green Room acts as a holding area for those

about to go into the auditorium to perform. The room

features closed circuit television which shows what is

happening in the auditorium.

Inevitably, some problems were encountered during

construction. The highly invasive Japanese knotweed was

discovered in the early stages and had to be disposed of

by specialists. Exceptional adverse winter weather had to

be dealt with during brickwork and roofing works. The

window manufacturers and vent fabricators went into

administration during the project.

According to Jonathan Dawes of architects Cottrell &

Vermeulen: “Brentwood School has acquired a modern

sixth form environment with highly serviced classrooms

focusing on acoustics, ICT and thermal issues. A state of

the art assembly and music performance space

incorporates flexible seating, advanced acoustics, lighting

and AV facilities. Social and study spaces encourage

independent study and socialising in preparation for

university and adult working environments.”

Colin Finch, Chairman of the Governors and a chartered

surveyor, has no doubt that a school like Brentwood needs

to improve constantly its facilities and standards. “The

Sixth Form Centre is the most significant development for

many years. It will play a vital role in educating our pupils

to prepare them for tertiary education and, beyond that,

making significant contributions to society. Bringing the

project to fruition has been massively challenging but the

outcome has been quite stunning.”



T
he largest Combined Cadet Force in the country arrayed
itself in front of the camera outside Brentwood School’s
Courage Hall in April. The photographer has captured

nearly all the 120 RAF, 276 Army and 129 Navy cadets – around
40 per cent of them girls – and their officers and supporting staff.

Six months earlier, Wing Commander G A Clark, the Reviewing
Officer at the CCF biennial inspection, had been “absolutely

bowled over by the enthusiasm of the Brentwood School cadets.
It was obvious they enjoyed the CCF from their discussions with
me and the way they went about their ‘military’ business. They
enjoyed the freedoms and challenges of developing themselves

through arduous activities and seemed to thrive on the

opportunities to mentor and instruct the next year’s NCOs. I echo
the reports of previous years in that the officers and cadets are
to be congratulated on their professionalism.”

He felt the staff were “high grade and hugely committed.” He
singled out Contingent Commander Nigel Carr and Senior Staff

Instructor David Crane.  “I found the staff to be knowledgeable,
keen and dedicated to giving their charges the best experience

of each service. It was clear that the activities of the CCF directly
contributed to the Headmaster’s strategy to develop well rounded
young people, fit to contribute positively to society and to provide
a cadre of future leaders for society as a whole.”

Major H K Deakin from Army HQ Cadet Staff also attended the
inspection and added: “I continue to be impressed by Brentwood
School CCF. It is a well organised and professionally run
organisation. The training statistics indicate that the personal
development of the Contingent staff has benefited the cadets.

Staff qualifications provide great variety and flexibility in the
delivery of training support.”

The inspection enables the CCF to display what it does to a

visiting senior military team.  Inspection of the guard of honour is
followed by cadets from all three sections demonstrating a range
of training activities. Military personnel visit the School

beforehand to check stores, weapons security and paperwork.
Close attention is paid to the security and maintenance of
weapons and ammunition, and to clothing – fleece and combat

jackets, vests and combat trousers – over 1,000 items all told.

Earlier visits by inspection staff had produced more detailed
observations.

RN section: CPO M A Smith found the section well managed
and run in the correct manner. The training organisation had

been completely revamped by Lieut Comdr McCann and was
“the best model I have seen in action.” The syllabus is based on
an Excel spreadsheet and all records of attendance, lesson

plans and delivery recorded with hyper links to each lesson for
the senior cadets to research and deliver to juniors.

The syllabus programme encompassed wider service training
and the RN syllabus. Field days enabled BCU canoe and RYA
sailing qualifications to be undertaken. Sub acqua and first aid

courses were pursued by all cadets. Although the section was

one under its officer complement, strong leadership and
management and the deployment of three volunteer teachers
ensured the team worked.

Army section: Major M J Annis found training was constructive

and well implemented with the more senior cadets instructing the
younger ones under the supervision of the officers, SSIs and
CTT personnel. Lessons were imaginative and productive. The

contingent had continued to maintain a high level of passes at
APC and a steady number at APC (Advanced). Three CTT
personnel delivered methods of instruction courses and weapons
training to staff and cadets. The contingent had taken part in
various competitions and adventure training exercises.

Stores and documents were maintained to a high standard in
accordance with service regulations. Even with assistance, the
SSIs had had to work during lunchtimes and after school to keep
on top of cadet training.
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We’re definitely the biggest CCF and        

Headmaster Ian Davies (centre) is flanked by the CCF’s officers and key personnel. To his left (and the viewer’s right): Lt Col N C                         
officer i/c RN Section, Sub Lt I Lumsden, Sub Lt B Clements, Dr P Tiffen, Mrs S Davis and Mr M Clarke. To the Headmaster’s right                          

Assistant SSI, Sqn Ldr K Crane – officer i/c RAF Section, Plt O               



RAF section: Squadron Leader Hillman found the turnout of
officers and cadets to be of extremely high standard.  Training
was well organised with programmes in place for all years and

run almost completely by senior cadet NCOs to a very high
standard. Courses in instruction were run for the Year 5 cadets
by the SSIs. The RAF syllabus was followed with all cadets

progressing to at least Part II Proficiency standard and a very
high proportion reaching Advanced Proficiency. Training was
balanced between military and adventure, utilising good weather

and outdoor facilities. The section had attended Summer and
Easter camps at RAF Henlow, Wittering, Kinloss and Shawbury
during the previous two years.

One cadet had completed the Air Cadet Leadership course at
Cranwell and two had enjoyed gliding scholarships. Every cadet

had had the opportunity to fly at RAF Wyton. Some 20 cadets
had been on the Gliding Induction course, although places had
been limited. 

Brentwood School’s CCF brings together a group of officers with
a wide range of experience, some with long experience, some
recently commissioned and others about to be. Some 15 officers
are under the overall command of Lieut-Col. Nigel Carr. The
section commanders are Major John Seaman, Squadron Leader

Karen Crane and Lieut-Commander John McCann. The
instructors are Warrant Officer David Crane and Colour Sergeant
David Brown. 

Royal Navy, RAF and Army section officers and instructors

undertake an initial week of training at Dartmouth, Cranwell or
the Cadet Training Centre, Frimley Park. The week introduces
the skills necessary to run a CCF section. They can participate in

a huge range of MoD and other courses, such as first aid,
signalling, mountain walking, scuba diving, powerboating and
adventure training. They have gained qualifications to allow them
to run training activities in these areas. There are advanced

courses for officers seeking promotion.

The regular weekly time allocation for the CCF is 90 minutes on
Fridays with one field day per term. The cadets follow a training
schedule laid down in broad terms by the Ministry of Defence.
Field Days are variously spent on MoD land at Colchester, at
Portsmouth, on an RAF station or taking part in adventure
training. RN cadets go sailing at a local outdoor pursuits centre.
Army cadets attended adventure training sessions in North

Wales while some RAF cadets attended Coningsby, Henlow and
Wittering stations. Some cadets attend regional and national
courses with a focus on leadership and developing NCO skills.

Since the 2008 inspection, there had been 362 Army section
passes in APC and advanced APC; 82 RAF passes at 1st class,
leading and senior cadet levels, and 112 syllabus training passes

at part one, part two and advanced levels; and 43 NP level
passes among the Navy cadets. In 2010, Brentwood cadets
provided 46 marksmen or first class shots with .22 rifles and 26

with cadet target rifles. The new Cadet GP A2 rifle had been well
received. 

The CCF participates in the annual Remembrance Day parade in

Brentwood. The Friday before involves a full dress rehearsal.

The purpose built CCF building is fully equipped with a staff
office, an instruction classroom and stores area. There is a 25-

metre indoor range. These facilities are backed by the Courage
Hall with its pool and sports hall, which serves as a command
task and parade area. Extensive school grounds, with a blend of

fields and woodland, are suitable for basic military skills. The
REME section have a small yard for construction projects.

The CCF celebrated its 150th anniversary on October 8th with an
inspection of its Guard of Honour, an open afternoon and dinner
for CCF staff, and current and former OB forces people. (See
next Chronicle)
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     d we must be close to being the best

                       Carr, Officer commanding, Capt J Ryalls, Capt M McGowan, Lt A Eckton, 2nd Lt L Reilly, WO1 D Crane, SSI, Lt Cdr J McCann –
                          (and the viewer’s left):  Maj John Seaman – officer i/c army, Capt Graham Kiff, 2nd Lt Mary Blackwell, Mr S Taylor, C/Sgt D Brown,  

           Off S Singh, Flg Off A Denniss, Plt Off J Farrow and Mr K Gray.
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1921. Mr James Fisher Hough awarded the Upper First
Form prize to 12-year-old RWS (Bob) Hadland (1919-26).

His family still retain the copy of Bunyan’s “The Pilgrim’s
Progress”, bound in red leather and stamped with the
School’s coat of arms. Later, Bob represented the OBs at

cross country and was, for many years, a Committee
member and Assistant Secretary to the Society. Both his
sons, Robert and David, attended the School.

1932. Collin (C V) Martin was awarded a Heseltine
Scholarship to Emmanuel College, Cambridge. He had
previously won a series of form prizes during the 1920s
and his family still have a number of the well-worn copies.
Direct evidence of conventional school prizes in the 1930s
is lacking. Nevertheless, the fact that Collin had won form
prizes in consecutive earlier years seems to point to a
similar level of achievement in higher forms at School.
Collin returned to the School to teach Mathematics for
many years. This was extremely fortunate for many
hundreds of Brentwood pupils, who remain grateful for his
help in hurdling Pythagoras and other mystic symbols and
awarded him the nickname “Polecat”.

With the invaluable help of Mrs Martin, he was Head of Old
House, a junior boarding house, for many years. His expert
subject knowledge, calm control of the classroom, plus a
careful assessment of the needs of pupils of differing ability
made him a most valuable member of the Common Room.

His sporting prowess was considerable.  Each year, the
School soccer and cricket teams were matched against

“Mr C V Martin’s Eleven” for their opening fixtures. I can

remember him as a formidable participant in both matches.

1948. After joining the Preparatory School in 1947, David
Wells (1947-59) won the first of several prizes – for letter

writing. At that time, the Prep School was located in the
Hermitage, opposite Roden House on the Shenfield Road.
David’s form teacher was the delightful Miss Meadon.

Recognising his interest in books and reading, she
arranged to lend him her own Brentwood Town library card.
This was extremely helpful: as an eight year-old
commuting from Gidea Park, David had found it difficult to
get to Romford library after school.

“I can’t remember what my letter was about, but Miss
Haynes (judge and jury) must have liked it. Although I’m

not sure that I ever read it, I kept the book “Five of Us and
Madelaine” for many years before discarding it.”

David was Head of School in his final year (1959). Among
other distinctions, he captained a School tennis team and

became a Queen’s Scout and Troop leader of the School
scouts under the tutelage of ‘Perk’ Rowswell. The Queen’s
Scout badge is carefully stored with the Chairman’s prize

medal, awarded to the Head of School each year.

David later studied at Hatfield College, Durham University.

He was an accomplished Treasurer and Committee
member of the Society in later years. In co-operation with
Norman Burrell (OB), School Bursar, he devised the
complicated but necessary arrangements for changing the
Society’s subscription plan from a single life membership
(fee £4.20), to a more realistic annual subscription.

1959. M D (David) Martin (1947-59) was presented the
Bean prize by Sir Edward Boyle, Secretary of State for
Education, in 1959. This may have been the only time
when the prize – awarded for Virtue, Learning and
Manners – was won by a pupil working as a road mender.
David had left School in December 1958, with the dual
distinction of a State Scholarship and a Minor Open
Scholarship to follow his father Collin to Emmanuel
College, Cambridge. 

David claims to have attended classes with Janet Mitchell,
the School’s first female pupil. This claim does not impinge
on Lesley Hall’s status as the first full-time girl pupil, as
Janet was “allowed to attend certain classes only”.
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PRIzE WINNERS OF THE PAST: NINETy yE     
SCOUTING, DEBATING, COMM    

The prizewinners at Brentwood School’s Speech Day in June followed in the footsteps of
forebears whose youthful distinctions were carried through to later life. Some came back to
the School to teach while others have proved pillars of the Old Brentwoods Society. Robert
Hadland (1947-57) has identified a School prizewinner for 2011 and for each of the previous
ten decades and summarises their continuing contributions to the Brentwood tradition. He
makes no secret about his inspiration for writing this article. He begins with his father.

The auther holds a copy of Pilgrim’s Progress

(left) won by his father, pictured above

between his own parents and a prize of his

own, a Sherlock holmes’ compendium



David became an early proponent of the gap year, with a
sojourn in Spain until the money ran out. In company with
David Wells, he joined a group organised by History
master Alan Mould to visit Poland. Younger members of
the Society may not realise what a groundbreaking
adventure this was in 1959. The Cold War was at its
frostiest and the building of the Berlin Wall and the Cuban
Missile Crisis were only two years in the future. 

On his return, David was recruited by Brentwood Council
to paint white lines, road signs and other useful work. It

seems that his father photographed David painting a sign
in Shenfield Road with Old House in the background.
David refused my entreaties to use the picture to illustrate

this article, talking sternly of injunctions and invasion of
personal privacy. He decided against selecting a book for
his Bean prize and chose an abstract print by a

contemporary artist Brian Wynter. David maintains a
lifelong interest in the visual arts and has exhibited his own
paintings.

His brother Ian (OB) is currently working for the UN in New
York, where he has been appointed to a planning role for a
relief mission to Libya.

1967.  Robert Parker, a Classicist, won the Bean prize, for
which he believes he chose a book by Maurice Bowra on
Greek lyric poetry. He organised the Dennis Riddiford
dinner in May  so it seemed sensible to ask for Dennis’s
thoughts and opinions. 

“As for Rob Parker, this
is what I can tell you. He
was the brightest

member of an
outstanding Classical VI
year; distinguished

himself at school, won
an Open ‘Schol’ to
Trinity, Oxford; great

career there, then
decided to read law
after his ordinary
degree; to help

him...and the School...I
asked Richard Sale to
appoint him to the

Classics staff at
Brentwood, where he could read his law after a full day's
work in class; he was an excellent schoolmaster, taught
well and was popular with the boys; after two or three
years, he took his Bar exams and achieved a brilliant

placing in the results. He became an outstanding lawyer
and had a distinguished career as Parliamentary Counsel.
He recently retired and was appointed to a Fellowship at

Trinity College, Oxford. We have remained good friends all
the way. OK.?” 

Yes Dennis: definitely OK and thank you for your help. 

1975. The star of Jim Brown burned especially brightly.
He was awarded the Bean Prize and the Chairman’s Prize

as Head of School. At
this time, members of
Common Room voted
for their choice as
Bean prize winner –
strictly on a first past
the post basis.
Although Jim was
triumphant over
Andrew Lansley (yes,
that Andrew Lansley)
by some distance, the
fact that the vote was

not unanimous still
rankles slightly.
Sources close to Mr

Brown are anxious to learn the names of those with the
temerity to vote against him. Jim recalls selecting a
biography of Gladstone as part of his prize. (Would Andrew
have chosen a life of Disraeli had he been successful?)

Having left university and after a spell at Barclay’s Bank,
Jim was persuaded to join the School staff after a chance
meeting with former Headmaster Richard Sale. For nearly
30 years, several headmasters, his colleagues, his pupils,
their parents and Society members have had cause to
celebrate that choice.

Jim was tremendously helpful in supplying sources and
information for many parts of this article. On my visit to
School, it seemed that he knew every pupil and member of
staff whom we passed – and given Jim’s considerable
energy we passed plenty of people. The Headmaster had
invited me to lunch at the School: this turned out to be
much more of a treat than it would have been 60 years
ago. I chose a very tasty portion of fish and chips,

accompanied by a delicious side-order. Fortunately, Jim
was on hand to correct a faux pas: what I had described as
mushy peas was in fact Mandelson Guacamole. Absolutely
delicious.

1982. Mark (Tiny) Hooton has no clear recollection of who

presented him with the Bean prize nor of the books which
he bought with his prize money but he does remember his
parents’ pride and his own delight. Whilst at School he was

captain of athletics, a member of the CCF and deputy head
boy. 

Ken Foreman (Head of House), John Gillespie (French),
Neil Nuttall and Tony Drake (Maths) are recalled as staff

with a positive influence.  Neville Wheelan, in charge of
rugby, spotted Mark’s talent at a very early age, promoting
him to the School First XV at the age of 13 and appointing

him captain in the sixth form. Mark’s career highlights
include playing for Essex & Eastern Counties and a trial for
London Division.

At Nottingham Trent University, studying Combined

Science, he played for a Midlands & British Polytechnics
team which achieved the distinction of beating the UAU
team. Despite the blandishments of OBs, Mark remained

loyal to his father Jack’s club, Brentwood RFC, where he
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      EARS OF VIRTUE, LEARNING, MANNERS,
  MUNITy SERVICE AND MUSIC

Jim Brown

Robert Parker



played “until my body

forced me into
retirement”.

Mark is the fourth
generation of his
family to have

attended Brentwood.
His great-great uncle
Cyril Bowles was later
Bishop of Derby. Two

great uncles, Kenneth
Hooton and Freddy
Barnes, preceded him
as Bean prize

winners. Grandfather
W. Jack Hooton was
OB President in 1960.
After Brentwood,

Mark’s late father
John “Jack” Hooton

read Engineering at Selwyn College, Cambridge but

retained links with Brentwood RFC and watched his son
and grandson play. After a spell with the family engineering
firm, he took up a teaching career, latterly with the
University of Westminster. Mark’s late mother Sue taught
English and PE at Brentwood from 1983 to 2000.

He has followed both his parents into the teaching
profession and has taught maths and ICT to all age groups
at Poole Grammar School. He is also involved in school
sport, induction, mentoring and professional development
of staff. He still “really enjoys teaching the students” and
regrets that “too much promotion moves you away from the
classroom, where I love to be”.

1993.  Sir Robin Day (OB) presented John G Bowley with
the Robin Day Debating prize and the Bean prize. He was
also awarded the Historical Society prize, a VSU prize and
prizes for German and Modern Languages. Having won a
place at St Anne’s College, Oxford to read French and
German, John was prudent enough to spend much of his
prize money on dictionaries, French and German literary
texts, and a Rambler’s Ordnance Survey guide for a little
light relief.

Now a member of Brentwood School Common room,

John’s duties include responsibility for the administrative

aspects of prize nominations.

2006. The OBs Masonic Lodge generously inaugurated

the “Pillar in the Community” prize. Secretary Tim Faiers

explains: “The Pillar is a part of Masonic symbolism and to

contribute to the community is a major tenet of Masonic

philosophy”. The first recipient was Jaskirin Singh. In

addition to her involvement in drama and the School CCF,

where she was awarded a prestigious International Air

Cadet Exchange place on a programme in Belgium, she

was a tireless fund raiser for many charities. She is the

dynamo behind many good works but is usually reticent

about her own contribution.

There is an OB family connection in the person of her

brother Sarbjeet Singh. Sarb, a former winner of the Bean

Prize, is currently Information Technology Systems and

Support Manager at the School and a sterling committee

member of the Society. To replace the treasured informality

of masters entering their choices in a book via a pencil

attached by a piece of string, Sarb is also working on an

electronic version of the nominations board process.

2011. Music has played a central part in the life of

Brentwood School for generations as has the church of St

Peter’s, South Weald. These two strands are drawn

together closely with a prize award for the current decade.

The winner, Matthew Jorysz, already awarded an Organ

scholarship at Clare College, Cambridge, has just won the

Geoffrey Carne Greene prize for organ playing at School.

In this regard, he follows Dr David Pickthall, the School’s

Director of Music, himself an Organ scholar. By happy co-

incidence, Matthew’s father Ian is the vicar of South

Weald, where Sir Anthony and Dame Joan Browne

worshipped more than 450 years ago. 

This series of sketches covers the achievements of a small

number of individuals from the School over the last ten

decades. This is a fraction of the thousands of pupils who

have benefitted from a Brentwood education – thanks to

the generosity of our Founder and the efforts of all those

who have contributed to its development since 1557.
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John G
Bowley

Handouts from cabinet ministers
Speech day clearly attracts Conservative cabinet ministers, albeit half a generation apart. Sir Edward

Boyle hands over a prize book to David Wells in 1959. Eric Pickles performs the same office for
Matthew Jorysz in 2011



J
ohn passed
through Lower and
Upper Six Modern,

where his mentors

were Messrs Tarrant,
Corfield, Hodgson and
Rennie, and finished
his three years at the
School in the Seventh

Form. He was stirred by
the relationship
between economic

history and economics
as explained by Jim
Rennie. He recalls:

“Jim had a capacity to generate interest, encouraging you to
go back to original sources rather than taking things at face
value. He introduced us to local and Essex County Records.
His approach was challenging.”

John shone at sports, captaining the School tennis team
and gaining rugby colours. For West Town, he captained
rugby and tennis and turned out for football, cricket,
squash and table tennis. A corporal in the RAF section, he
was involved with the historical and debating societies and
the dance committee and was features editor of The
Brentwoodian.

Despite his late entry to Brentwood, John’s leadership
qualities, academic ability and widespread participation
marked him out for office and he was made Head of School

for 1964-65. Speech Day saw him awarded the Stoneham,
Sarazin Memorial, Rotary Club Civics, Gibson Memorial,

Stone, Geography and Seventh Form prizes.

Dennis Tarrant encouraged him to try for Cambridge and
he won a Trevelyan Scholarship to Pembroke College.

Here, he “discovered excellence in all its forms. There
were people in a different league intellectually and on the
sports field.” Not being at the same level as his
contemporary, British Lions centre Mike Gibson, he settled
for social sport at Pembroke. He concentrated on studying

economics and secured an upper second.

On leaving Cambridge in 1968, John wanted to travel and
so fulfil a lifelong interest in geography and maps by

spending time in a far place. Accordingly, “I applied to the
Overseas Development Institute which ran a fellowship
scheme, sending young economists to work in newly
independent African countries as economic planners. I was
lucky enough to obtain a fellowship and was assigned to
the Ministry of Development Planning in Botswana, just
two years on from independence.

Based in the capital Gaborone, he was concerned with
education, health, manpower planning and university
development over three years, helping to evolve policies in
these areas, raising the necessary funds and overseeing
the implementation of projects.

In 1971, he came back to the UK and joined the
Government Economic Service in the ODA. “I began as a
manpower planner, working on programmes to help
developing countries short of essential skills, such as
teaching and engineering. At that time, many British
nationals were recruited to work in Africa and South Asia,
in particular to fill manpower gaps.”

In the mid-1970s to the early 1980s, John’s focus changed
to work on development aid  programmes in West Africa,

India and Pakistan – identifying and working up projects. In
Pakistan, he managed a huge project to combat salinity in
the Lower Indus, where it was affecting agricultural
production.
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RANGING THE WORLD PROMOTING
BRITISH INTERESTS

When John White moved from Taunton School to Brentwood School in 1962, his sixth and seventh
form activities laid the foundations for a distinguished career on behalf of the UK Government, spent
largely overseas. Attached to the Overseas Development Administration (ODA), now the Department
for International Development, and latterly the Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO), he
concluded his diplomatic service as High Commissioner to Barbados and the Eastern Caribbean.

In Barbados:
High Commissioner.......... ......and friend



In 1986, he moved to a department staffed jointly by the

ODA and FCO. He was Deputy Head of the Economic
Relations Department, which dealt with international
economic affairs involving the then G5 (later the G8 and

G20) countries. The Department was concerned with the
foreign relations aspects of international issues, such as
debt, commodities agreements and other trade and

finance matters. In 1990, he formally transferred from the
Home Civil Service to the Diplomatic Service.

He was posted to Lagos, Nigeria as First Secretary in the
Political and Economic Relations Department. Among the
areas with which he was involved were helping to recover

debts owed by Nigerian companies to British companies

and organisations; and furthering the interests of British
companies. All this required a thorough understanding of

the Nigerian economy, especially the oil industry. Another
component was seeking restitution for the UK victims of
scams perpetrated by Nigerians.

The political work of the High Commission then included
monitoring and encouraging the transition from the military
government of General (Babangida) to civilian democratic

rule. “I witnessed this process at first hand, particularly among
the Yoruba people in western Nigeria, seeing people queue

for hours to vote. Sadly, the generals failed to
allow the election of a civilian President
then and for some years after.”

In 1993, John was appointed Deputy
Head of Mission and Consul
General at the British Embassy in Tel
Aviv. As No.2 at the Embassy, there
were two main strands of work:
understanding Israel’s politics,
priorities and mechanisms,
reporting on events and
advising the FCO how they
might be influenced; and
promoting the very wide
range of exporting and
other British interests

in Israel.

“It was a period of
relative political calm
in the region.  I arrived

just as the Oslo Peace
Process became
public. There was
considerable optimism

that negotiations might lead
to a better future for Israelis
and Palestinians.

“Then Yitzak Rabin was
assassinated. His had been an
extraordinary life. He had fought

the Arabs since he was a
teenager but found this had not
produced peace and security. He

thought there had to be another
way forward. This perception was
the driver behind further negotiations
with Yasser Arafat and the
Palestinians. However, by 1997,

Benjamin Netanyahu had come to
power and he followed a more hawkish
attitude to Israeli-Palestinian relations.

“I have no doubt that ordinary Israelis and Palestinians

want to live normal safe lives. They have many interests in
common. I hope they continue talking and find mutually
satisfactory common ground. But the talking has

decreased and there has been much violence. Unless you
talk, you will never reach agreement.”

From 1997 to 2001, John was Head of the FCO’s UK

Overseas Territories Department. Based in London, he was
also Commissioner (non-resident) of both the British Indian

Ocean Territory and British Antarctic Territory. His remit also
included Bermuda, some Caribbean islands, St. Helena,
Ascension and the Falklands. He led negotiations with

Argentina over fisheries, oil and other Falklands matters; and

with the USA over airbase use in the Overseas Territories.
(When the V-bombers refuelled at Ascension Island during

the Falklands War, they did so at an American base). 

He was the first Commissioner to go to Antarctica. “It is a
most astonishingly beautiful but harsh place. Some real

cutting edge work is being carried out by British scientists out
on the ice. I visited all the territories except Pitcairn but
including St. Helena by sea (no airport). Managing their

demands and needs was very different from dealing with
other diplomatic relationships. For example, one Saturday

night, at home in London, I was phoned by the authorities in
the Cayman Islands. There was a major disturbance in the
prison. Could I send some extra manpower to deal with the
situation?  Because of our colonial relationship, I had to do
something about it and secured some help from the
Metropolitan Police.”

John played a major role in producing the first White Paper
on British policy towards the remaining Overseas Territories.

It defined policy on modernising the relationship with the
UK, human rights, money laundering and drug

trafficking legislation. It dealt with the promotion of
economic growth and environmental protection.

From 2001 to 2005, John served as High
Commissioner to Barbados and the Eastern

Caribbean. Based in Bridgetown, he
covered St. Kitts and Nevis, Grenada,
Antigua, St. Lucia, Domenica and St.

Vincent and the Grenadines. He led a
diplomatic team which tackled drug

trafficking; promoted exports; helped

British nationals in trouble; and hosted
visits by the Dukes of Edinburgh, York and

Gloucester, the Earl of Wessex, the Prime
Minister, other ministers and, in 2004, the

England cricket team after their first series win in
the Caribbean for 35 years. “The party I gave for

them was the biggest I hosted in my diplomatic
career.” He inspired, raised funds for and started
wheelchair tennis in Barbados for the Council for
the Disabled.

When Foreign Secretary Jack Straw made an
official visit to Bridgetown, the two Old

Brentwoods discussed British foreign policy in the
Caribbean in general and the Eastern Caribbean
in particular with local governments. The agenda
included initiatives to tighten up on drug
smuggling as the Eastern Caribbean was and
still is among the major cocaine supply routes
to the UK. It covered  human rights issues

such as arguing for the abolition of the death
penalty in the relevant countries. 
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The Commissioner for British

antarctic Territory outside his

(tented) residence



F
OR children watching Blue Peter during the Sixties,

Seventies and most of the Eighties, Old Brentwood

George Soper Cansdale, who died in 1993, was

television's zoo man. He would show presenters how to

bath six-foot pythons, produce bush-babies from his trouser

pockets and tickle tarantulas out of his turn-ups.

Cansdale was guaranteed to provide riveting viewing. If it

crawled, slithered, flew, climbed or swam, he would bring it

to the studio. He was intrepid when it came to handling the

most dangerous animals and could never quite understand

when a presenter flinched as a snake lunged or an orang-

utan bared its teeth. Production teams may have been

reduced to jelly but Cansdale remained imperturbable. Just

what you would expect from a man who had flown from

Singapore to London with poisonous snakes in his hand

baggage. 'They had to be kept warm,” he explained.

The recently published ‘Eagle Annual – the best of the

1950s comic’ included the comic strip ‘Look Around with

George Cansdale.’ (See back cover)

Born in Brentwood in 1909, the family is thought to have

lived in Kavanagh’s Road. The son of a clerk in a City

shipping office, George won a scholarship to Brentwood

School where his chief interest was ornithology. The 1928

School (prize day) Lists refers to ‘London Intermediate

B.Sc. G.S. Cansdale.’ At St Edmund Hall, Oxford, he read

forestry, spent an extra couple of years doing his B Sc and

followed this by training for the Colonial Service.

In 1934, he was appointed Forest Officer for the Gold Coast

(Ghana) and started collecting animals as a friend at

Paignton Zoo had begged him for specimens. Cansdale,

fluent in Tui, enlisted the help of local children. Some 80

specimens included squirrels, hornbills, owls, touracos and

snakes.

He was presented with a small black snake held in the split

end of a stick. It was a burrowing viper, one of the very few

snakes that cannot be picked up by hand as its lengthy

fangs can strike however it is held. Although Cansdale

picked it up behind the head, it bit the top of his left index

finger. In spite of his cutting the bite, letting it bleed and

applying a tourniquet, the fingertip turned grey. Gradually it

rotted off and the finger healed - nearly half an inch short.

This experience did not put him off collecting. He built his

own small zoos at jungle stations which were popular with

local inhabitants. He trained teams of boys to help him

collect live specimens for zoos abroad. They recorded

many 'firsts' for West Africa, including two new species, a

bat and a flying squirrel, eight snakes not previously

recorded for the Gold Coast, including the biggest black

cobra ever found in West Africa. 

Cansdale was headhunted by the Zoological Society of

London to succeed the retiring Superintendent. To his

lifelong study of animals, Cansdale had added accounting,

publicity, staff management, building, roadmaking and the

care of trees to his skills. He held this post for five years

from 1948. He discovered a hornet's nest of

mismanagement and dishonesty but his efforts to stop

malpractices met with robust opposition. According to

Cansdale, London Zoo’s council “didn't want a fuss”' and

abolished the post of Superintendent in 1953. Cansdale

was not bitter about his shabby treatment but he was

distressed that dishonesty had won the day.

During his years as Superintendent, Cansdale began to

broadcast for television. He became a household name in

the 1950s long before his Blue Peter appearances. His

programmes included ‘Looking at Animals’ and ‘All About

Animals’ which won him the Royal Television Society's

Silver Medal in 1952. There were outside broadcasts from

the zoo and Cansdale was a regular contributor to radio’s

Children's Hour.

Televised wildlife programmes owe a considerable debt to

George Cansdale. In 1992, Sir David Attenborough paid

tribute to his “thoroughly scientific” approach which had set

the example for future film makers. Thanks to Cansdale

bringing animals to the studios, “a great many people

acquired their first insights into taxonomy and comparative

anatomy from what he said. He spoke good natural science.”
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However, they found time in private conversation to recall

a Modern Sixth geography field trip to Malham Tarn in

Yorkshire which both had been on decades earlier.

John took early retirement from the FCO at 59. “However,

I decided I wanted to carry on working without much of a

preconceived idea of what I might do.” He was approached

informally by the Marine Stewardship Council, a British-

based self-funded Non Governmental Organisation for

promoting the sustainable use of the world’s seas and

oceans. He was appointed Director of Development and

was chief fund raiser for the organisation.

He secured a very rapid increase in funding which helped

enable a rise in the number of fisheries certified as

operating in a sustainable way. For example, the Scottish

mackerel fisheries were certified which helped to ensure

stocks were maintained at a satisfactory level.

Supermarkets in the UK, France and Germany paid to use

the Marine Stewardship Council logo on fish products. John

was with the Council for four years, retiring in July 2010.

In 1975, John married Judy, a development economist who

worked first for the Overseas Development Administration,

where they met, and then as an independent consultant.

His brother Stephen, also at Brentwood, joined the army

and rose to Brigadier before leaving to work in the private

sector. He commanded the Second Royal Tank Regiment

in Germany.

Since retirement, John and Judy have been travelling in

Morocco, Barbados, Spain and the USA. They recently

returned from Israel, where they enjoyed a production of

Aida at Masada.

John concluded: “I have been remarkably lucky to have

worked for the UK Government overseas. It is hard to

imagine the extent of British economic and political

interests abroad, their diverse nature and territorial spread.

It has been a real voyage of discovery. I am grateful to

Messrs Tarrant and Rennie and to Brentwood more

generally for starting me off and equipping me to undertake

that voyage.”

George Cansdale survived snake bite to
show the way for wildlife TV



T
o mark his retirement, Richard Brice will conduct his

final concert in Durham Cathedral on May 19th 2012,
with a programme which reflects the encouragement,

influence and teaching of his father, Dr. Edgar Brice.

It will include a number of anthems and choruses which
Richard sang in the Brentwood School Chapel and in

St.Thomas' Church with Brentwood Choral Society under his
father's direction. The programme will feature  'Hosanna to the
Son of David' by Thomas Weekes, 'Zadok the Priest' by Handel,
choruses from Mozart's Requiem, 'How lovely are thy dwellings'
by Brahms, Vaughan Williams' Serenade to Music and Elgar's
Musicmakers. The latter two works and composers were
favourites of his father.

Having received good reports about Durham University from
brother David, Richard moved to Durham himself, reinforced by

the belief that two music teachers named Brice working in Essex
would not have worked! Richard gained his teacher’s certificate

in 1965 and went on to teach music in two local schools. He
became Deputy Head of Belmont Comprehensive in 1977.

“Father was less than impressed, commenting that he
didn’t think music teachers should waste their time and
talent on such a mind sapping job!” 

He appeared on Channel 5’s Open House programme
in 2001 to discuss bullying with Gloria Hunniford,

explaining his School’s successful approach to
counteracting the problem. Richard retired from

teaching in 2003.

He had joined Durham Choral Society in
1963, becoming assistant

conductor in 1966 and, in

1980, conductor.

The family music tradition started by Dr. Edgar Brice on his appointment to the
Brentwood School staff in 1926 has reached one milestone in 2011 and will meet
another next Spring. In June, the Brentwood Choral Society, founded by Dr. Brice as
a wartime morale booster, celebrated its 70th anniversary. Next May, his son Richard
(1951-62) will step down after more than 30 years as Musical Director of the Durham
Choral Society.

RICHARD BRICE 
TO LAy DOWN HIS
DURHAM BATON

Old Brentwoods and their friends will be most
welcome at Richard Brice’s farewell concert on
19th May 2012. For further information please visit
www.durhamchoralsociety.org.uk. The website will
provide ticket information nearer the concert date.
Tickets will also be available from
WeGotTickets.com.



E
dgar Brice served as the Brentwood Choral Society conductor for over half a century, retiring in 1992. He died
three years later but the family presence survives in his son David, who chairs the Society. The School continues
to provide the organisation with its headquarters and hosts Autumn weekly workshops for new and reviving

singers.

Long standing member and Old Brentwood Gerald Evans recalls that Eggy gathered together remnants of the defunct
Shenfield Choral Society and recruited others. Over the years, there was a steady flow of Brentwood School pupils.
These have included Jack Straw, John Hocking, David Brice and his younger brother Richard.

The brothers were among a group who gathered at the Memorial Hall in June for a celebratory concert of John Rutter’s
music under the aegis ‘Sprig of Thyme.’ Memories were shared. Richard recalled “making his conducting debut in the
Memorial Hall in 1951 with the Preparatory School percussion band under the watchful eye of Miss Greaves.”

There followed “the School orchestra and choir performances in St. Paul’s and St. Albans cathedrals, singing Britten’s
Spring Symphony in the Royal Academy of Music, the School’s annual Summer music festival and the inter-house
music competitions. There was always music in Otway House, where father was housemaster.”
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70 up for Brentwood Choral Society and
its first family

“On Father’s instructions, my brother was soon
despatched to my early concerts to make sure I was doing
it right!”

In his first year, the mixed choir had just 30 members. This
year, there were 150 on the books. “The main reasons for
our size seem to be that we are non-auditioning, sing an
eclectic repertoire from Byrd to Karl Jenkins, and do so
largely in Durham Cathedral – although sections of the
choir perform in local nursing homes and hospitals and
sing in the Royal Albert Hall as part of the Really Big
Chorus.

“We used to sing in local schools and the town hall but as
the membership grew it seemed logical that we should
move into the Cathedral. It is such an awesome, iconic
building that it transforms performances onto a higher
spiritual sphere.”

He feels the choir’s best performances have been  Elgar's

Dream of Gerontius; Beethoven's Missa Solemnis and
Ninth Symphony; Verdi's Requiem (to be repeated next
January); Walton's Belshazzar's Feast; Britten's War

Requiem; Richard Strauss's Four Last Songs; organ
concertos by Matthias and Poulenc; Saint-Saens’s Organ

Symphony; and Vaughan Williams' Sea Symphony. “To
father’s fury, It was once advertised in the Brentwood
Gazette as ‘C’ symphony when we sang it in St.Thomas’s.” 

“I have often included orchestral works to give the choir a
rest, conducting Elgar's Enigma Variations, Vaughan

Williams on a theme of Thomas Tallis and Britten's four
Sea Interludes from Peter Grimes.

In 1981, Dr. Brice joined his son in Durham Town Hall
to play continuo for him. Unfortunately, the choir was

not on top form in the Bach Motet and sang very
flat in rehearsal. “Father's solution was the old

trick of ‘putting it all up a semitone.’ When I
asked about the orchestra, he said

‘send them off to the pub!’ I

pointed out that  they
probably wouldn't

come back for the
second half.

“However, the performance improved, I'm glad to say,
being no more than a 'gnat's microtone' off pitch. It was a
proud moment for me to see Father take his bow at the end
with that innocent, almost childlike smile across his face. It
always seemed to say ‘yes, I enjoyed it too.’”

Eggy played at Richard and Sandra’s wedding in 1971.
Daughter Emma recently graduated from Edinburgh with a
2:1 in Medieval History and Classics.

Reflecting on changing times for the performance of choral
music, Richard feels that “amateur choirs these days are
up against it, what with cheap CDs, Classic FM etc.
However, interest in choral singing has never been
stronger, despite the schools failing to do their bit.
Repertoire is changing and increasing all the time.
Standards have risen considerably and continue to do so.” 

Richard Brice helped East win the inter-house music
competition in 1960



T
he sudden death of David Taylor (1970-81) during a
business trip to Taipei in January 2011 has greatly
saddened Stephen Taylor (1974-81) and hundreds of

others around the world who were touched by his talent
and kindness.

Stephen is very grateful “for having a common surname
and for the unimaginative tendency of schools to organise
everything by strict alphabetical order. This combination
had me sitting just behind David Taylor from the beginning
of my time at Brentwood School and thereby gave me the

funniest, most generous and inspirational friend for the
following 37 years.” He remembers his friend.

“Whilst a talented school gymnast, David’s first loves were

always the theatre (more behind the stage than on it), film
and music. He was one of the very few committed, talented
people who are able to turn their schoolboy passions
directly into a career of global importance and impact.

Graduate and postgraduate studies in London and Boston
in Theatre Studies and Aesthetics led to a hugely
successful career as a theatre consultant and lighting

designer – and to a worldwide reputation.

“I was lucky and privileged at Brentwood to have seen
where all this talent, drive and creative energy came from.
As 14-year-olds, we made a mini documentary film

together of which I was very proud. Looking back, I realise
David had the idea, chose the location (an eerie pre-
regeneration Docklands), wrote the voiceover, shot the

film, and even played guitar on the soundtrack. I was
happy to go along for the ride.

Jonathan Ratty (1973-84) remembers making a science
fiction film on the grounds one half-term which was called

The Mutant.  “We ended up repainting an empty boarding

house (I think it was Barnard's) after the effects-laden
finale scattered red paint and animal entrails across most
of the upper storey. Great days.” 

Stephen Taylor resumes: “David was also a composer and
arranger, repeatedly confounding a bewildered Head of
Music, John Moore-Bridger, with his wide ranging but
idiosyncratic musical talent and interests. He delivered a
moving arrangement of Paul McCartney’s Yesterday for
string quartet and baritone solo at the main school concert.
(I think it’s best we don’t name the soloist who contrived to

forget the words of the world’s most famous song at the
dress rehearsal).

“David was stage manager for just about every main

school theatre production throughout his time at
Brentwood – ensuring this turned into a professional
discipline whilst creating fun for everyone around him.

“Beyond all the artistic and creative talent, David was so
very funny, spontaneously so, with an unmatched ability to
pun on the spot. Thirty in a row in about three minutes, all
based on German place names, will stick long in my mind.
Only a few weeks before he died, a surreal and extended
fantasy turning ex-Arsenal footballer Fabregas into a
‘fibreglass’ canoe for the delight of one of my daughters,
showed that 30 years hadn’t slowed him down. We all miss
hugely our daily dose of his humourous commentary on
our lives via Facebook.

“He leaves behind a wonderful wife and two immensely
talented boys of whom he was rightly and intensely proud.
Sara, Oliver and Sebastian you have all of our thoughts
and deepest sympathy.”

A Facebook page, titled In Memory of David Taylor,
(http://www.facebook.com/home.php?sk=group_1336589
60032263) has been established. A blog for

remembrances and messages to David’s family has been
created by his last employer, Arup.

http://rememberingdavidtaylor.wordpress.com/2011/01/18/

condolences/

The editor wishes to make it clear that the late David

Taylor should not be confused with David m. Taylor,

Brentwood School’s Second master.

Film maker, composer, theatre 
consultant, lighting designer and the

funniest of friends

Taylors two: David (left) and Stephen
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T
he 13-year-old admits to being fascinated by the

crisis. He kept a bulky scrapbook of press cuttings
and cut out articles explaining the meaning of

morganatic marriage. Writing more than 50 years later in
his autobiography The Grand Inquisitor, the youthful Day
“memorised quite pointless information such as the King’s
seven Christian names (Edward Albert Christian George
Andrew Patrick David) which I would rattle off to anyone

interested and can still do so.”

That December, the Winter Theatricals play was
Shakespeare’s Henry IV Part II. Day was in the audience
with his parents. “The King had abdicated and was due to

speak on the wireless at 10.15. Arrangements had been
hurriedly made to relay the royal broadcast in the Hall. The
crisis gave an acutely topical significance to some of

Shakespeare’s lines, such as “Uneasy lies the head that
wears a crown” and “God send the prince a better
companion.”

Immediately the play was finished, a tall wooden

loudspeaker was solemnly placed in the centre of the
stage. “I seem to remember that behind the loudspeaker
the painted stage backdrops with royal heraldic symbols
were still aptly in position.

“It was an extraordinary scene,”
continued Day. “A packed hall of several

hundred people listening intently, some

in tears, to this historic broadcast. Many
will long remember its opening
sentence: ‘At long last, I am able to say

a few words of my own.’ “More than half
a century later, I cannot resist any book
or article about the Abdication, though I
can very easily resist reading anything

about the subsequent lives of the

Windsors.”

Sir Robin Day, who died in 2000, was the
foremost political interviewer of his time.
The impressions created by his sessions
with senior politicians influenced the
outcome of eight general elections. His
interviewees included Prime Ministers
Macmillan, Home, Heath, Wilson,
Callaghan and Mrs. Thatcher. In The
Grand Inquisitor, the Oxford-educated
barrister modestly proclaimed: “Never at
any stage of my life have I achieved
profound scholarship or intellectual
brilliance but my academic attainments
would have been infinitely worse if I had
not had a solid grounding in the basic
subjects at two fine grammar schools:
The Crypt School, Gloucester and

Brentwood School. “

At both “ancient grammar schools,” which
he attended between the ages of eight and 14, “the

discipline was strict and we were made to work hard.”

To both institutions, his father paid “modest fees,” although
being in the public service he was not on a high salary.
“Through the grammar school system as it then was, he
was able to give all his three children a first class

education. He considered that to be the duty of a parent.
Politically, he was a lifelong radical who hated privilege and
social injustice. But he never believed in levelling down or
in the monopoly of education by the state.

“On the contrary, my father felt that there was nothing
privileged or socially unjust about the payment of fees for
his children’s education. To pay these education bills, he

had chosen to make sacrifices. He and my mother lived
very simply and modestly. They never had a holiday

abroad. They never owned a car. They did not drink

alcohol or smoke cigarettes. As my father used to say: ‘I
have been able to educate my children well. That was my

right and my duty.’ ”

These sentiments and sacrifices from the 1930s will no

doubt strike a chord with modern day Brentwood School
parents.
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With the 75th anniversary of the Abdication crisis, we
recall the reflections of Old Brentwood Sir Robin Day
(1934-38) on hearing the address of the former King
Edward VIII as relayed to Brentwood School’s
Memorial Hall in December 1936.

Edward VIII’s abdication was a Day to remember

Solid grounding in 
the basics at 
Brentwood



Born in London, the son of a civil servant and a

saleswoman at a firm that made clothing for

members of the Royal Courts, the young Amies

watched in fascination as his mother sewed.

Arriving in 1919, he appears to have left Brentwood after

the lower sixth year to spend time in France. He had “a

certain hauteur,” recalls contemporary Alexander Knopp. In

the 1926 School play, he played Malvolio in Twelfth Night.

“He had no need to act. He was Malvolio.

“He was a robust footballer. I recollect being knocked to the

ground in a house match in a manner which, these days,

would certainly have attracted a red card.”

For the 1957 Royal visit to the School, Amies was among

the greeting party at Her Majesty’s request. Two years

later, he gave a dress show of his Spring and Summer

collections at the School, raising nearly £400 for the 400th

anniversary commemoration fund. Today, the Hardy Amies

Design Centre is testimony to his enduring connection with

the School. (see inside back cover)

Although his father wanted him to attend Cambridge

University, Hardy trained as an English language teacher

in Antibes, spending several years in other parts of France

and in Germany, learning the languages. 

In 1930, he secured a trainee position with W & T Avery Ltd

in Birmingham but soon switched to the fashion world. He

made a considerable impression very quickly and in 1934

became managing designer for Lachasse, aged just 25.

During the Second World War, while a member of the

Intelligence Corps and then the Special Operations

Executive, Amies designed clothes for the British Board of

Trade under the Government Utility Scheme to meet ration

book standard. He also designed ready made clothes for

Worth.

In 1946, he established his own couture fashion house

business, Hardy Amies Ltd, after buying the bombed out

shell of a house in Savile Row. In 1947, his designs

appeared on the cover of Vogue for the first time.

His business took off in the post war years when

customers, deprived of new dresses for so long, snapped

up his elegant, traditional designs. Although the style

always reflected the English upper class, his designs were

most popular with American, Canadian and Japanese

buyers.

In 1950, Amies made several outfits for Princess

Elizabeth's tour to Canada. The award of a Royal Warrant

as official dressmaker in 1955 gave his house

respectability and publicity. The gown he designed in 1977

for Queen Elizabeth's Silver Jubilee portrait was

"immortalised on a thousand biscuit tins." Knighted in

1989, Amies held the warrant until 1990. 

Amies was said to be the first designer to get the Queen

into shoulder pads but his designs never pandered to

trends.  He was always irritated when people said he

"dressed the Queen". He insisted she always knew what

she wanted and his House merely provided it. 

Other well known clients included Diana, Princess of

Wales, Lady Diana Cooper, Sally Burton, Elaine Paige and

members of the Rothschild family. 

The Hardy Amies brand developed to become known for

its classic and beautifully tailored clothes for men and

women. Amies was one of the first European designers to

venture into the ready-to-wear market when he teamed up

with Hepworths in 1959 to design a range of menswear. In

1961, he staged the first men's ready-to-wear catwalk

shows at the Ritz Hotel, London. The Hardy Amies name

is still licensed globally, being particularly popular in Japan.

Over the years, his business evolved dramatically,

becoming a multi-million pound empire that lent its name to

licences around the globe. Goods included menswear,

leather goods and sunglasses. 

Amies also undertook design for in-house workwear, which

included clothes for the England 1966 World Cup team, the

1972 British Olympic squad; the Oxford University Boat

Club and London Stock Exchange. He designed costumes

for films, including 2001: A Space Odyssey. 
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DESIGNING ENGLISH AND ELEGANT CLOTHES
Sir Edwin Hardy Amies KCVO, who left Brentwood School after several years as a
pupil in 1927, was internationally famous as a major fashion designer, most
particularly as the dress designer for Queen Elizabeth II. However, he was much less
widely known for his wartime role in the Special Operations Executive. The latter has
resurfaced over the Summer via the BBC’s 2000 Secret Agent series on the yesterday
channel. Hardy Amies died in 2003, aged 93.



In May 1973, Amies sold the business to Debenhams,
which had already purchased Hepworths. He bought back
the business in 1981, sold it 20 years later to the Luxury
Brands Group and retired in 2001. He was vice-chairman
of the Incorporated Society of London Fashion Designers
(1954-56) and chairman (1959-60). 

In 1999, he ended decades of discretion by branding the
creations of the young British designers, John Galliano and
Alexander McQueen, as "unwearable" and more

appropriate to the Folies Bergère. 

His team had a way of “losing” the rare difficult customer,

by pitching prices too high. Generally, Sir Hardy felt, "I

don't think anyone would come to us unless they were well
brought up." Amies portrayed the archetypal English
gentleman. He admitted to being “immensely impressed by
all genuine upper class manifestations. He regarded the
clothes he designed as “English and elegant” and told
questioners that his favourite collection would always be
“the next one.” Many years after School, Alexander Knopp
came across someone in the rag trade who had dealings
with its big names. When asked about Amies, the
informant replied: ‘the only gentleman.’

Asked to suggest an epitaph for himself, Amies suggested

"He made a lot of women happy for 50 years." 
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DESIGNING ENGLISH AND ELEGANT CLOTHES

A ccording to BBC television producers, the late Sir
Hardy Amies (1919-27) helped plan the deaths of

dozens of Nazi collaborators towards the end of
the Second World War. Amies countered by asserting: “I
can’t remember a thing about it.”

Information about Sir Hardy's role in special operations to
assassinate Nazi collaborators was claimed by television
researchers a decade ago. A series ensued which was
repeated this Summer on the Yesterday channel.

Public Records Office documents about Operation
“Ratweek” early in 1944 referred to initiatives
by secret agents to kill Nazis and sympathisers
all over Europe. In 2000, BBC producers found
references to Lieut-Col Amies, organising
SOE operations from London. They were
amazed when they found the Lieutenant

Colonel was the 91-year-old former dress
designer to the Queen.

Producer David Darlow claimed to have
documents, including minutes of SOE

meetings in 1944 which referred to Lieut-Col

Amies, head of the Belgian Service. "We've got
a bunch of documents which show his involvement, and I

have checked that the signature is that of Hardy Amies."
These documents showed “that dozens and dozens of
people were killed in the operation. It was wartime and it was
a justifiable thing in wartime. There's nothing dastardly about
this. He was pursuing war as he should have been."

However, Sir Hardy told the BBC he had no recollection of
his role in the operation. Mr. Darlow explained: “The fact

that he wouldn't talk about it on camera stopped us from
using it. He told me: ‘'Sorry, old chap, I can't remember a
thing about it.'" He was not, therefore, mentioned in the
original Secret Agent programme.

The Public Records Office documents shed little light on
which SOE operations Amies was involved in. Sir Hardy
admitted: "Certainly, I was in the SOE for the whole of the
war and involved in seeing that men were parachuted
behind enemy lines to help the partisans. But I knew

nothing of Operation Ratweek. “

Mr Darlow added: "Organising the assassination of Nazi

collaborators across Europe was an act of patriotism. I
admit it is hard to reconcile the Queen's dress designer

with this."

Amies had joined the Intelligence Corps in 1939 and the
Special Operations Executive when it was founded the
following year, where he could use his language skills and
possibly those in mountaineering, shooting, boxing and
sketching, as listed in his application. SOE was involved in
organising sabotage and resistance in occupied countries,
working with resistance groups across Europe and the Far
East. In 1942, it was responsible for the assassination of

Himmler's deputy Reinhard Heydrich.
However, with the Germans penetrating
the SOE network, some 105 of the 250
agents parachuted in did not survive.

Headquartered in Baker Street, London, on

the site now occupied by Marks & Spencer,
SOE was officially established under the
Ministry of Economic Warfare, becoming

known as the "Ministry of Ungentlemanly

Warfare".

Sir Hardy confessed in his memoirs: "I
was not particularly interested in sabotage, which seemed

to me uncosily noisy. I think I would have fitted better into
the subtleties of the Political Warfare Executive." 

Amies suspected that SOE’s commander Major General

Colin Gubbins did not regard a dress maker as suitable
military material. Amies’ training report stated: 

“This officer is far tougher both physically and mentally

than his rather precious appearance would suggest. He
possesses a keen brain and an abundance of shrewd
sense. His only handicap is his precious appearance and
manner, and these are tending to decrease.” ”

Posted to Belgium, Amies adapted names of fashion
accessories for use as code words, while managing some

of the most murderous and ruthless agents in the field.

Amies rose to Lieutenant Colonel.and head of the Belgian

section by 1944..

In 1946, he was knighted in Belgium, becoming an Officier
de l’Ordre de la Couronne.

MY ROLE AGAINST THE NAZIS? SORRY, OLD CHAP,
CAN’T REMEMBER A THING ABOUT IT
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Even while working with the Special Operations
Executive during the Second World War,  Hardy
Amies could not resist the lure of Vogue. 

The couturier found himself in trouble with his
spymasters after he organised a photoshoot for
the fashion magazine and posed with members
of the Belgian resistance, according to
documents in the National Archive. 

An SOE agent who met the editor of Vogue with
a view to suppressing the photographs and
accompanying article, described the already
well-known dress designer as engaging in a
"gaudy publicity stunt designed to raise his
profile." 

A
mies, a fluent French and German speaker, was

head of SOE’s Belgian section in December 1944

when the Vogue incident took place. 

The designer took the war correspondent Lee Miller on a

tour of newly liberated Brussels. He introduced Miss Miller

to society figures and to some of the rougher characters

who had parachuted in on sabotage missions and their

Resistance compatriots. He then allowed her to

photograph them. 

They included the Count and Countess d'Urssel. The latter,

Amies told her, had carried millions of francs in her

handbag to fund arms, saboteurs and the ‘hidden army.’

Miss Miller gushingly reported: "A lovely young girl,

Countess Therese, greeted us. Hardy introduced me, we

chit-chatted and I kept watching her 'baby face' which had

been such a perfect passport for her activities in the

Resistance movement. 

“We lunched in the mess with boys who had organised the

inside revolt from the outside, from England. We ate what

they call 'Le Singe Rose' (bully beef) and Hardy hauled me

off to explain to the Belgian cook how to make American

corned beef hash like I'd given him in Hampstead once."

Her article was to be accompanied by photos of Amies

walking the wet streets of Brussels, patting a dog, and with

Resistance workers.

Although the field censor in Belgium approved the article,

news of its imminent publication appears to have caused

panic at SOE in London. An agent masquerading as a

colleague of Amies went to see the editor of the magazine,

a Miss Withers. Amies, he told her, had "become

somewhat anxious about the probable publication in

Vogue of photographs of members of the Belgian

resistance movement". 

The agent reported back in January 1945 that Miss

Withers was "extremely gracious and readily volunteered

to withdraw any picture or cut out any part of the edited

article that might in any way compromise or cause anxiety

to her old friend and colleague. 

The agent concluded that "the article by Miss Lee Miller

can in no way injure SOE or its connections and it would

be foolish to make any suggestions to the editress of the

Vogue to curtail or withdraw any part of the article or

pictures." 

However, the agent did not absolve Amies. "What seems

extraordinary to me is that a serving officer should lend

himself and his Secret Service background in the interests

of his private affairs, to wit, one of England's chief dress

designers employed by the House of Worth, to a gaudy

publicity stunt.

"No doubt the profile of Lieut-Col Amies in the next issue of

the Vogue will cause a flutter in many feminine hearts

when they realise that their handsome couturier is, after all,

the 'Scarlet Pimpernel of the war'." 

The incident seems to have altered the view of him in the

SOE. Maj Gen Gubbins had noted in September 1944: "He

does his work well and is fit for promotion." In January

1945 he wrote: "A little bit colourless, but does his work

adequately." 

The Second World 
War’s Scarlet 
Pimpernel



Rugby

We could do better – and expect
to

I
f the Old Brentwoods Rugby Club was a school boy, his end
of term report would contain one of the education
profession's favourite phrases: "could do better". Although

none of the club's three teams was in any danger of relegation
from their respective league or merit tables, nor were they in
contention for the major honours at the conclusion of their
2010/11 campaigns. The 1st, 2nd and 3rd XIs, finished 6th,
5th and 5th respectively. These mid-table placings reflect the
teams’ lack of consistency but do not do justice to the talent

and latent potential within the club nor the very high levels of
performance that were achieved sporadically.

The 2nd and 3rd XVs did salvage salvers as reward for
their industry, both winning their plate competitions at the
end of season merit table festival. A combined 2nd/ 3rd XV
also ran away with the spoils at Brentwood RFC's end of
season Silver Ball tournament. The 1st VII finished
runners-up at the Clacton May Day sevens, suffering but a
single, frustratingly self-inflicted defeat by their hosts.

The end of season tour to Cheltenham was a great
success with the Old Boys achieving a rare tour match
victory over their excellent and generous hosts Cirencester

RFC. Finding an opposition more hapless than a bunch of

hungover and, in some cases, still drunken Old
Brentwoods, was no mean feat and due credit should be

afforded to the tour fixture secretary. 

The end of season dinner was as well attended and
convivial as usual. Among the flying food and flowing drink,
the extensive eulogies and plethora of gongs, the main

playing awards were received by Christian Morgan (1st XV),
Danny "The Bear" Smith (2nd XV) and "New" Deano Taylor.

At the end of the 2010/ 11 season, Chris Keogh stepped
down as Club Captain after two years of inspirational
leadership. Similarly, Darragh Harnett relinquished the 2nd
XV captaincy, a role in which he has excelled for the last

five seasons. In their stead, Matthew Staines has returned

to captain the 1st XV for the 2011/ 12 season and Jon
Barnes has taken up the reins for the 2nd XV.

There was plenty of Summer activity within the rugby club
both socially ("Cowboys and Indians" and "Naughty"
parties) and physically (pre-season training). However, the

undoubted highlight  was Rugby vs. Netball III. After two
years of humbling defeats, of falling foul of fastidious
footwork laws, of failure to convert goal scoring
opportunities and of Stainesey being ignominiously

"nutmegged" on an all too regular basis, the rugby boys
finally exacted some degree of revenge, triumphing over
the netball ladies at the third time of asking. 

Pre-season training was in full swing from June and was
superbly planned and well attended. The season started
with a great sense of anticipation that the inconsistency that
so blighted their campaign last season could be eradicated
this time around. With greater emphasis on the team unit,
the high levels of performance achieved on occasion last
season should become a more regular occurrence and a
challenge at the top of the table sustained.

OBRFC is, therefore, in rude health and a positive and
progressive collective frame of mind, boosted by pre-

season matches. If you are a rugby player or looking for a
new sporting challenge, this is the place. We are always
looking to swell our numbers. If interested in joining
OBRFC, check our website (www.obrfc.org) or contact
Matthew Staines on 07887 691841 or email matthew-
staines@btconnect.com  Come along and give it a go.

Matthew Staines

Football

From Firsts to Fourths: a sense
of regeneration 

T
he new season finds the football club in good heart.
It has consolidated its position within the Arthurian
League with the reformed 4th XI fulfilling a full league

programme last season and creating a full and talented

squad of players as it developed. Great credit should go to
Lee Austin, who assumed leadership of this team at a time
of change. Having lost its first league match 7-1 at the lush
meadows of Citizens (back four averaging 44 years), they
finished the season with the better part of the draw against
league champions Epsom (a more youthful team wearing
the shirt). We have high hopes of the 4s in 2011-12. 

The First Xl's 2010/11 season showed many parallels with
the previous term: a mid-table premier league finish (nine

wins from 18) while again reaching the semi-final of the
Arthur Dunn Cup, only to lose against the previous
season's nemesis, Eton. Thanks go to Chris Adams for

leading the side through a difficult season. He has handed
the armband to Mark Burgess for the new session. 

The club committee is well populated with First XI players:

Dan Plummer as vice captain and league representative,
Nick Mead as social secretary and Jack Harrison as school

representative and fixture secretary. This underlines the
energy and current sense of regeneration at the club.
Training on Tuesday evenings at Ashwells Road has

indicated a great depth of talent and competition for places
over the coming weeks. 

The 2s and 3s found their respective divisions too strong
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Rugby blokes v Netball ladies. Boys win
for once

Rugby Club Diners: From the left: Martin Ekers, 
Nick Eva, Simon Weal, Chris Dyer and Richard Owers

SPORT



last season and both have fallen to lower divisions for

2011- 12. However, we should highlight the significant run
to the semi-finals of the Junior League Cup by the 2s,
which ended only when the referee must have been

unsighted at a late moment in the said tie. The Vets always
enjoy their football and encouraged over 40 players to
squeeze into their shirts during the season. Once again,

the VFA Super Vets Cup enticed and teased us all. For the
second consecutive season, we fell at the last hurdle, even
after beating last year's winners in an earlier round. 

We rounded off the season with a club dinner celebrating
the 25th armiversary of the last Arthur Dunn Cup win. Keith

Fenwick brought several veterans of that triumph along – a

short journey for Vets skipper, Paul Preston, the only
remaining winner still playing. Peter Clements was there to

show his 1967 and 1973 medals. Let's hope we will be
celebrating further success in the near future. The first
round of this year's competition entails a trip to Shrewsbury

to meet Salopians on October 29. 

We encourage players of all standards to embrace the
football club. The senior sides are obliged to field Old

Brentwoods in the league, but the Vets are an open side,
given that you have to be oldish. Contacts are Stuart Doran

sjd.invinoveritas@hotrnail.com) and Tim Harris
(timharris0506@aol.com).

Tim Harris

Cricket

Tight finish but final day loss
means no promotion

T
he Essex League teams continued to produce
encouraging performances. Under new captain, Ajay
Sahni, the 1st XI were second in their league with

two games to play but there were five clubs within 10
points at the top. After several seasons just missing out on
promotion, we were ready to step up. Unfortunately, an
abandoned game and a loss on the last day to the eventual
champions meant that, once again, the 1st XI failed to gain

promotion and ended up fourth. We will need to regroup
over the winter and focus on the way forward. The previous
captain, Khalid Sawar, having moved jobs, had to stand

down at short notice as his new employer did not

understand the importance of allowing him to take every
Saturday off work to play cricket.

Ajay, while not an Old Brentwood, has played for the club

for years and has two daughters in the Prep. He will be

building links with staff and parents in the Prep to
encourage more youngsters to start their cricketing careers
with our colts. In recent years, many boys joining the Senior
School have already been linked to local clubs and are not
available to us. We hope that Ajay’s initiative will help us to

continue to build colts’ numbers. If any OBs have sons who
are keen on the game and don’t currently have an affiliation
to a local club, please get in touch with me  

The 2nd XI, under new captain Jon Miller, were sixth in their
League. Jon has had a larger group of players to call on this
year but continuity has been an issue. This has been

reflected in a mixture of convincing wins and lesser
performances.  We look forward to more of the former next
year as more of our colts move through to the 2nd XI.

The 3rd XI, under Nick Farley following his successful and
very welcome recovery from serious illness, has grown

stronger and  re-entered the Essex League following the

formation of a “friendly” section where the format is more
suited to the nature of our side. The 3s have had more wins
than losses. I was delighted to see the first three batsmen,

all colts, score 50s as we chased down a Hutton score of
230. This allowed the more senior players, including the
President, to enjoy the sunshine on the sidelines. The team

finished an encouraging sixth out of 12. 

To ensure the 3s have an appropriate surface for league

fixtures, we have renewed the artificial wicket on the far field
at Ashwells Road. It was laid down about 12 years ago and
had reached the end of its natural life. We have benefitted

from extremely generous donations towards the cost from

current and former members but would be grateful for
contributions from other Old Brentwoods. The cricket club

has benefitted considerably from the new tractor and
equipment provided for all Ashwells Road pitches and I
would like to thank everyone who has helped us.

The 82nd Bunglers Tour to Hampshire and Sussex in
August was a great success, despite the weather which
washed out the Thursday game at Arundel and meant the

side was somewhat jaded on Friday. Victory at Fareham
was followed by defeat at Waterlooville  and  a whitewash

at Hambledon where a strong opposition showed what lack
of sleep can do to even the best players. There were 21
players on tour, including representatives from Brentwood
and Shenfield, the most for a number of years.

The annual dinner is on 28th October and we are in
discussion with potential speakers. I hope to see a
significant number of vice – presidents and former playing
members there.

The Club continues to make progress but there are
challenges on the playing and non-playing sides. We are
committed to building up the Club and would welcome new
players, adults or colts, for next season. 

David Wasley

Youngsters’ enthusiasm should
add to playing strength
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What’s this? Ronaldo moving in on Giggsy? Not exactly.
It’s two Old Brentwoods enjoying a St. George’s Day

joust at Ashwells Road.

Will Owers organised an eleven of 2008 leavers while
James Boon put together a team extracted from the 2009
vintage. Arrayed against them were Older Brentwoods

drafted by Phil Loader and Lee Austin. Olly Brooks and
Tim Faiers recruited the necessary number of performers
for rugby sevens.



Tennis

New coaches aid membership rise

T
his Summer has seen the Tennis Club’s membership
rise by 25 per cent due to our new coaches’ contacts.
Social tennis on Wednesdays and Fridays has been

attended by up to 15 players. Individual and group coaching is
offered for all ages. Head coach Martin Davis can be contacted
on martin-davis-tennis@tiscali.co.uk  (tel. 01277 23244).

We are still running three men’s teams and one mixed.
Floodlights remain under consideration for tennis, netball

and rugby training. We welcome new players, including
families of Brentwood School pupils. Please contact me on
mark@markgoodinge.com about joining the club and our

teams.

Mark Goodinge

Netball

Just about survived the drop

O
ld Brentwoods had a tough season in 2010-2011 with
lots of team members less available through work
commitments and injuries. As a result, we scraped

staying in Division 2. Every season for the past four or five
years, OBs have won each division and been promoted. I

think it's clear we've hit our level now in division 2.

The season started on 5th September.  Our aim for this
season is for a top four finish. All the girls partaking, bar
one, are Old Brentwoods – a great testament to the

sporting prowess of Brentwood School. 

The team enjoyed the annual Old Brentwoods day when
the 'old girls' played the current First VII.

Lucie Selby

Squash

Barker’s stunning performance
cannot land title for England

T
op international squash player Peter Barker (1995-
2002) put in a “stunning performance” in the final of

the Men’s World Team Championships in Paderborn,
Germany in August. He won his match against Hisham
Ashour 11/6, 11/9, 11/7 but watched his England
colleagues Nick Matthew and James Willstrop lose their
contests, handing the title to Egypt.

According to the official Squashsite, “for the most part,
Barker kept it steady and tight enough to maintain control
of the match. Peter was attacking at the front at the perfect
time and most of his shots struck gold first time.”

In the semi-finals, England had beaten Australia 3-0, with
Peter cruising past Stewart Boswell 12/10, 11/7.

In the quarters, England’s three representatives included
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Masons

Forget not our primary purpose

A
t the February 2011 meeting, Worshipful Master
Tony Lamb passed Bro. Simon Reader to the
Second Degree. The Lodge welcomed the

Metropolitan Grand Charity Steward who thanked the

Lodge for its donation to the Metropolitan Masonic Charity
of £6,000. While one purpose of the Lodge is to meet with
like minded members of our old School, it should be

remembered our primary purpose is supporting both
masonic and non-masonic charities.

The July meeting at the School saw nearly two hundred
Masons, including the Assistant Metropolitan Grand

Master, V.W. Bro. David Wilkinson and representatives
from fourteen other Old School Lodges,  gather to witness
the double Initiation of Richard Hoyle and Sevyn Kalsi.

The October meeting will see the Initiation of Chris Brown,
while the Old Brentwoods will be visiting Coopers Old Boys
Lodge and Easterford Lodge who have kindly agreed to

help us out in Passing our Summer initiates, such is the
pleasing pressure of work on the Lodge.

If all goes to plan, Tony Lamb will hand over the Master’s

gavel to Bro. Simon Born at our December Installation
meeting.

The Old Brentwoods Lodge is open all male past pupils of
Brentwood School, over the age of 21. The Lodge meets
three times a year – on Thursdays in October, December
and February at Freemasons’ Hall, Great Queen Street,
and on the third Saturday in July at Brentwood School. The
Lodge is proud to be exclusive to past pupils, a situation

many old school lodges can no longer sustain. It has
recently benefited from an influx of younger members,
testament to our health.

For further information please contact Lodge Secretary
Tim Faiers or Chapter Secretary Clive Dunnico. They
would be happy to hear from Old Brentwoods interested in
joining the Lodge – both those new to Masonry and
members of other Lodges – who might wish to become
joining members or attend an Old Brentwoods’ meeting.
timfaiers@hotmail.co.uk.  crdunnico@aol.com.

200+ Club winners
Winners of the monthly £100 draws over the past
year were

August 2010 No. 210 – Neil Taylor
Sept. No. 162 – Frank Morrell
Oct.  No. 25 – Pat Young
Nov.   No. 17 – John Ingram
Dec. (1) No. 192 – Andy Collett

(2) No. 27 – Don Cripps
Jan., 2011 No. 63 – Dick Keegan
Feb.                   No. 83 – Mike Bradford
March          No. 150 – Sarah Pepper
April        No. 57 – Pauline Boon
May          No.81 – Gill. Roberts
June               No. 95 – F. A. Shaw
July (1) No. 107 – Emma Jones
July (2) No. 216 – Peter Gibson
August          No. 127 – Paul Sherlock 
Further details and application forms are available
from: timfaiers@hotmail.co.uk   
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JOHN CAMP (1946-50)

J
ohn Harold Camp, born on June 26th 1934, died on
May 2nd 2011. His funeral took place at Ipswich
crematorium on May 11th.

After Brentwood School, he attended Dartmouth Naval
College as an officer cadet and passed out around 1955,
spending several years thereafter in the Navy. 

John Camp spent the next 20 years in mining equipment
sales, mainly with Compair. In 1982, he joined the large
crane sales operation of Ransomes and Rapier, based at
Ipswich. In 1996, he rejoined Compair and worked there
until his retirement four years later.

A keen freemason, former glider enthusiast and sailor,
John was a member of Shotley Sailing Club. He is survived
by his wife Annette, sons Mark and Simon, and five

grandchildren. Mark described his father as “a colourful
character, at times chaotic but one of the kindest and most
intelligent men I knew. He always fought for fairness and

decency without fear or favour.”

DON CRIPPS (1947-52)

D
onald Harry Robert Cripps died on February 3rd
2011, just short of his 75th birthday. The funeral took
place at Upminster Crematorium on February 11th.

He is survived by his wife Valerie, OB son Jonathan,
daughter Verity and five grandchildren.

Don lived in Barley Lane, Goodmayes and travelled daily
to Brentwood School. He served in the army for his
National Service, in the Educational Corps, stationed in
Hong Kong. He enjoyed his time there and would later
reflect on his experiences in detail to fellow OBs. It came
as no surprise to his listeners that, on the expiration of the
treaty, China wanted the colony back! 

He made his career in the insurance industry as a marine
insurance broker, often working closely with the protection

& indemnity clubs and travelling regularly to Greece. He
was a Fellow of the Chartered Insurance Institute. He met
Valerie while working at Wigham Richardson at Lloyd’s

and they married in 1960.

Don was an enthusiastic footballer, much influenced by
Joe Hodgson’s mantra “Never mind the ball. Get on with

the game!” As the last defender, he saw no need to allow
the opposition to get past. He began his career at Burland
Road and played through most elevens, including the Vets
at Ashwells Road. He is still remembered for unwisely
taking a shot at his opponent’s goal on the farthest pitch

against the slope and a strong wind, the ball eventually
striking his own corner flag.

He played squash in a similarly competitive vein and was
noted for wearing a headband, always fitted after the knock
up and before the game started. It was a ritual to which his
opponents frequently drew irreverent attention. Don was a
keen member of Thorndon Park Golf Club and a stalwart

of the Old Brentwoods Golfing Society, and was a regular
attender at the London lunches of an OBs’ over 65
grouping.

ALEC DAVIDSON (1935-46)

F
ormer Chairman of Brentwood
Urban District Council and a
long serving Brentwood

School Governor, Alec Davidson
died on 29th August 2010 at
Leonard Lodge Care Home at

Hutton Poplars, aged 81. A
thanksgiving service in Brentwood
School’s chapel followed on

September 11th. The family
particularly wishes to thank Headmaster Ian Davies and
organist David Pickthall.

Born in Gant’s Hill on January 31st 1929, Alec followed his
elder brother Douglas to Brentwood. Known as “Tich,” his
favourite subject was Latin.

He studied law at King’s College, London and
subsequently qualified as a solicitor and notary public. He

began his 43-year legal career with a Brentwood firm. By
1976, he had set up his own practice in the town, Crust,
Lane & Davidson, which merged with Landons in 1989. 

At 30, he became a Conservative district councillor,
representing Shenfield, adding membership of Essex
County Council to his duties in the 1960s. The highlight of
his 12-year stint in local government came in the mid-
1960s, when he chaired Brentwood Council. He was a
member of Shenfield Round Table, twice President of
Shenfield Rotary Club and was active in Probus and the 51
Club. He helped raise a great deal of money for charity.

Geoffrey Jennings, who succeeded Alec as district
councillor for Shenfield in 1971, described him as “an
excellent councillor” at both district and county level. “He
was something of a legend really.”

Alec Davidson was Secretary of the Old Newnums
Association for several years and served as a School
governor from 1966 to 1997.

After heart bypass surgery in 1989, he spent the last few
years of his working life as a consultant for Landons in

Shenfield Road. In retirement, he studied for an Open
University degree. In his last few years, he had been
suffering from Alzheimer’s disease.

Alec met his wife Eileen at a dance in Chelsea Town Hall in

1953. They were married two years later. She survives him
as do their son Donald and daughter Deidre Findlay, both of
whom went to Brentwood School, and grandson Hamish.

DAVID JOHN HICKSON 
(1940-45)

D
avid Hickson, who died 19th February 2011 in
Walkaway, Western Australia, played a major role in

developing library facilities in Western Australia. His
funeral was on 26th February at Geraldton Crematorium.

David was born  on May 1st 1929. Unfortunately his father

was already terminally ill and died when he was only one
year old. His mother was left in very difficult circumstances
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as she had not been married quite long enough for a full

widow’s pension.  It was 1929, the beginning of the Great
Depression. His mother took small jobs and kept chickens
and rabbits for the local butcher. Their garden provided

fruit and vegetables.  An uncle taught David gardening,
carpentry and general household maintenance, skills he
was to refine throughout his life.

At  11, he won a scholarship to Brentwood School. It was
a great effort for his mother to provide the uniform. Most
students were fee paying which put him at a considerable

social disadvantage. David and one other received free
lunches at a private house so did not eat with the others,
an unfortunate discrimination which always rankled. It
fuelled his strong left wing tendencies. As a schoolboy, he

regularly did farm work at harvest time and picked
strawberries in the Summer holidays.

After a fairly undistinguished school career, he left at 16 to
earn a living. He spent an enjoyable year mainly on a small

mixed farm where he learned hedging and ditching and
other skills. He then joined the British Navy as a boy sailor.

(His father had served in the Navy during the Great War,
mainly in the Mediterranean). 

In four years, he progressed from boy seaman to ordinary
seaman, serving on surface vessels before transferring to
submarines for the last two years. He put in for a
Commission. At the interview, he was asked if he had a
private income and whether he rode or sailed. His answers
were not deemed satisfactory and he decided to leave the
Navy, managing to do so on grounds of his mother’s ill
health. The experience hardened his left wing views.

David spent another year in dead-end jobs before applying
to become a library clerk.  At the interview, he passed his
future wife Margaret on the stairs. Both secured jobs and
started work in the same small public library. He and
Margaret were married in 1953. He studied librarianship but
made slow progress. In 1955, he took leave from his job
and attended the North West London Polytechnic , securing
his Associateship in Library Studies. His career took off and
he became the youngest branch librarian in Essex.

In 1959, their daughter Odette was born. In 1965, the
family emigrated to Western Australia, accompanied by
Margaret’s widowed mother. David accepted an

administrative job with the Library Board of WA which gave
him a good grounding in how the system worked.  After a
couple of years, he became Librarian and Cultural Officer
for the Shire of Canning which was building its first library
at Bentley. David was responsible for choosing book stock,

fitting out, selecting staff and opening the library on time.
He was concerned with a second library at Riverton. He
became very active in the Library Association and in local

cultural affairs. 

In 1977, he helped plan the Alexander State Library as
library building consultant. Over eight years, he was
involved in every aspect of building and fitting out.  In 1987,

he was awarded a Fellowship of the Library Board of WA.
Throughout his career, he advised on many projects
throughout Australia, including a library for Darwin after a

cyclone.

Soon after they arrived in Perth, David and Margaret joined
a group whose members helped them adapt to their new
country. The friendships formed have remained in place for

over 40 years.

Retiring in 1987, David became a farmer, purchasing an

old home on 100 acres in Walkaway, near to their daughter
and son-in-law. The farm provided a haven for a range of
elderly relatives and, in due course, three grandchildren

and a great-grandaughter.

David and Margaret were kept busy caring for old people,

farming, Australian and overseas travel and building work.
Over the years, David built, had built and carried out
finishing work on various homes, started new gardens and
planted thousands of trees. He was always willing to help

in any local project. He completely restored a 1927 Austin
over a mere 14 years.

Some years after he had emigrated, David wrote to
Brentwood School asking for his educational record. The
School’s extraordinary reply was that there was no record

of him having ever attended!  Nevertheless, he and
Margaret retained warm feelings towards the school.
David's lifelong friend and fellow pupil was Pete Coleman.

Margaret’s brother Leslie Webber attended from 1950 to
1955 and also lives in Western Australia. They maintained

their friendship with Frank and Lacey Halford for nearly 60
years.

David Hickson is survived by Margaret, daughter Odette,
three grandchildren and one great grandchild.

MARK SANDILAND

M
ark Sandiland, who left Brentwood School around
1974, died in June, aged 54. His funeral took place
at Upminster crematorium. He made his career in

catering, working at BAFTA, Inigo Jones, Café Pelican and
Lord’s and at private functions.

His sister, Mrs. Caroline Latham, would like to hear from
Corin Pearce and other Old Brentwoods who knew Mark.
She can be contacted on caroline@tibet.clara.co.uk

WILLIAM DONALD THURTLE

D
on Thurtle, whose attendance at Brentwood School
appears to have been in the late 1930s and early

1940s, died in Perth, Western Australia on April 3rd

2010. He was 84. Don’s widow told his friend Arthur
Cooper (1941-46) of his passing when Arthur contacted
the household while in Perth earlier this year to visit his
own daughter Allison and her children. The two OBs had
met up annually for about 15 years.

Little is known about Don’s schooldays. He was a stalwart
of the Old Brentwoods Veterans XI in 1962-68, playing with
Arthur, John Barnes, Neil Loader and others. He was great
friends with the late Peter Sullivan.

His employers, Taylor Woodrow, sent him to Perth, initially
on a four-year contract and he decided to settle there. After
Taylor Woodrow, he started a small business making

household blinds. At 80, he gained a Bachelor of Arts
degree in philosophy from Curtin University, WA.

Arthur Cooper recalls: “Whenever we visited our family, I

always called to see Don. We played golf and bowls and

reminisced about our days with the OBs Vets. He was very
proud of gaining his philosophy degree so late in life.”

He is survived by his wife Jean and two sons by his first
marriage.
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From the Registar

I would like to hear from members about the full range of registration matters, such as paying subscriptions, changes of

address, email addresses, contact details and news of ‘lost’ Old Brentwoods as well as births, marriages and deaths. I will

be happy to field any queries about the Chronicle mailing list. I am always pleased to include details of members’ marriages

and new additions to the family, However, I rarely receive any.  Friends and contemporaries are interested in your news

so please contact me (details below) and discuss an entry to record your “happy event”. My contact details are:

• Ian Pitwood, Hon Registrar

• Bramley House, The Tye, East Hanningfield, Chelmsford, Essex, CM3 8AA.  

• Telephone:  01245 403260

• Email:   registrar@oldbrentwoods.org

Further information is to be found on the Society’s website   www.oldbrentwoods.org

births None reported

Marriages

Daryl Selby (1994-2001) to Lucie M Bridge (1996-2003) on 10 June 2011 at the Reid Rooms, Margaret Roding

Dr. Thomas (Tom) Robson (1988-99) to Louise Bucknell (1992-99) on 2 July 2011

Daniel Pearce (1988-1999) to Louise Fearnley on 11 June 2011 

Peter Barker (1995-2002) to Alexandra Daltrey (1996-2003) on 23 June 2011

the hon editor will be pleased to publish obituaries in the chronicle based on information and tributes

supplied.contact Martin rowland at 6, st Paul’s court, 18 brackley road, beckenham, Kent br3 1rA.  

email:  magrowland@btinternet.com

i will be happy to provide contact details for any of the above listed members (or any other members if i have them)

on request, preferably by email.
Ian Pitwood,  Hon. Registrar

the society of olD breNtwooDs

Mr John H Camp (1944-1950) 2 May 2011

Mr Anthony R C Cope (1941-1947) April 2011

Mr Graham J Field (1974-1985) April 2011

Mr Edward H Monks (1930-1939) 1 April 2011

Mr Mark C Sandiland (1966-1972) 7 June 2011

Mr Richard  Valentine (1940-1947) 3 June 2011

Mr Keith G Follett        (1956-1964)    18 Sep 2011

Mr Nick Burr (1969-1981) Mr Dominic Schwer (1991-1992)

Mr J J Allen (1964-1975)

Mr Winston W Baldock (1939-1947)

Mr James M Borley (1996-2007)

Mr Nicholas D E Boyce (1989-1995)

Mr Paul R Brown (2002-2009)

Mr Timothy E Brown (1955-1961)

Mr Alan E Ciechan (1968-1974)

Mrs Frances E Clarke (Née Daniels)

(1997-2004)

Mr Nicholas P Collins (1986-1993)

Mr Jeffrey B Curtis (1981-1991)

Ms Shashdeep K Dhesi (2000-2007)

Mr Alan J Dods (1967-1973)

AVM Keith D Filbey (1959-1966)

Mr Clive N Gaywood (1951-1957)

Mr Paul M Gilbert (1986-1993)

Mrs Sharondeep K Gill (Née Dhesi)

(1997-2004)

Mr Geoffrey P Green (1943-1955)

Mr F G Hammerton (1948-1957)

Mr Edmund C Hobday (1985-1990)

Mr Richard  Keegan (1952-1959)

Mr Anthony  Kenney (1954-1960)

Miss Fabienne S Knecht(1992-1995)

Mr Timothy R Lamb (1959-1969)

Mr Richard K Langley (1951-1959)

Mrs Hannah  Lee (Née Lines)

(1993-2000)

Mr Robert F Marfleet (1972-1975)

Dr Donald R Maxwell (1939-1948)

Miss Elizabeth E Moen (1997-2010)

Mr Filip J Moen (1997-2010)

Mr Thomas E Moen (1997-2010)

Ms Natalie  Openshaw (Née Hogan)

(1994-2001)

Mr Brian S Pankhurst (1949-1955)

Mr John N Pawsey (1952-1958)

Mrs Lisa F Read (Née Pettitt)

(1988-1990)

Mr Mitchell B Read (1983-1988)

Mr Jens  Roder (1958-1965)

Mr James P Royle (1988-1995)

Capt Alison Sargeant (1996-2001)

Mr Michael  Spurling (1992-1999)

Mr Ian S Stratford (1969-1980)

Mr Paul P Sullivan (1983-1989)

Ms Zoe V Tunmer (1996-1999)

Mr Anthony R Wadsworth

(1950-1960)

Mr Thomas S J Waite (1993-1997)

Mr John D Wright (1961-1968) 

Address changes

New members

Deaths

We regret to announce that the deaths of the following have recently been advised to us:
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Hon Secretary’s Report

clubhouse: MANAgeMeNt AND MeMbershiP Moves

This time last year, the Society knew it was facing tough economic times in trying to turn around losses incurred in the

two previous years. A tremendous amount of hard work across a wide section of the membership has produced positive

results. There is, however, still a long way to go. The challenge to make the Clubhouse financially independent continues.

There has been considerable progress and there are plans to continue the momentum.

Accordingly, a Clubhouse membership scheme, spearheaded by Tim Faiers, is being introduced. A membership card is

available free of charge to all former pupils of the School who are members of the Society. Other (non-Old Brentwood and

non-Society) users of the Clubhouse, such as sports players, can purchase a card for an annual membership fee. The

financial contribution from non-Old Brentwoods is significant and the membership scheme will give all Clubhouse users

a sense of identity and enable Clubhouse events and issues to be more easily managed.

Stephen Gorrod has continued to administer the bar. A new drinks supply contract  enables the bar to maintain competitive

prices. As part of the deal, Stephen secured funding from the supplier to purchase new curtains for the Clubhouse. Bar

income has been boosted despite bad weather in January and February causing the cancellation of rugby and football

matches.

In June 2010, Colin Maynard, a former Secretary and Trustee of the Society, sadly died. At last year’s AGM, it was agreed

that Mike Pepper would replace him as Trustee.

The President, David Oldham, stood down at the AGM and Richard Owers was elected in his place. Both are great Rugby

Clubmen and both have brought drive and enthusiasm to the Society. David’s legal background has resulted in an Old

Brentwoods legal dinner being arranged in November this year which I am sure will be widely supported.

Richard said he aimed to increase membership of the Society and promote links with the School. As a governor, he is

involved with the School’s new alumni project designed to establish and maintain closer links and regular contact with

former pupils. The School website now includes details of Society events. The Headmaster has circulated The Brentwood

School Times to over 6500 past and present pupils. Established events like the Careers Convention help to form the basis

of support for recent leavers and Society and School are exploring ways  to achieve this. David Taylor, Sarb Singh and

others have done much to further links.

Richard Owers set up the Tractor Appeal earlier this year to obtain a machine which can tackle the demands of the Ashwells

Road grounds. (See inside front cover). The tractor has been purchased and ancillary equipment is next on the list. The

appeal has been going well and needs to continue to do so to replace the considerable sums involved. Society members

are looking into obtaining grants to assist with the purchase of equipment and facilities for the Clubhouse and grounds.

This will make it more attractive to potential users and boost finances.

During the summer, Matt Staines organised inter club challenges between the Rugby, Football, Cricket and Netball teams.

The Rugby and Football Clubs had friendly matches between Christmas and New Year with a strong social element.

Similar matches at Easter were well supported by recent leavers, thereby enabled to catch up with each other’s news.

Social events in the City of London have been organised in close conjunction with the School. They have been aimed at

all former pupils, whether or not members of the Society. The successful Christmas drinks party and a reunion at the HAC

in June were well attended and will be followed by similar events.

Two very interesting Chronicles have been produced during the year. Martin Rowland, the editor, has presided over these

very professionally produced issues with his team and has adhered to the tight budget set by the Finance Committee. A

tremendous amount of work is carried out by Martin and by Ian Waite, the printer and I add here my thanks for their work.

Ian Waite is the President Elect and I am sure he will add his drive and enthusiasm to the role as President so ably

demonstrated by his two Rugby Club predecessors.

The Annual Dinner was held at the School in March and was a most enjoyable evening. The Dinner Committee used

outside caterers for the first time and all were impressed by the quality of the food and the service. OB Michele Feneley

gave a wonderfully accomplished and witty speech introducing the guests.

I would like to thanks all members of the Society for their input, particularly those on the Finance Committee who have

spent much time supervising the turnaround of the Society’s financial position. 

There is certainly a very positive mood on the General Committee about grappling with the challenges facing the Society.

There is still a lot to do and we must build on the refreshing ideas and initiatives which have emerged this year. More help

is required and any members wishing to join the General Committee, should contact me or any Committee member.

Ian West
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The 2011 accounts show a retained surplus for the year of £30,199 (2010: £25,235). However, despite our combined efforts of the

past two years, the Society’s funds were £344,314 at the year end, which is still lower than the £351,340 level in 2007. On the basis

of improved results for the past two years, the target of achieving a reserve fund of circa £100,000 (to resurrect the Joe Hodgson 

Reserve Fund) by 2015, is still possible, provided that annual budgets are set, observed and strictly controlled. 

The two main reasons for this year’s surplus are firstly the substantial rates rebate of £13,532- for which we thank Chris Stewart

(OB) of Messrs Mass & Co.- and secondly the continued support of the School in funding leaver’s entrance fee and five year sub-

scriptions. Members of the society must take note that the rates rebate is granted for one year only, and has to be applied for annually.

Moreover, the reason for the school terminating its scheme, in 2011, to pay for leaver’s subscriptions is that, historically after five

years, there has been less than a five percent rate of renewal by past leavers and the scheme is clearly failing to achieve its objective.

Effectively, the payment has just subsidised the operating costs of the Old Brentwoods Club. As a consequence, the reduction of the

balance of accrued subscriptions over the next four years (shown in note 9 of the accounts), will result in a reduction of five thousand

pounds each year in annual subscription income for the next four years. These amounts will need to be offset by additional income

from the Old Brentwoods Club at Ashwells.

Recent essential equipment replacement and the obligatory annual investment in the upkeep of the grounds have put great pressure

on the cash balances of the Society. Bar profits and other income must be increased significantly and quickly to enable this sound

policy to continue. I would ask all members to make an extra effort to use the club as much as they can. To encourage this and to 

exercise a strong control over finances, the President has initiated a change in the management structure by setting up an Old Brent-

woods Club management committee to liaise more closely with the Club’s Manager and the users of the clubhouse and ground 

facilities.

In the current year the Society will be obliged to replace further equipment and continue to improve the quality of the playing field

surface by increasing expenditure on seed, fertilizer and sand to counteract the significant increase in use by external clubs that 

generate additional income for us. The task of achieving financial stability of the Old Brentwoods Society remains a top priority; the

very encouraging improvement, reflected in the Society’s accounts is to be warmly welcomed, but there is still much work to be done

to ensure that the Old Brentwoods Society remains financially sustainable.

Simon H.G. Born

Hon Treasurer

Auditor’s Report 2010-2011

I have audited the accounts of the Society of Old Brentwoods for the year ended 30th April 2011 which comprise the Income & 

Expenditure Account, the Balance Sheet and the related notes. These accounts have been prepared in accordance with the accounting

policies set out therein.

Respective responsibilities of the General Committee of the Society of Old Brentwoods and the Auditor

The General Committee of the Society of Old Brentwoods are responsible for preparing the accounts of the Society of Old 

Brentwoods. My responsibility is to audit these accounts. This report, including the opinion, has been prepared for and only for the

members of the Society of Old Brentwoods as a body and for no other purpose. I do not, in giving this opinion, accept or assume 

responsibility for any other purpose or to any other person to whom this report is shown or into whose hands it may come save where

expressly agreed by my prior consent in writing.   

Basis of report

As is common for organisations of this type, the size of the organisation means it is not practicable to maintain an adequate system of

internal control on all aspects of the business of the Society of Old Brentwoods. The Society of Old Brentwoods is an honorary 

organisation and a number of the activities are conducted by volunteers. Accordingly, the audit is limited to an opinion on the 

preparation of the accounts from the accounting records and other information presented to me.

Opinion

In my opinion, subject to the matter referred to above, the accounts of the Society of Old Brentwoods have been prepared in 

accordance with the accounting records and other information and explanations provided to me and in accordance with the 

accounting policies set out therein. 

.....................................

D.J. Wasley

Hon. Auditor

17th September 2011

Treasurer’s Report 2010-2011
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INCOME & EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT

Continuing Operations

2011 2010

Notes £ £

Turnover 2 140,580 134,930

_______ _______

Administrative Expenses (110,980) (110,144)

_______ _______

Operating Profit 3 29,600 24,786

Investment Income 4 584 477

Other Interest Receivable and 

Similar Income 15 9

_______ _______

Profit on Ordinary

Activities Before Taxation 30,199 25,272

Taxation 5 - (37)

_______ _______

Profit for the Year 10 30,199 25,235

Retained Profit Brought Forward 314,115 288,880

_______ _______

Retained Profit Carried Forward 344,314 314,115

_______ _______

There are no recognised gains or losses other than the profit or loss for the above two financial years.

BALANCE SHEET AS AT 30TH APRIL 2011
2011 2010

Notes £ £ £ £

Fixed Assets

Tangible Assets 6 322,834 314,182

Investments 7 9,441 9,441

_______ _______

332,275 323,623

Current Assets

Stocks 4,345 4,226

Debtors 8 7,390 16,006

Cash at Bank and in Hand 57,921 30,596

_______ _______

69,656 50,828

Creditors: Amounts Falling

Due Within One Year 9 (57,617) (60,336)

_______ _______

Net Current Liabilities 12,039 (9,508)

_______ _______

Total Assets Less Current

Liabilities 344,314 314,115

_______ _______

Net Assets 344,314 314,115

_______ _______

Accumulated Fund 10 344,314 314,115

_______ _______

Members' Funds 11 344,314 314,115

_______ _______

The financial statements were approved by the General Committee on 17th September 2011 and signed on its behalf by

..................................... ................................ ....................................

R. Owers S.D. Boon S.H.G. Born

President Chairman Hon. Treasurer
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

FOR YEAR ENDED 30TH APRIL 2011

1. Accounting Policies

1.1. Accounting Convention

The financial statements are prepared under the historical cost convention and comply with financial reporting standards of

the Accounting Standards Board. 

1.2. Turnover 

Turnover represents the total invoice value, excluding value added tax, of sales made during the year.  

1.3. Entrance Fees, Subscriptions & Donations

Entrance fees, subscriptions and donations are included on a received basis apart from those received under the arrangement

with the School of which the amount attributable to the first year of membership is credited to the Income & Expenditure Ac-

count in the year of receipt and the balance is carried forward and credited to the Income & Expenditure Account over the

next four years.

1.4. Tangible Fixed Assets and Depreciation

Depreciation is provided at rates calculated to write off the cost less residual value of each asset over its expected useful life,

as follows:

Furniture, Fixtures & Equipment - 20% on cost

No depreciation is made for other items, as in the opinion of the General Committee, book value exceeds cost.  

1.5. Investments

Fixed asset investments are stated at cost less provision for permanent diminution in value.

1.6. Stock

Stock is valued at the lower of cost and net realisable value.

2. Turnover

The total turnover of the Society for the year has been derived from its principal activity wholly undertaken in the UK.

3. Operating Profit/(Loss) 2011 2010

£ £

Operating profit/(loss) is stated after charging:

Depreciation and other amounts written off as tangible assets 3,711 1,408

_______ _______

4. Income from Investments

Income from investments 584 477

_______ _______

5. Tax on Profit/(Loss) on Ordinary Activities

Analysis of Charge in Period

Current Tax

UK Corporation Tax - 37

_______ _______
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6. Tangible Fixed Assets

Furniture,

Clubhouse Freehold Tennis Fixtures &

Buildings Sports Field Groundworks Courts Equipment Total

£ £ £ £ £ £

Cost

At 1st May 2010 197,819 28,994 58,769 26,711 77,552 389,845

Additions - - - - 30,545 30,545

Disposals - - - - (71,363) (71,363)

_______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______

At 30th April 2011 197,819 28,994 58,769 26,711 36,734 349,027

_______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______

Depreciation

At 1st May 2010 - - - - 75,663 75,663

Charge for the Year - - - - 7,347 7,347

Disposals - - - - (71,363) (71,363)

_______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______

At 30th April 2011 - - - - 11,647 11,647

_______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______

Net Book Values

At 30th April 2011 197,819 28,994 58,769 26,711 25,087 337,380

_______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______

At 30th April 2010 197,819 28,994 58,769 26,711 1,889 314,182

_______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______

7. Fixed Asset Investments Listed Premium

Investments Bonds Total

£ £ £

Cost

At 30th April 2010 9,191 250 9,441

_______ _______ _______

At 30th April 2011 9,191 250 9,441

_______ _______ _______

Net Book Values

At 30th April 2011 9,191 250 9,441

_______ _______ _______

At 30th April 2010 9,191 250 9,441

_______ _______ _______

8. Debtors 2011 2010

£ £

HM Revenue & Customs- VAT 2,884 -

Other Debtors - 118

Prepayments and Accrued Income 4,506 15,888

_______ _______

7,390 16,006

_______ _______

9. Creditors: Amounts Falling Due 2011 2010

Within One Year £ £

Corporation Tax - 62

Other Taxes and Social Security Costs - 400

Trade Creditors 17,568 -

Other Creditors 40,049 44,541

Accruals and Deferred Income - 15,333

_______ _______

57,617 60,336

_______ _______
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10. Members’ Funds Accumulated

Fund

£

At 1st May 2010 314,115

Profit for the Year 30,199

_______

At 30th April 2011 344,314

_______

11. Reconciliation of Movements in Members' Funds 2011 2010

£ £

Profit for the Year 30,199 25,235

Opening Member's Funds 314,115 288,880

_______ _______

Closing Member's Funds 358,860 314,115

_______ _______

DETAILED INCOME & EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT

FOR YEAR ENDED 30TH APRIL 2011

2011 2010

£ £ £ £

Income

Bar Profit 49,207 51,977

Entrance Fees, Subscriptions & Donations 43,472 41,756

Affiliated Clubs' Ground Rentals & Donations 31,992 25,947

Squash & Tennis Courts 1,815 2,678

Ground Rental 10,460 10,532

Other Income 3,634 2,040

_______ _______

140,580 134,930

Expenditure

Staff Costs 51,684 49,408

Insurance & Rates (134) 7,047

Light & Heat 10,413 8,404

Clubhouse Maintenance 18,046 13,329

Ground Maintenance 9,160 9,278

Chronicle 16,652 19,783

Administration Costs 1,448 1,487

Depreciation of Furniture, Fixtures & Equipment 3,711 1,408

_______ _______

(110,980) (110,144)

_______ _______

Operating Profit 29,600 24,786

Other Income and Expenses

Income From Investments

Listed Investment Income 584 47

_______ _______

584 477

Interest Receivable

Bank Deposit Interest 15 9

_______ _______

15 9

_______ _______

Net Profit for the Year 30,199 25,272

_______ _______
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GENERAL COMMITTEE & OFFICERS OF THE SOCIETy
President: Ian Waite (1959-70)

Vice Presidents

hoN. secretAry Ian R. West, Quarry House, London Road, Newport, Saffron Walden, 

Essex CB11 3PN  (01799 542960)  E-mail: IanWest@cartercamerons.com

hoN. treAsurer Simon Born, 251 Walmer Road, Notting Hill, London W11 4EW

hoN. registrAr Ian Pitwood, Bramley House, The Tye, East Hanningfield, Chelmsford CM3 8AA

(01245 403260)

hoN. eDitor of Martin Rowland, 6 St Paul’s Court, 18 Brackley Road, Beckenham,

the chroNicle Kent BR3 1RA  (020 8650 9967)

hoN. bAr chAirMAN Stephen Gorrod, 13 Gordon Road, Shenfield, Brentwood CM15 8LR

(01277 210722)

hoN. Archivist Tim Faiers, ‘Archdale’, 1 Woodway, Shenfield, Essex CM15 8LP 

(01277 214503) timfaiers@hotmail.co.uk

MeMbers

J. Barber 
J. Barnes
Sir Rodger Bell
K.H. Boon
G. Born
M.D. Bradford
P.R. Clements

D.B. Coull
B.P. Davies
J.A.E. Evans
T.J. Faiers
C.J. Finch
D. Fisk
M. King

J. Kelsall
N.J. Loader
S.D. Mathieson
J.Norris, CBE, DL
D.J. Oldham
R.W. Owers
T. Pailthorpe

M.J. Pepper
G.J. Pluckrose
Sir Michael Snyder
M.G. Stephenson
J.E. Stratford
D.Tee
A.M. Witney

Athletics & cross country:

T. Pailthorpe

cricket: F. Rylah

golf: S. Dick

rugby: M. Staines

football: P. Loader

Masonic lodge: T. Faiers

squash: P. Loader

tennis: M. Goodinge

school house obs: D.W. Tee

hough house obs: M. Michael

Ashwells road, bentley, Nr. brentwood, essex cM15 9se tel: 01277 374070 www.oldbrentwoods.org

secretAries of AffiliAteD clubs

Association of school Duncan Naughten, 2 Carlton Bank, Station Road, Harpenden, Herts AL5 4SU 
house old brentwoods (H) 01582 768997  (M) 07775 855499  email: dgnaughten@aol.com

Association of hough Max Michael, 96 Vaughan Williams Way, Brentwood, Essex CM14 5WT 
house old brentwoods (H) 01277 211202  (M) 07917 180773   email: maxmichael21@gmail.com

http://www.theoldhoughians.homestead.com

cross country Chris Lewis, 184 New North Road, London N1 7BJ (020 7226 3783)

cricket Fred Rylah, 6 Penwood Close, Billericay, Essex CM11 1DY
(07740 047632) fred.rylah@ker.co.uk

football Stuart Doran, 38 Gresham Road, Brentwood, Essex, CM14 4HN
(M) 07843 286681 (H) 01277 211219 

golf Stuart Dick, 15 Sawyers Grove, Brentwood CM15 9BD  dicks@mellon.com

Masonic lodge Secretary - Tim Faiers (as above)   timfaiers@hotmail.co.uk

Netball Lucie Selby (née Bridge), 174 Hutton Road, Shenfield CM15 8NL  (07976 849494)  
luciebridge@hotmail.com

rugby Tim Faiers (as above) Club Website: www.obrfc.org

tennis Mark Goodinge, 104 Hanging Hill Lane, Brentwood, Essex CM13 2HN (07770 300 735)   
mark@markgoodinge.com

squash Christian Croll, Heron Hall, Billericay Road, Herongate, Brentwood, Essex CM13 3SB
(H) 01376 361457  (M) 07711 515615

200 club Tim Faiers (as above) 

breNtwooD school ingrave road, brentwood, essex cM15 8As (01277 243243)  
Preparatory school (01277 243333)    •    www.brentwoodschool.co.uk

Guy Black  · Simon Boon  · Michele Feneley  · Mark Goodinge  · Sarbjeet Singh  · Ian Hannaway

Emma Jones  · John Hubbard  · Michael Roast  · Fred Rylah  · David Taylor  · Andrew Williams
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1957 Leavers Olympic Year
Reunion

Theme:  School Athletics Team
1956/7

Date:  Friday June 1st 2012

Venue: OBs Club House, Ashwells
Road, Bentley, Essex

Time:  18.30 for photographs at
19.00

Menu: Hot/cold buffet with
red/white wine

Price: £30.000 (t.b.c)

Final details will be circulated later in the

year. Enquiries to John Smith (01708
766596 coombessmith@triumvirate-

technology.ltd.uk); or 

Tim Pailthorpe (01376 570501
elizpailthorpe@hotmail.co.uk)

Dates for your Diary
The following dates are booked to take place at the Old
Brentwoods’ Clubhouse, Ashwells Road (or the School)
For further details of events contact organiser or, if not

shown, Tim Faiers, timfaiers@gmail.com, or Club Manager,
Melanie Staines (nee Bryant), melbryant1@hotmail.com,

who is also happy to take further bookings

Fri 28 Oct Cricket Club Dinner
Fri 4 Nov O.B.R.F.C. Autumn Ball
Sun 6 Nov FIREWORKS PARTY
Fri 11 Nov O.B. Legal Dinner (London)
Fri 18 Nov QUIZ NIGHT (tbc)
Sun 18 Dec FAMILY CHRISTMAS LUNCH
Tue 27 Dec O.B.A.F.C. “Bank Holiday Soccer”
Sat 31 Dec O.B.R.F.C. President’s Match and 

New Year’s Eve Do
2012
Sun 11 Mar “Dejeuner et Vin”, 

devant  France v England 3.00pm
Sat 17 Mar 6 Nations Climax: 

England v Ireland, 5.00pm
ST. PATRICK’S DAY CELEBRATION

Fri 30 Mar SOCIETY DINNER (School)
Sat 14 Apr Sportsmen’s Lunch

Old Brentwoods Boarders 
Dinner 2012

Friday 25th May at 7.30pm
Old Brentwoods Clubhouse, Ashwells Road

c/o Duncan Naughten, 2 Carlton Bank, Station Road,
Harpenden, Herts AL5 4SU

Tel: 01582 768997  Mob: 07775 855499
e.mail: dgnaughten@aol.com

Name _______________________________________

Years and Boarding House ______________________

Address _____________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

Please send one ticket for me ............ and another for

my partner .................... and tickets for ............ guests.

I enclose my remittance of £ ............ (£30 per ticket –

cheques only, payable to DG Naughten)

I would like to order ............. vegetarian meals.

PLEASE RETURN By 30th April

Some of us intend to meet in the School House garden at 6pm and
spend an hour in and around the Old School House Library, now
the staff common room. At 7pm, we will drive down the Ongar Road
to the Old Brentwoods Clubhouse, Ashwells Road, Bentley (phone
01277 374070) for dinner at 7.30pm.

As partners are invited, we should dress smartly.

SPORTS LUNCH
SATURDAY  14 April 2012  12 noon for 1.00 p.m.

We/I/shall/not/ be attending this function (*delete as appropriate).

Name(s) :  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Address :  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

E-mail :  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Contact Numbers :

(Home)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(Mobile)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(Please return anyway to ensure the database is up to date)

Special Dietary Requests :  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Guests and Ladies are always welcome. Tables of 8/9/10 are
favourable

I enclose cheque in the sum of £ . . . . . . . . . .  made payable

to “The Society of Old Brentwoods”       (£12.00 per head)

This is always a most convivial occasion.  Please forward
these details on to any of your contacts who may be interested.

PleAse returN this forM to DAviD J. olDhAM 

by 7 April 2012

“Hillcrest” 44 London Road  Brentwood  Essex CM14 4QG

Tel. 01277 213784     Fax. 01277 260556    Mobile. 07771 740730

E-mail : djo@djoldham.fsnet.co.uk

(Work)

(Fax)
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Pupils scale creative heights
The work of hundreds of art, design & technology and IT students was on display at

Brentwood School’s Summer Exhibition at the Hardy Amies Design Centre in June. Their

activities were manifest in artwork, architectural models, ceramics, sculptures, photogra-

phy and paintings – some of them submitted for GCSE and A level art examinations.  The

annual house cooking competition produced outstanding dishes. Graham Kiff, Director of

the Centre, explained: “The Summer exhibition continues to improve year on year and is

always a great success. The standard of work is really high.” The Design centre was

named after former pupil the late Sir Hardy Amies, couturier to The Queen and designer of

Brentwood School’s stylish girls’ uniform.



Old Brentwood George Cansdale, at the School in the 1920s, was superindendent at London Zoo and a
major TV celebrity in the 1950s. He handled and talked about a huge range of wild animals for BBC 
audiences when it was the only channel in the country. The above strip cartoon was a regular feature in
the Eagle comic and is featured in the recently published ‘Eagle Annual – Best of the 1950s’




